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dbx
The world's
smartest

noise gate /expander
fits into the same rack as

the world's smoothest compressor which
fits into the same rack as

the world's cleverest de -esser which
fits into the same rack as the

world's most versatile parametric equaliser
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Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd
Unit 2
10 William Road
London NW1 3EN
Tel: 01 -387 1262
Telex: 279 39 SCENIC G

Austria: Kam Ges.m.b.h. & Co. KG, dba /Stereo Center Kain, Muenchner Bundesstrasse 42, A -5020 Salzburg. Australia: Klarion Pty, Regent House, 63 Kingsway South, Melbourne
3205.Belgium /Luxembourg: Trans European Music SA, Koeivyerstradt 105,13-1710 Dilbeek. Denmark: SLT, Helgesvej 9-11 /0K -2000, Kopenhagen. England: Scenic Sound Equipment. 97 -99 Dean
Street, London W 1V 5RA. Finland: Studiotec Ky, Eljaksentie 9, 00370 Helsinki 37. France: Cineco, 72, des Champs- Elysees, 75008 Paris. Greece: Bon Studio Sound Systems, 14 Zaimi Str. Athens
48.
Hong Kong: Philllpines, South Korea, Thailand, People's Republic of China: Studer Revox (Far East) Ltd. 5th Floor, Parklane Bldg, 233 -5 Queens Road, Central, Hong Kong. Italy: Sciente( Audio SRL,
Via Pietri 52 (or) Via Venturi 70, Modena 41100. Japan: BSR (Japan) Ltd, Tokyo 101. Netherlands: Special Audio Products B. V. Scheldeplein 18, 1078 GR Amsterdam. New Zealand: Videx
Systems Ltd,
Ellice Industrial Estate, P.O. Box 31 -029, Auckland 10, 48 Ellice Road. Glenfield. Norway: Lydrommet, St Olaysgate 27. Oslo 1. Spain: Commercial Lavilla, Legaledad, 64066, Barcelona 24.
Sweden: Tal
& Ton AB, Kungsgatan 5, 411 19 Goeteborg. Switzerland: Audio Bauer A, CH -8064 Zurich, Bernerstrasse-Nord 182. West Germany: Audio Vertrieb, Bargweg 45b, 2000 Norderstedt.
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This month's comment from Keith Spencer-Allen

Just looking is not enough

This issue either breaks new ground or marks the entry
into an area of unmitigated foolishness. In many ways I am
not completely certain with which I align my total
conviction, although to do nothing would make for a far
easier life.
We have never ever reviewed a loudspeaker in the entire
25 odd years of this magazine. There were very good
reasons for this which, for the time, were right.
Circumstances change, however, as do the expectations of
our readership (or a sizeable proportion) and so about 18
months ago we accepted that at some time in the future we
would start a review programme that would include
loudspeakers. We have now reached the first phase of
introduction of such reviews.
Although it may be a very wide generalisation, up until
10 years ago there was very little to choose from in the way
of monitors for the multitrack recording studio. If we
exclude the field of classical and broadcast monitoring
where the requirements have always been rather different,
the monitoring choice for most UK studios was made from a
field of two. Similar situations were prevalent in most of
the recording centres of the world although the choice of
monitors was perhaps from three manufacturers with only
one being in common with the UK.
The last decade has seen the emergence of several
monitor manufacturers who have had considerable impact
internationally. There are also a whole host of smaller
manufacturers, many regional at present, who have
products that are designed as monitors and can offer many
different approaches in design. We must add to this the
number of studios who also have developed their own
systems either from the ground up or due to dissatisfaction
with certain units of their own installed system. From this
you can see that the situation we currently find ourselves
in is not as it was 10 years ago.
As a parallel to these changes, the spread of recording
studios throughout the UK and USA, and indeed
throughout the world has been such that there are now a
significant proportion based outside the accepted recording
centres of the world. Access to new equipment for these
studios is often not so easy. Even if there should happen to
be a pro -audio show within financially feasible commuting
distance, the chances are that it will be a `silent show' with
no possibility of loudspeaker demonstrations or at best you
may have the opportunity to audition a system such that
the worth of the demo will vary proportionately with the
similarity between your control room and a standard hotel
bedroom. The only exception to this that I have personally
witnessed was the UREI demonstration at a recent
European AES Convention where they had taken a great
deal of time to measure out and treat a fairly large room so

STUDI
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

STUDIO SOUND is published on
the second Friday of the preceding
month. The magazine is available
on a rigidly controlled requested
basis only to qualified personnel
(see back page for terms) or for an
annual cost of £18.00 UK, $40 US
surface mail, $75 US airmail,
£24.50 overseas surface mail or
£46.50 overseas airmail to non qualifying readers or where more
than two copies are required in a
studio or small organisation. All

that the monitors had at least a fighting chance. The

exception, however, proves the rule.
With a rapidly increasing number of manufacturers
designing units for the studio monitoring environment; the
increasing importance that monitoring must be given with
a CD end product; the lack of suitable circumstances to
audition monitors and the lack of any comparable
specifications, it has become a necessity to consider such
reviews.
For the reviews to be of any value, it has been obviously
very necessary to consult a wide cross-section of monitor
speaker manufacturers, designers and users. It had been
hoped to complete this project and formulate a set of review
procedures that would be meaningful and worthwhile
measuring. The response from almost all manufacturers
consulted so far has been very positive and most are very
keen to see such a project successfully undertaken. This
stage is unfortunately still not complete and there are
many areas yet to be finalised and several manufacturers to
be consulted. It may be that the finally accepted reviews
procedure will have little similarity to methods used for
other equipment- indeed this is almost certain to be the
case.
In this issue we have started in a small way to show that
we mean business. It is our intention that these reviews are
to be of value to you, the reader, although we still may
modify our procedure in the light of comments. Speaker
reviews have always been a contentious subject,
particularly in the consumer press. However if you start
with the philosophy that the purpose of equipment
evaluation is to inform the reader rather than become over involved in self defeating blind alleys, then the attitude
that we have to take is far more clear.

APRS column

Another first for this issue is the introduction of a regular
monthly column contributed by the Association of
Professional Recording Studios. The APRS is a UK based
association for recording studios, pro audio manufacturers
and several other associated areas. European and regular
readers of Studio Sound will be familiar with the activities
of the APRS although they may only know them through
the annual exhibition of equipment that they host every
June in London. It is a pleasure to welcome the APRS
column and to hope that they find it beneficial as a way of
furthering contact with their membership and informing
non-member readership of their attitudes and activities.
subscription enquiries, including
changes of address (which should be
in writing and preferably including
an old address label or at least the
7 -digit label code) should be made

Subscription Department,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA, Great
Britain.
US mailing agents: Postmaster
to the

please send address corrections to
Studio Sound, c/o Expediters of the
Printed Word Ltd, 515 Madison

Avenue, New York, NY 10022.
Total average net circulation of
13,925 per issue during 1983. UK:
5,821. Overseas: 8,104. (ABC
audited).
Studio Sound and Broadcast
Engineering incorporates Sound
International and Beat

Instrumental. Printed in England.
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T0oI0
EXCLUSIVE
BY BFE

Studio Rack: Expander /Gate -,
Compressor/Limiter -, De -Esser and
Parametric -Equaliser.

I3FE announces new studio
concept: S -TEC AUDIO Studio Line!
Finally, after a long silence,
a domestic audio mixing console
designer came up with a professional
quality product with the seal

"Made in Germany" which is cost
effective with detail finish and state
of art design. S -TEC AUDIO
Studio Line Naturally available
exclusively through BFE. For further
information please contact:
:

An der Ochsenwiese 6
Mainz-Gonsenheim
West Germany Telefon: 06131/4 63 -0
Telex: 4 187 300 bfe d
BFE KG
D -6500

TELEX. the name
for performance
e
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TELEX TAPE DUPLICATORS
-The industry standard for
in- cassette duplication. Proven
worldwide in continuous duty
applications for audio and data
copying. The Telex range
includes the budget desk top
Copyettes and the new 6120
series, a fast reel to cassette and
cassette to cassette system,
duplicating in all formats.

AVCOM SYSTEMS LTD
Stanlake Mews
London W12 7HS

TELEX 6120 HIGH SPEED TAPE DUPLICATING SYSTEM
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Tel no: 01 -740 0051

Telex: 892513

A dozen reasons for Otari from Turnkey

Terry Britten Top song writer's private
Advision The most recent major London
studio to update its multitracks to the newest production studio studio chooses an MTR90
MTR90 from Turnkey.
Multitrack Hire A pair of MTR 90's
supplied and backed by Turnkey is hired for

the most demanding applications.
Trident Their first. MTR90 from Turnkey
proved so successful, that within weeks, a
second one was ordered, delivered and
installed.
Complete Video London's most advanced
post production suite chose a pair of Otaris
from Turnkey to run the highest quality audio
alongside video.
Livingston North London studio upgrades
once, then for a second time to the Otani MTR
90 twenty four track from Turnkey.
Genetic Demanding, busy pop studio
chooses Otani from Turnkey to master their
chart successes.
Paddy Kingsland Speciality studio,
responsible for tightly written and produced
film scores chooses Otani from Turnkey.
Wessex Long established London studio
upgrades its multitrack to the MTR90 series
from Turnkey.

from Turnkey.

Surrey Sound Top producer's commercial
studio upgrades its multitrack to the Otani
MTR90 from Turnkey.

Silk Sound Providing an unrivalled service
for the radio industry, Silk Sound's production/mastering studio uses Otani from
Turnkey to provide the widest range of
facilities.

Madness Within months, this private
production studio has upgraded its original,
basic multitrack to the newst MTR90's from
Turnkey.

We can help with finance, upgrade, and of
course our full studio supply and design
service is also available.
For full information on the thoroughly
recommended range of Otani from Turnkey,
call Garry Robson now on 01 -202 4366

tifkey studio systems
Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL. Tel 01 -202 4366
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AsoNAfor

ASONA offers a complete program of
tape duplication and winding systems.

Complete Cassette Production
ASONA Twin Slave

ASONA recording slaves are designed

for cassette tape duplication with
ASONA loop-bin master reproducers.
The plug -in interconnection capability
enables the number of slaves to be
easily varied according to job size.
Central bias generator in loop -bin, bias
switch for chrome tape.
Robust construction, with a minimum
of moving parts.

-

Low maintenance re uirements low

We can

r.'L [r1f (?1a14,q5,.Tra... ..

tailor a cassette production system to your needs.
Write or call for a proposal.

ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA KG, Stollbergstraße 7,
Tel.: (0)89- 225057, Telex: 522084 AUVIS D

IAC

D -8000

Munich 22

turns the radio on...

More and more radio stations are turning to
IAC guaranteed performance studio
facilities to bring them on the air fast and
with no compromise in meeting the
highest acoustic specifications.
Supplied on a full 'turnkey'
responsibility basis, our recording
and broadcasting studios come
complete with guaranteed
acoustic performance.
And space saving, lightweight

Based on our 30 years' experience in
worldwide acoustics we can supply a wide
range of accessories including silenced
ventilation and air conditioning systems

HEREWARD
RADIO
RADIO
GWENT

....and on and on!
modular
construction
means rapid
delivery and easy (i11t'l'1l., tp,f1lPff:lA 4lql
installation even
;1
in existing buildings.
Acoustic performance is designed
to meet current BBC and IBA
specifications. IAC studios offer
reverberation times of 0.2 sec to
0.1 sec in audio range and acoustic
and structural isolation of 37dB
to 93dB through the octave
bands.

-
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to keep levels down to NC15
or lower.
Finally, to make an IAC
studio a real home -fromhome, we offer a
selection of finishing
options to ensure a
relaxed visually
pleasing,
acoustically
INVICTA INVICTA
right
SOUND SOUND
environment.
The rest is up
to you!
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"Total Service in Noise Control Engineering"

Industrial Acoustics Company
Walton House, Central Trading Estate, Staines. Middlesex TW184XB.
Phone: 0784 56251 Telefax: 0784 63303 Telex: 22518.
THE STANDARD OF SILENCE

1160 Commerce Avenue, Bronx, New York 10462. Phone: 212 -9318000 Telex: 12 -5880
Garden Grove, CA 92643, 10971 Garden Grove Blvd. Phone: 714-636-5440
4055 Niederkruchten (Dusseldorf) Germany. Phone: 02163-8431, 8432 Telex: 852261

Good News
for everybody between eight and sixteen
It's not just the twenty four track customer

that wins out on the latest technology. The
many applications of professional eight and
sixteen track get their fair share of innovation
- particularly from two market leaders in
both consoles and recorders.
................
................

Facing the reality of a highly competitive
market, Soundcraft's most budget 200 Series,
is equally suited to stereo, four or eight track
recording. And in particular, it's a firm favourite with AV producers. Stepping up, the 400
Series expands on the basic features.
,s, -ot\
Various module
options are readily
available to customise
the console to exact
requirements. And
finally the highly
acclaimed 1600
Series, which cater
for up to twenty four
track.
In combination with
Soundcraft recorders,
we offer Producer
packages. Matched
systems that can be delivered and installed
rapidly.
There's choice for mastering from two
track up to twenty four from both Otani and
Soundcraft.
Both companies have recently upgraded
the basic transport for their recorders, and
it's worthwhile comparing bot specs and
prices closely.

The Mark 3 5050 Series from Otani comes in
two, four and eight track versions - tough
workhorses for the most demanding studio
applications. There's also an economy sixteen track on one inch - details as we get
them.

a

MX5050.MK8
=,,,*waUt ekgix

Cnavx i

,awv
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Soundcraft offer budget eight, sixteen and
twenty four channel recorders, plus a new 2
year limited warranty plan.
Of course every product can be supplied
alone or in a package - that way, you can
negotiate the very best price.
Full information or any of the brochures
shown are a phone call away from Turnkey.
We are the experts at Soundcraft and Otani
supply and installation.
Nobody knows the business better.

far key studio systems
Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL. Tel 01- 202 4366
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PORTABLE. POWERFUL. PROFESSIONAL.
The TOA MX106 Self- Powered
Mixing System

EVERYTHING YOU NEED STARTS
WITH THE INPUTS.
Six inputs accept either balanced or
unbalanced sources: low or high
impedance mics, guitars, keyboards,
drum machines
you name it. On
each input you get three band eq., a
trim control and peak reading detection
circuitry. Goodbye overloading and

-

distortion.
The internal power amp is rated at
300 watts into 2 ohms! It's short -circuit
and overload protected. And a specially
designed rolled aluminum heatsink
guarantees excellent heat dissipation
for maximum system reliability.
Want to know more?
Then please send for further details to:-

e

Sound

Gornmun,caons

TOA ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Authorised TOA suppliers and

Crafted in Japan

service operations are located

throughout UK.
For further details contact:

Professional Sound Division
Castle Street, Ongar, Essex
Tel: (0277) 364333
Telex: 995554

INVEST IN A SOUND FUTURE
YOUR CAREER IN THE

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY
TREAAS

runny* Of RECORDInc ARTS

WILL PUT YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK
Stellavox SP 8
Recorder

The

Iightwei
portable with
heavyweight features.

In a 2 year

RECORDING
ARTS AND SCIENCES

* 4.9 kg Total operational weight.
*
*

graduates placed

of COURSES Ir;
RECORDING PRODUCING
SOUND ENGINEERING
MANAGEMENT

EBU.'SMPTE Time-code generator version available.

Universal option includes mono neo-pilot compatible, mono synchrotone and
stereo synchrotone.

* Optional plug -in 50/60 Hz synchronizer.

* Very low power consumption (90 -110 mA).
*
1,

6 Simultaneous inputs: 2

x

mike; 2 x variable line; 2

x

LIMITED INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
For Day or Evenlnq courses APPLY NOW!
For application and FREE brochure descnbing courses contact The IvV,I.

fixed line.

Passive big reel adaptor allows up to 12" spools to be used, including NAB

\/

O

SWITZERLAND

S71--2\-V

2068 Hauterive-Ne,
Switzerland.Te1:038 33 42 33.
Telex:35 380.

I UK Distributors: FUTUREFILMDEVELOPMENTS.114WardourStreet ,LondonWlV3LP, England.
Tel:01-434 3344 & 01-4371892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFDG.Cables:Allotrope- Londonall.
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TREBAS InSTITUTE
225 Mutual St
Toronto. Ont.
Canada M5B 2B4
Inc

-

14161

977.9797

Of RECORDInc

1435 Bleury St. Ste 301
Montreal. Que.
Canada H35 2H7
Tel 15141 845 -4141

290 Nepean St.
Ottawa, Ont.
Canada K1R 5x3
Tel 16131 232 -7104

ARTS

547 Homer St.
Vancouver
Bnasn Columba V6B 2V7
Tn, 1604' 669 2727

developing tomorrow's music industry leaders since 1979

TREBAS

ImSTITUTE

Of RECORDInG ARTS

Spend a day with the latest in multitrack,
in the privacy of a silent rock'n roll studio
More than anyone, we know the importance

of hands on evaluation when choosing multitrack. And in particular, when there's a new
operating concept involved along the way.
In their latest advertising, Soundcraft invite
you to take a closer look at their newest inline console. The TS24 offers a very
organised way of working. All the many
advantages of in line operation without the
complication. A thoroughly British way of

adapting an original American concept.
We would like to make that invitation a
reality for any engineer or producer who
may be considering an upgrade to twenty

four track.
It so happens, that there's a studio in the
City of London that's equipped with both the
TS24 and the very latest Mark 3, Soundcraft
twenty four track. An installation which truly

represents the very latest technology.
Control room acoustics were designed by
Andy Munro of Turnkey Two, so we can
safely say that you will be listening to the
whole truth. Master dupes are available for
you to mix. Once we've shown you the way
around the TS24, we'll leave you in peace
and you can take your time to discover the

broad possibilities.
This new development from Soundcraft is
offering a console that's a simple pleasure to
create with.
No brochure or word of mouth can equal
the chance for such a hands on evaluation.

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
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Soundcraft
APPROPRL TE TECHNOLOGY

Call Garry Robson now to arrange an
appointment at the studio.
There's no obligation just the chance to
discover this latest Soundcraft twenty four
track system. What's more, lunch is included.

taMkey studio systems

r

Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL.Tel; 01 -202 4366

SILENCE!

EvalttOn

in Progress
11

&W
MODEL 808
B

Your reference standard
raised to 120dB

-

The secret to

l

CU-41's remarkar
performance is its

unique double cr
denser capsule
design,

SANKEN PICKS
AUTHORIZED DEALERS
IN THE U.S.
Sanken Microphone Co., of Japan, proudly announces
that it has selected three authorized dealers to market
its CU -41 uni -directional, double condenser microphone
and its related accesssories in the United States. The
CU -41 is one of the first microphones in the world that
can unlock the full potential of digital audio recording.
The U.S. dealers for the CU -41 are:

-

The new Model 808 B&W s response to the Jemand for
higher sound evels.
The same basic sophistication of the 801 F Special now
regarded as the professional standard monitoring loudspeaker
world -wide. But incorporating a whole range of new concepts
and techniques.

-

Five totally new drive units ñ a three -way system producing
peak recording listening roan outputs in the order of 120dB.
Sensitivity double that of 807 F's 85dB: 91 dB for 1 watt input.
Overall frequency linearity, 'me from colouration and
distortion.
All the power in hand needed for popular musc. The further
reference you ve been waiting for.

New York: Martin Audio Video Corp.
423 West 55th St., N.Y, N.Y 10019
TEL (212) 541 -5900 TLX 971846

Nashville: Studio Supply Company, Inc.
1717 Elm Hill Pike, Suite B -9, Nashville, Tenn. 37210
TEL (615) 366 -1890

Hollywood: Audio Industries Corporation
1419 N. La Brea Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90028
TEL (213) 851 -4111 TLX 677363
Sanken is now in the process of selecting authorized
dealers for other countries. If you would like to be considered for selection, please send your credentials (including a copy of your most recent financial statement)
to the address below.

Full technical informarion

Japan's most original microphone maker
B &W Loudspeakers Ltc Meadow Road, Vbrthing,
West Sussex BN11 2Rx Te_ (0903) 205611 Telex 87342
Distributed in 35 aountnes worldwide
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Sole export agent

5 -72 -6

Pan Communications. Inc.

Asakusa, Tatto -ku, Tokyo 111,

Japan

Telx J27803 Hi Tech /Telephone 03- 871 -1370
Telefax 03 -871- 0169 /Cable Address PANCOMMJPN

Top of our list of the latest rack technology
is a compressor that uses valves
There is little doubt in the minds of many
engineers that vacuum tubes possess a unique
sound quality and there is technical evidence
to support this belief. Such equipment is said to
have a warmer' more 'alive' sound. The
Drawmer 1960 is a dual compressor amplifier,
using vacuum tubes in conjuction with
semiconductors. Features include 'soft knee'
characteristic, variable threshold and switchable attack release. Equalisation is provided.
Drawmer already lead in dynamic control
with their conventic::nal products, this new
device is already in great demand. Full range
available.

Reverb in a rack from MXR. The 01 digital
reverb is still the pr_ce leader for stereo space
without side effects. Programmable pre -delay,

Stereo from Mono The effect is a generation
beyond simple left/right, bass/treble splitting.
True comb filtering with variable modulation
and chorus effects bring stereo spread and
sparkle to any source. An ingenious device
from Studio Technologies in the States. Demo
tape available on request.

Computer controlled delay MIDI is upon

and this new Yamaha product shows just
how far the music manufacturers have
advanced. Fully programmable obviously,
with up to a second delay at 18kHz bandwidth.
Each of its 16 memory banks can be remotely
selected from a MIDI keyboard or other MIDI
equipment. Stocks expected in October.
us,

decay, and damping plust nine factory set
simulations ranging from a tight plate sound to
a large hall. About the only digital reverb at the
moment on sensible delivery. All MXR studio
products available. Normally from stock.

mom
Short term digital recording is the most
desirable effect in he studio today.
The AMS system is the most advanced product in the market featuring modular design,
full loop editing and modulatiuon for all the
popular effects. We are South of England
distributors for AMS. Call us for a demonstration of their studio reverb.

Introducing Stargate Another addition to
our very wide range of reverb supply. Wide
range of programmable parameters with full

simultaneous display of settings. (Engineers
who are already famniliar with plate or spring
reverbs will find the Stargate especially easy
to operate. Demo on request.

Controllable excitement from EXR. Until

recently, the psychoacoustic effect known as
'aural excitement' was only available as a black
box with a knob marked 'effect'. Now the EXR
Projector offers a degree of selection of effect
quality. This is an impossible unit to describe,
call us for a demoloan or demonstration.

far key studio systems
Brent View Road, LONDON NW9 TEL Tel; 01 -202 4366
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ANNOUNCING THE NEW

XSERIES
HIGH PERFORMANCE POWER

AMPLIFIERS

SIMPLY
THE BEST...

'

We are proud to introduce the superb new `second generation'
MOS -FET professional power amplifiers - the X- Series. Innovated by
Mike Harrison and his Research and Development team who produced
the World's first commercial MOS -FET power amplifiers back in 1978,
HIT are now moving well ahead with the X- Series - superior in every
way, smaller size, lighter weight, improved performance, more features, a
wider choice of models, even greater reliability and better looking.
But buying an X- Series is more than good looks, it's about hard
competitive facts. We think when you have checked the X- Series features
and seen the very competitive prices then you will agree - the X-Series are
simply the best price/performance package in the market. Specifically
designed for broadcast, recording, P.A., disco and industrial applications.
UK Distributors

X150

75 + 75 Watts stereo
150 Watts mono (1U)

X200

100 + 100 Watts stereo
200 Watts mono (2U)

X500

250 + 250 Watts stereo
500 Watts mono (3U)

X800

400 + 400 Watts stereo
800 Watts mono (3U)

-

Feldon Audio Ltd.,
126 Great Portland Street,
London WIN 5RA
Elliot Brothers,
9 Warren Street,
London WI
01 -380 0511

X1200 600 + 600 Watts stereo
1200 Watts mono (4U)

Audio Services,
Studio House,
High Lane Village,
Near Stockport, Cheshire SK6 SAA.
06632 4244
Audio Visual Systems
Unit 2, West Parade Industrial Estate,
Halifax, W. Yorks. HXI 2TF.
0422- 58600/62800

Export Distributors Expotus Ltd.,
95 Gray's Inn Road, EX ?
London WC1X 8TX.

ZUS

01 -405 9665

From

Harrison Information Technology
Unit 3, Button End, l Iarston Cambridge CB2 5NX Telephone 0223 871711
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NEUMANN
Manufacturer of sophisticated Disk Cutting
Equipment of wcrldwide reputation.
Direct Metal®

Mm
Mastering

The Technology
The Equipment

TELDEC DMM- Technology, accepted wcridwide
and realised by the Neumann system, has
established a new Quality Standard for The Long

Playing Record.
Cutting into copper for direct production of the
mother eliminates three stages of the previous
processing sequence.
TELDEC DMVI
NEUMANN VMS 82 Cutting Lathe
SX 82 Cutterhead
SAL 82 Cutter Drive Logic
For DMM Licenc3 Agreement, please contact
Teldec Schallplatten GmbH, -leussweg 25, D -2000

741

AUDIO EXPORT GEORG NEUMANN &CO GMBH
Badstraße 14

Postfach 1180 D -7100 Heilbronn Tel. (0 71
7 -28 558 audex d Cables Audioexport

31) 8

22 75

Telex

F.W.O. Bauch

Limited

49 Theobako Street, Boreham Wooi, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Te ephone 01-953 0091, Telex 27502

E-

mburg

19

Washington St.. .lev York, NY '0014
(2'21741 -74'1
WestC east Sales Office
I:031841-111

Rodney

Kobarakawa
uses SONEX
a lisle

differently...
Pictures do speak louder than words.

When we asked our customers to show
how they used SONEX, we weren't surprised to hear that it did the job. We

-

knew this special acoustical foam
with
its sculptured anechoic design
absorbs
sound successfully. What really amazed us
was the number of different applications
they showed us. See (and hear) for yourself and write for their comments today.
Wherever sound is the problem, SONEX
is the solution.

-

is manufactured by Illbruck/usa and distributed
exclusively to the pro sound industries by Alpha Audio.

SONEX

OlPDIäBretudio®
Richmond, Virginia 23220

(804) 358-3852

audreasons
io-technicä
7

10

1

2

,;-;

Three -layer
Precision
why you cant bu
buy machined
t'
body protective
grill. ,
of materials
a better vota 1
' ,'
selected for
balance,
microphone.' perfect
,`
shaped for
-

t

Acoustic
foam filter.

mot'

at your Audio-Technica sound

specialist.

4

Felt dust cover.

8

Acoustic phasing
chambers.

9

10

Grille screens soldered (not glued).

Armourized anti chip finish.

- -- - -

Two shock mounts.

connector
connects directly
to element.
3 -pin

dynamic
cardioid capsule

.

comfort.
Aluminium
Zinc Alloy.

There's one other reason why

you'll put the ATM41 first in vocal
microphones. Listen. Our sound
blows them all away! Try it today

3

High- output
moving coil

FOR

FREE

LITERATURE, COMPLETE THE COUPON

IIIII

N

-

AND SEND WITH A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

Name.

1

Address:

UK. Trade Dtstributoi s
MODEL FEATURED:

ATM41

f96 RRP inc. VAT

John Hornby Skewes &
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1

Ltd.

Salem House. Garforth. Leeds LS25 1PX. England.

NM
16

Co.

M N

NMI

NM

SS/AT84
MEN

TOTAL SEPARATION AND
PERFECT TIMING.
These are the innovative features that glace the
microprocessor- controlled Studer A81C way ahead
in the science and art of analogue recording.
The A810 incorporates a specially-de/eloped
time code system, utilizing a new combination
head arrangement to input SMPTE code data on a
0.35mm wide central track between the audio
channels on a'/d' tape. Two 'combi-hea is' are
employed, or either side of the audio record and
reproduce heads. One head contains the time
code reproduce gap and the audio erase gap; the
other has the time code erase gap and time code
record gap. Because the heads are totally
separate, audio /code crosstalk rejectior is better
than 90dB.
An integral digital delay automaticall,
compensates for the problem of audio,': ;ode time
offset at all speeds. During recording and
playback, this delay holds the time signal until it is
in exact synchronization with the audio Jutput.
Tapes can be spliced in the normal wad, without
fear of removing SMPTE data.
Not only does this novel A810 time code system
eliminate the need for a multi -track reccrde' when

-

synchronizing stereo audio programs with video
tape recorders, but it is also ideal for a variety of
other applications: film audio editing,
TV- simulcast, broadcast automation systems,
AN system control, and slow-speed logging.
And the A810 offers a host of other advanced
features including: fully-programmable functions;
revolutionary memory system for electronic
alignment parameters and different tape
formulations; quartz- referenced capstan speed
control with +/- readout; and many other
monitoring and control options.
Just write or 'phone for full technical details.

a

Studer A810. A quantum leap.

STUDER
CH -8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01)840

2960

STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 254-5651
STUDER REVOX SARL Paris Telephone 533 5858
STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto Telephone (416) 423 -2831

MO. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood. Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01- 953 0091. Telex 27502

TALKING DRUMS!
Simmons SDS7 system with Sampling

i

SDS7 Standard Kit

£1,875

SDS7 Cymbal Package

£196

SDS7 Hi -Hat Package

£232

SDS7 Additional Modules

£135

SDS /EPB Eprom Blower

SDS6 Midi Sequencer

£341
£1,250

Simmons Claptrap

£100

All prices exclude VAT.

EALING BROADWAY CENTRE, OAK ROAD, LONDON W5. TEL 01 -567 3623

STAK-RAK them!
Stockists
London
London
London
London
London
Luton

N1

NW1

NW9
NW10
W6

Et Wayman
Music Lab Sales
Turnkey
HHB Hire Er Sales

Raper

I.T.A.
Don Larking

9342
5392
4366
3295
9009
0582 450066
01 -359
01 -388
01 -202
01 -961
01 -748

Ken Jones, Creative Engineering
135 Coles Green Road, London NW2 7HN Tel: 01 -450 6993
Telex: 265871 (MONREF) Attn. DGS 1284
18
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Stak -Rak

19- Rack System

WHAT CAN YOU GIVE A
COMPANY WHO SHIP ALL
ORDERS WITHIN THE HOUR AT
THE U.K.'s LOWEST PRICES ?.
A.C. Millivoltmeter.
ACOUSTITILES.
Aerosols.
AGFA

FERROGRAPH.
Flangers.
Frequency counter.
Function generator.
Gaffer tape.
Goosenecks.
Gaphic equalizers.
Head cleaner.

A.K.G.

ALICE.
AMPEX.
Amplifiers.
Audio Osc.
AUR ATONE.
Bantam Plugs.
Bargraph display.
BELL
Bulk Erasers.
BULLDOG Leads.

Microphones.
Mic stands.
Moulded leads.
Multimeters.
Multiway cables.
Mu Meta Shield.
Musiflex cable.
MXR,
Noise gates.
Oscilloscopes.
PAN test meters
Patch cords.
Patchpanels.
PENTAGON.
Plugs aucio + video.
Power supplies.
PZM.
QUAD.

Head Demagnetisers.
Headphones.

HIGH- COM.D +R REBIS
KEITH MONKS.
LEADER Instruments.
Leads audio + video.

Limiters/ Compressors.
Lubricated tape.

Cables.
Cable drum..
Call blockers.

Racks 19 ".
Razcr blades.
REBIS.
Reverberation.
REVOX.
SENNHE SER
Speakers.
Splicing accessories.
Stackracks.

CAPITOL tape.
Cassettes.
Cassette duplicators.

Chinagraph.
Compressors.
CROWN.
Data cassettes.
DBX.
De Magnetisers.
D.I. Boxes.
Digital multimeters.

Studiflex.

TANNOY.
TEAC.
Test tapes.
Test equipment.
QW + Flutter meter.

D+ R.
DRAWMER

Trade counter now opens 8am to 5.30pm
Phone for free 50 P a g e fullY
illustrated catalogue
-*
r. Camden Town Station 1 minute's Walk
=r,`
Orders 01 482 1692
Administration 01 485 4908
.

..

16

Stucley Place Hawley Crescent Camden Town London NW 6NS
1

, ;.,

i
-'

\,
=(G)

Lateral Thinking
The perfect definitive power amplifier shotild
run absolutely stable and completely undistorted across
a full frequency range up to the highest power level with
total dependability" we said. Our resolve was to make that
ideal a reality.
Thus, our boffins at Cambridge
donned their thinking caps and with
typical panache sliced across
convention with a radical new
solu ti o n: M O S -FET technology.
And the result?No thermal
runaway. No secondary breakdown.
Simpler circuits. Fewer components.
Therefore, greater reliability under

systems, vibrator driving, or superior audio installations,
our newMOS -FET amplifiers will deliver perfect
waveforms right up to 50kHz at full power.
Now this technology is available to you, in 19"
rackmount format with models from 150 to 800 Watts_
and upwards in multiples,using the X300 frequency
dividing network.
So if you're thinking that our thinking was along
the right lines, then cbop us a line yourself and we'll tell
you much more.

tough conditions.Whateveryour
application; variable frequency
power supplies, servo motor
Professional distributors:
Scenic Sounds Equipment
97 -99 Dean Street, London W1V 5RA
Telephone: 01 -734 2812/3/4/5
Telex: 27939 Scenic G

Canford Audio Ltd
Stargate Works
Ryton, Tyne & Wear NE40 3EX
Telephone: 091 413 7171
Telex: 537792

or contact direct HH Electronic, Viking Way, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8EL. Tel: 0954 81140. Telex: 817515 HHEIec G
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If you're building a
new multitrack facility or
upgrading an existing
one, the combination of
an Otari 24 track and an
Amek console has
probably already
presented itself to you as
one option.
The Otari MTR90 -II
is now firmly established
as the world's bestselling, as well as the
most advanced analogue

recorder. The many
advantages of the MTR90
are best appreciated with
the machine in
continuous hard use,
earning its keep, but
among those most oftenquoted are its brilliant
sonic performance, its
excellent ballistics when
synced to video and the
stability of alignment.
The Amek range
has been extended to
include the versatile
Angela console. The
Angela is built to
an unusually high

mechanical standard and
offers an extremely
musical eq section.
Careful consideration at
the design stage to the
requirements of a variety
of multitrack users has
resulted in a console that
allows great flexibility in
operation.
ITA can supply you
with both an MTR90 and
an Angela but that's just
the start. We specialise in
putting together
complete systems for
every application. This
can include monitoring,
ON,

all outboard effects,

foldback, microphones
... indeed, everything
down to hardware and
accessories.
The ITA service
doesn't end there.
Included in every
systems package is full
installation, all studio and
control room wiring and
the kind of service
backup which can only
be offered by someone
with 12 years'
experience as the U.K's
leading systems
specialist.
And even that's not
all. If you require, we can
provide a
comprehensive design
service for your studio.
This can include

structural alterations as
well as acoustic
treatment if
necessary.
Amek and Otari are
just the start call
us for the rest of
the story.

-

Amek & Otani
just the start.
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
1

___

Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 9JT. Telephone: 01 -748 9009. Telex: 21897.
21

Cables from
CONNECTRONICS LIMITED CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION
652 Glenbzook Road
20 Victoria Road
Stamford
New Barnet Hertfordshire
C7.06906 U.S.A.
EN4 9PF England
Telephone: (203) 324 2889
Tekphone:01-449 3663
Telex: 643678
Telex:8955127 SGAL C

PERFECTONE
Continuous Motion Projector
for 16 and 35mm Film

optical compersatiJn by rotating and segmented mirror unit
capstan drive system similar to the Perfectone Capermag machines
- basic speed 24/25 f. D.S. for 16/35mm =ilm in forward and reverse mode
- variable speed fcr \nard /reverse up to 10C f.p.s. with projection 16/35
- high variable speec without projet: on i, forward /reverse mode up
to 750 f.p.s. for 16mm and up to 3:30 f.p.s. for 35mm film
- still projection
- optical and magnetic rep ay for 16 and optical only fcr 35mm film
- projector is capable of running as o Master» or «Slave»
- light source: Xenon lamp 1000 W cr -,600W
-

PERFECTONE PFODUCTS SA
22
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25m' NIDAU SWISS

TEL.: 032

51 12 12

TX 34383 Perbi CH

V I P -50 is a very acvanced
condenser microphone with unique
electronics. Rectangular dual membrane capsule, variable
directional pattern,

TRANSFORMERLESS and Aith
something NEW:
Easy access to change between
MIKE -LINE LEVEL.
Two separate amplifiers, one for each
half of the capsule.
The V I P -50 has unique data as
selfnoüse 16 dBA, SPL 145 dB even
at the lowest frequencies.

Manufacturing and worldwide marketing: Creative Trade, CTAB AB
S-265 00

Astorp

-

Sweden

-+ 4642/515

21

Telex 72780 MILAB S

AUSTRALIA
MAGNA- TECHtronics Pty. Ltd
02- 438 -3377

HOLLAND

Selectronic BV
029775 -60600

BELGIUM
Trans European Music
025-6918 23

NORWAY
Pro-Technic A S
02-46 0554

USA
Camera Mart Inc
212-757 6977

FINLAND
Studfotec Ky

SWITZERLAND
Sonosax
021 -35 35 01

ENGLAND

FRANCE

ITALY

Audio Video Marketing AVM

Mondail Electronique

091-489 30 92

1-873 37 77

Professional Equipment
02 -81 7839

090- 514133

for the other half-of the story- contact:Agents:

America

Klark-Tecknik Inc., New York. 249-3660. Australia
AMS, Sydney. 2646817. Austria
Bourke & Dissertori, Wels. 7242 -7147. Canada - Gerr, Toronto. 868 -0528. Belgium -TEM, Dilbeek. 5691823. France
Regiescene, Paris. 374 -5836 Holland - Ampco, Utrecht. 433-134. Germany - Audio
Vertrieb, Quickborn. 41 -06 -6 -9999. Japan - Matsuda, Tokyo. 295 -4731. South Africa - Colosseum
Acoustics, Johannesburg. 234541. Spain Lexon, Barcelona. 203-4804. Switzerland - W. A. Gunther,
Zurich. 391- 39-39. New Zealand Maser Communications, Auckland. 479-5304. Israel - Mor Productions, Tel Aviv. 454003.
U.K. Agents: HHB - 961 3295. Scenic Sounds
01- 734 -2812. Music Labs 01 -388 5392. Turnkey 01 -202 4366. Autograph Sales - 01 -267 6677. Entec - 09328 -66777. Wigwam Acoustics
0706 -68766

-

-

-

Brooke Siren Systems

-

-

-

213 Sydney Road, London N10 2NL, England. Tel: 01 -444 7892. Telex: 912881 BSSAUDIO

HOW'S YOUR
SINK UNIT?
For a moment, we were
puzzled, until we realised
that Mike Berry was
referring to our new
I -CON sync unit. As a
musician with his own 16
track studio, he really appreciates
the convenience of an efficient
autolocator. But where does the
sync unit fit into the story?

64^WAY JACKFIELD
SIGNAL IN

.o ®,,Q®Eta,

3U

®

(5/in)

-

kJ©Ofeeeeeeèeé'a

Q15Ab06`ß1tñ

SIGNAL OUT

-

Schematic
SNIFF

* Rigid Gauge Steel Plate
Top Quality Nickel

*

Well, now our family is
complete. First came the
Spin -Time tape timer, then
the CMSO autolocator and

the l -CON complete tape
controller and now
a sync unit to lock
audio to video
or even audio
to audio.

AGROUND

W RE DIRECT INTO
TERMINATION POINTS

Switching Jack Sockets

BREAK

* Solder Direct or Edge
SNIFF
BREAK

8 WAY

GOLD EDGE
CONNECTOR

NORMALISING

Connect Rear (Saves £'s)

* Unit x 19in Rack Space

*

32 Pairs Normalised

(snip links for separation)

CARD

£110 each INCLUSIVE OF VAT & POSTAGE

Gold Edge Connectors (optional) ... £35 inc.
OPTION: Plain 64 way Panel of Jacks without Normalising Cards ... £64 inc.
16 Packs

dialV,*

* ! -ain Top Quality Nickel Jacks
* 2ft Rockflex (yellow, red, black or blue)
£1 4 per pack 4 cords (assorted or single colour)

TOUGH PATCHCORDS
End

of story

-

or maybe just the beginning!

Call Steve Brown for information on all our products.

Applied Microsystems Limited
Town Mill, Bagshot Road, Chobham,
Woking, Surrey GU24 8BZ.

fIL,Telephone: Chobham (09905) 6267
24
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PHONE

MAI! ORDER

06632 24244 [f

]

State Of The Art
PRO -AUDIO EQUIPMENT

STUDIO HOUSE, HIGH LANE, NR. STOCKPORT 5K6 8AA.

YES,TH DEFINITIVE KEYBOARD

THE KURZWEIL 250 DISTRIBUTED BY SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT

SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED

Unit 2,10 William Road, London NW1 3EN.
Tel 01-387 1262, 01-734 2812

-A

Telex:

1

A

k

11

27939 SCENIC

G

;S

CALL NOW FOR A FREE INVITATION TO OUR LAUNCH PARTY AT OUR NEW BUILDING

-GRAFF SERIES

If you are one of the increasing number of
people who have used an A.M.S. digital
processor in a professional studio you will
probably understand why owning such a unit
is rather special. Not only are you complimented
on having made the best possible choice
for sound quality, versatility and ease of use by
your mix engineer or visiting producer your service department will enthuse about the
quality of design and ease of repair should ever
the unit fail - even your accountant will
have a smile on his face when he realises you
could have spent twice as much and been
less happy.

II

Advanced High Speed Cassette DuplicatorWhat makes the Graff unique amongst HSCD's?
Advanced 3 motor direct drive system
Ultra wide band audio circuitry
Totally modular construction
Reliable high speed cmos logic control
Easily expandable as required
British designed and manufactured
The Graff will copy both sides of a cassette at 16 times
normal speed in one pass with recordings of the highest
quality in stereo or mono. Snagging, binding, catching or
slipping are things of the past and make Graff one of the

it's a time when more people are realising you
don't have to cut corners to own the very best.
...

fastest, technically most sophisticated cassette -to-cassette
copiers on the market today.
If your organisation is using audio cassettes to talk to
people, duplicate software or produce music commercially,
can you afford not to talk to us?

1

GRAFF ELECTRONIC MACHINES LTD
WOODHILL ROAD, COLLINGHAM
NEWARK, NOTTINGHAM NG23 7NR

TELEPHONE 0636 893036

TELEX:377119
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9

6 4

England
Advanced Music Systems

f

Tel: (0282) 57011 Telex: 63108 AMS G
WC]

U.S.A.
Harris Sound (Los Angeles)
For Nationwide Sales, Rental or Service Tel: (800) 637 -5000

MACHINES LID

f

Technical excellence.
Reliable performance.
Electro Sound duplicators,
used by the leaders

.!",""ma,

Every major duplicator uses the Electro Sound 8000
CBS, RCA, WEA, MCA and many more. Because they get
leadership performance now and on -going innovative
improvements to stay out front. The ES 8000 System, at
128:1, 64:1 and 32:1, was first with microprocessor
architecture, Dolby` HX and automated process

and quality control. Its audio is superlative.

Precision automatic control, monitoring and
diagnostics are integral parts of the system.
These trend -setting features are also available
in the ES 5000 System. at 32:1.

A superior value
cassette
loader
The ES1850 Cassette Loader is eco-

nomically priced

to

provide

superior, cost-effective operation
in medium -volume loading appli-

cations-

million casyear or less,
pre- recorded or blank.

settes

Calibrate your slaves
while they're recording
with ES41320
You can completely align an

operating cassette duplicating slave with this portable
4- channel high -speed reproducer. The Electrc: Sound

a

a

The ES1850 combines
this kind of better

value with technical
excellence and solid,

reliable production -line performance. Its microprocessor provides automatic performance
monitoring and control and the
equipment is simple to operate
(three machines to an operator),
easy to maintain and can stamp
each cassette automatically.

4320 Slave Calibrator

adapts to most sysl ems, including Electro So..nd and
Gauss 1200 Serres, at 64:1 or
32:1, and gives consistent, accurate measurement of slave bias,
equalization and level.

See us at the
October AES show.

Electro Sound. Technical excellence and production -line performance.
illElectro Sound, Inc.
160 San Gabriel Drive

vale
Telephone.
IFSunny,
'Dolby

Califo rnia 94086
(408) 245 -6600

Represented internationally by
Audiomatic Corporation
400 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
Telephone: (212) 308 -6888
Telex: 12 -6419

is a

trademark of Dolby Licensing Corporation.

TRA
FOR SALE

£

Studer A 80 24 track with TL2000 lockup 17,500
8,500
Studer A 80 16 track 15 -30 i.p.s.
7,750
Studer A 80 16 track 71/2-15 i.p.s.
3,500
Studer A 80R Stereo 71/2-15 i.p.s.
1,200
Ampex 1200 24 track with Autolocate
700
Ampex 350 with Inovonics Elec.
6,250
3M. M79 16 track
1,700
Scully 8 track
950
Itam 805 8 track on 1/2" as new
23,500
Harrison 32 -32 Automated 65K Allison
14,500
Soundcraft 2400 28 -24
6,000
Spectra Sonics Model 1024 24 -24
5,500
Allen & Heath Syncon 28 -24
1,400
Allen & Heath Systems 8 new
1,500
Decca 12 -4
Helios P.S. Console 16 -8 -16. Comp /Lim. etc 3,800
1,300
Aces 16 -8 Many Mods
900
Allen & Heath Mod III 16 -8 -16
900
Studiomaster 24 -8
60
Lamb 6 -2

Large number of Scamp Modules. Low prices,
enquire.
E.M.S. Vocoder
Marshall Time Modulator
Audio Design E 500RS Selective Processor
Dolby M 24
Dolby M 16
Dolby A 361
Dolby A 360
Teac AN 80 Dolby System Stereo
Kellar Elec. KDP 1 Dolby
E.M.T. Plate 14 OTS
Triple Stack I.T.C. Cartridge Machine
Urie Sonipulse Test Set
Mellotron with three sets of tape
H.H. Amps. T.P.A 100D
Ampex Grand Master Tape 2" new
Ampex Grand Master Tape 1/4" new

please

1,000
600
500
7,750
5,750
350
325
100
90
2,100
900
450
350
95
55
10

The above prices do not include VAT

LTD
ELECTRONICS SALES
Herts,
5BB, England

TRAD

149b. St. Albans Road, Watford,
Tel: Watford 47988/9

Sound sense

WD2

Telex: 262741

The famous 4104 STC developed ribbon
microphone, now distributed by Seasim
Controls Ltd. This robust broadcast quality

microphone is ideally suited for outside
broadcasting where there is a high level of
background noise, it has an excellent record
for reliability and is used widely by
broadcast networks.
Other microphones in the range include
the superb 4038 studio ribbon microphones
with a BBC specification making it an
outstanding choice for the orchestral hall
as well as the broadcast and recording
studio. The 4021 pressure operated moving
coil microphone for measurement
standardisation & high quality
studio work & the new 4160
which is a very reasonably
priced Cardiod Dynamic
Microphone

Seasim Controls Limited
The Paddocks, Frith Lane,
Mill Hill, London NW7 1 PS
Tel: 01 -346 9271. Telex 21189
28
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24 hour export service worldwide.

Also available a full range of
Keith Monks microphone stands.

Write for brochure for
information on the complete range
of microphones.

IF YOU WANT THE WATTS,

WE'VE GOT THE AMPS.

Speakers as clean sounding and as
accurate as the new Bose systems pictured here
can really make the most of a good amplifier.
And now we've got three of those. Each one is
designed for a particular application.
The new Bose 1 800 Series 2: a rugged
powerful unit, to power your stage or mobile
PA. rig.

The new British built MOSFET Studio craft EI. for studio monitoring and high quality
installed background /foreground music
systems.

The new British built MOSFET Studio craft SA250 for sustained high power levels in
discos and other high SPL applications.

want all the details, plus the name of
your nearest Bose dealer, clip this coupon.
And make that the last you hear of clipping.
If you

rPlease send me details of the new Bose range o-71
amplifiers and the name of my nearest Bose dealer.

Name
Address

BOSE
PROFESSIONA
L

BOSE (UK) Ltd., Trinity Trading Estate, Unit 62, Sittingbourne,Kent ME10 2PD.

29

All this
*
*
*

from one call
-

We'll supply the precise sound equipment you want from
any of the major manufacturers listed below'.
We'll show you the wide range we hold in stock and
systems we design and manufacture on our own premises.
We'll design and install the complete system you need in
any location.

-

We'll give you personal attention and unbiased advice.
We'll ensure full after -sales service by our own personnel.
We'll guarantee sensible prices - and arrange delivery
nationwide and overseas.
Recording ... PA ... theatre ... broadcasting ... cable
TV ... we can supply whatever equipment you need.

*
*
*

-

...and this is the number: 01 -464 4157
Vec,la.eQ Seeoe#14

Pa/age:4

The Homesdale Centre, 216 -218 Homesdale Road,
Bromley, Kent BR1 2QZ

We supply equipment from all these manufacturers Aces ADC AHB AKG Alice Ampex Ashley Audio
and Design Audio Technica Auratone Bandive Bel Beyer BGW Bose Calrec Court Acoustics
Crimson DBX Deltalab Drawmer Electrovoice EMT Fostex GBS HH JBL Keepex Lexicon Master
Room Milab MXR Nagra Nakamichi Neumann Orban PEP Quad Rebis Revox Rogers Roland
Sennheiser Shure SME Sony Soundcraft Studer Studiomaster Superscope Tannoy TC Electronic
Teac Tascam Technics Turner Uher Urei Visonic David Yamaha And many more ..
.

AMBISONIC
SURROUND SOUND DECODERS

NEW
A4 size STUDIO SOUND binders are now
available (each holds 12 copies).
Keep your copies of STUDIO SOUND in
smart black binders with the title in gold
block letters on the spine.
At only f3.50 each
including inland and overseas postage
and packing. Send your order with
cheque or postal order to: Modern Bookbinders Ltd., Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs BB2 4AG (state clearly your name
and address and the relevant magazine
title).
OVERSEAS READERS MUST SEND
INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDER

I

LINK HOUSE GROUP

Ambisonic surround sound gives a realism in the reproduction of music that is
hard to describe without using hackneyed expressions like 'natural' and 'being
there'. Positioning of the performer becomes obvious and the acoustic of the
original environment comes through to the listening room. The Minim decoders
also provide enhanced results from conventional stereo material. We can now
supply UHJ encoded records, tapes and compact discs.

And don't forget our other products'

PROGRAMMABLE WEEKLY TIME SWITCHES
TELEVISION SOUND TUNERS
Please send me information on: Time switches/Television Tuners/Ambisonics
Name
Address

(Limited number of old
size binders available).

Minim Electronics Limited, Lent Rise Road, Burnham, Slough
SL1 7NY. Tel: Burnham 63724
ssio

WITH 40 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND TRANSFORMERS WE CAN SUPPLY:

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF
EVERY TYPE
YOU NAME IT!
WE MAKE IT!
OUR RANGE INCLUDES
Microphone transformers (all types), Microphone Splitter /Combiner transformers. Input and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for Guitars,
Multi- Secondary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers;
Line transformers to G.P.O. Isolating Test Specification, Tapped impedance
matching transformers, Gramophone Pickup transformers, Audio Mixing Desk
transformers (all types). Miniature transformers, Microminiature transformers
for PCB mounting, Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency transformers, Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts,
Inductive Loop Transformers,
Smoothing Chokes, Filter inductors,
Amplifier to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1000 watts), 100
volt line transformers to speakers, Speaker matching transformers (all powers),
Column Loudspeaker transformers up to 300 watts or more.
We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -FI
QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are
short and sensible.
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI -F1
ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a
speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C.,
U.S.A., MIDDLE EAST. etc.
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed enables as to post quotation by return.

II

Manufacturers and Designers
A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941), Reg. No. England 303990
The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG,

Suffolk. P.O. Box

36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.
Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390. Telex: 987703G

I

II

I

...listed in the 1984
FFD Catalogue.

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS
E.

I

ffD

FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS

P.O. Box 3DG,

Telephone:

114

Wardour Street, London W1A 3DG, England.

01 -434

3344 & 01- 4371892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G.

Cables: Allotrope -London Wl.
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VIDEO LIMITED.
CORPORATION.
TRILL NG CORPORA
WEMBLEY.
STUDIOS WEM

TRILON

INCLUDE' EDITING SUITES
V
VIDEO
ION FOR CTS
SINGAPORE
SOUND
AN p CONSTRUCT
DESIGN
SOUND FACILITYSTUDIO DESIGN

REGENT PROJERS
FACILITY( AND

POST- SCORING

Eastlake Audio (UK) Ltd
Unit 2 10 William Road London NW1 3EN
Tel: 01 -262 3198 Telex: 27939 SCENIC G

THE BLACK& WHITE C
he concept of playing acoustic or 'sampled'
sounds on a keyboard, first introduced by Fairlight
with the CMI in 1979, has now become a
requirement of today's synthesiser users.
Syco, the specialists in 'sampling' keyboards, have
selected the 'state of the art' instruments, instruments
which meet the varying demands of our clientele.
The choice of the best sampling keyboards. The
Fairlight CMI, the Emulator ll and the Kurzweil 250.
The Black and White Collection.
Fairlight CMI is much more than a musical
instrument. It is an integrated music production
system, expandable to cope with the ever-changing
needs of today's musician. Consistently upgraded since
its introduction in 1979, the CMI has become legendary
for its compositional software. Now the largest selling
computer musical instrument in the UK, the options
arriving in the next six months will increase its already
fantastic potential tenfold.
EII, succèssor to the popular Emulator, brings the
power of high quality sampling within the reach of most
professional musicians. Featuring a five octave
dynamic keyboard with a variety of possible keyboard
modes, the inclusion of filters, VCAs, envelope
generators and independant LFOs allows you to
extensively modify any sampled sound. An eight track
sequencer with MIDI and SMPTE interfaces enables
complex compositions to be recorded. These features,
together with a dramatically increased sampling
memory make the Ell a powerful creative tool.
Kurzweil 250 features an 88 note piano -type
keyboard. Utilising technology from the fields of
artificial intelligence and pattern recognition it achieves
extraordinary realism of sound with unprecedented
expressive capabilities. It's supplied with thirty preset
sounds, (expandable to 60), can accomodate up to 40
keyboards set -ups, and features a twelve track
sequencer. Ideally suited to live performance and
studio work, the Kurzweil 250 is the only viable
alternative to an acoustic grand piano.
All of these instruments are available for you to
see and hear at our demonstration suite in W2. So next
time your looking for something very special, try the
best sampling keyboards.
The Black and White Collection.

Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London W2.
Telephone 01 -724 2451 for an appointment.
Telex 22278 Syco G.
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OLLECTIO\ FROM SYCO

Syco.We are

DIARY
DIARY
Changes at
Peavey

Tandberg
Professional

The Peavey Electronics
Corporation of Meridian, USA
have negotiated the purchase
of their UK distributing
company, Peavey Electronics
(UK) Ltd. Ken Achard,
managing director of the UK
operation will continue in this
role handling consumer
service, advertising, sales
promotion, artist liaison and
educational programmes.
Peavey Electronics (UK) will
continue to operate from Unit
8, New Road, Ridgewood
Industrial Park, Uckfield, East
Sussex TN22 5SX. Tel:

Norwegian specialist
electronics company Tandberg
have announced the creation
of Tandberg Professional
Products Division aimed to
respond to specific customer
needs and to develop and
produce its own professional
products to fulfil known
requirements in the
professional audio market.
Tandberg Professional is
headed by Vidar Lerstad with
engineers Roger Jensen and
Kurth Tviberg responsible for
management and sales.

0825 -5566.

AES publishes
`Digital Audio'
The AES has put together a
collection of 25 papers
presented at the AES premier
conference on Digital
Technology in New York 1982.
The volume is divided into
eight categories and covers
everything to do with digital
audio, from basics to areas
such as rate conversion,
recording formats and error
correction. Digital Audio is
priced at $40 to AES members
and $75 to non-members and
is available from Audio
Engineering Society Inc, 60
East 42nd Street, New York,
NY 10165, USA.

Studio Sound
Directory

Cabinet
designs from
Fane
Having brought out their
Colossus 24E 400 W 24 in
fundamental bass driver Fane
Acoustics, have recently made
available cabinet design
drawings for three different
styles of enclosure. A free copy
can be obtained by sending a
stamped addressed envelope to
Fane Acoustics Ltd, 286
Bradford Road, Batley WF17
5PW, UK.

Studer price
cuts

Sales of Studer's A800
multitrack machine have now
reached a level where they
have recouped initial
development and tooling costs.
A similar situation was
reached about four years ago
important international
with the A80 multitrack and
reference book providing up -to- following this precedent
the- minute information on
Studer have made a
everything to do with audio
significant reduction in the
from cleaners to compressors.
A800 price. This means that
The cover price is £6/$9 and is in the UK an A800 machine
available from Link House
will cost just over £30,000 plus
Professional Publications
VAT.
Group. If you would like to
order a copy, just fill in the
order form in this issue of
Studio Sound and send it off,
Crystal Clear Records Inc
together with your cheque/
have moved to larger facilities
postal order/International
and are now located at PO Box
money order /credit card
838, Orinda, CA 94563, USA.
number.
Tel: (415) 254 -7600.
The 1984/85 edition of the Pro Audio Directory is now
available. Designed as a
comprehensive guide to
industry services and products
the directory has become an

Addresses

Contracts
Elliott Brothers have
recently supplied Harrison
Information Technology (HIT)
amplifiers (HIT X150 and
X800) to the Royal
Shakespeare Company, London
Weekend Television, British
Broadcast Service, the
National Theatre Complete
Video and Thames Television.
ITA's recent Otari
installations have included
MTR90 24 -track machines in
Pete Bellotte's private studio,
Park Lane Studios in Scotland
and Trackside Studios in
Southend-on -Sea; two Mark
III-8 1 in 8-track recorders
plus Applied Microsystems
synchroniser system for the
Thompson Twins; and an
34
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In brief
New York -based pro -audio

dealer Audiotechniques
recently passed the $25
million mark in sales of Sony
products. In recognition of this,
Sony presented the company
with a sales achievement
award .. The recently
completed David Bowie album
was mastered using the JVC
BP900 digital mastering
system. The album was
recorded at Le Studio (Morin
Heights) and engineered by
Hugh Padgham ... US
acoustics consultancy firm,
Bolt, Beranek & Newman has
been chosen as a recipient of a
1984 Institute Honor from the
American Institute of
Architects .. The latest
recipient of the BASF Chrome
Award is producer Steve
Levine for his work on Culture
Club's Colour by Numbers
album ... Ampex Great Britain
Ltd has just celebrated 25
years of trading in the UK.
The Reading-based operation
was the first Ampex venture
outside of the USA. The
anniversary was marked with
a donation to a local charity
family centre ... US radio
station KWMU, the public
radio affiliate at the
University of Missouri, St
Louis, has just completed the
first Ambisonics broadcasts in
the US. Audience reaction was
claimed to be favourable with
particular comment about
accurate imaging, front back
orientation and natural
ambient sound ..
.

.

.

Agencies
MTR12

1 in stereo mastering

Alangrove Associates have
machine in Marquee Studios,
started design and
London. They have also
construction at the Nomis
supplied complete Amek/Otari Complex, London, on two large
packages consisting of Amek
multi -purpose studios. These
Angela consoles, MTR90
studios will be an integral
24 -track machines and
part of Nomis' expansion into
outboard equipment to Square further areas of audio /video.
One in Lancashire and Bob
Alangrove have also been
Heatlie's private studio in
appointed UK and
Edinburgh.
Scandinavian representatives
Sound Attenuators Ltd of
for Tom Hidley design.
Colchester recently completed
Custom Mastering Inc, one
an unusually tall acoustic door of Nashville's newest cutting
order. Installed in the Teliesin rooms has installed a Sony
PCM -1610 digital audio
Centre for Arts at University
system, supplementing their
College, Swansea the doors
existing digital facilities which
(each over 6m high) are tall
include the Sony DAE -1100
enough to allow major pieces
digital audio editor and the
of scenery to be manoeuvred
BVU-800 U -matic VTRs.
on and off stage.

Solid State Micro
Technology of California,
manufacturers of ICs aimed at
the audio, analogue signal
processing, music synthesis,
mixing console and electronic
music system market have
appointed Coole Marketing
Services Ltd as their exclusive
stocking agent in the UK.
CMS Ltd, 26 Pamber Heath
Road, Pamber Heath,
Basingstoke, Hants RG26 6TG.
Tel: 0734 -700453.
Simmon Sound & Vision
have been appointed by Audio
Limited to act as national
distributors for their radio mic
range. Simmon Sound &
Vision, 28a Manor Row,
Bradford, W. Yorks, UK.

FANTASY

A

REALIZED
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I Hrerluiu
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gine six of the most amazing syn-

I

th %izer voices you've ever heard with
2 Oscillators. 15 VCAs, 5 LFOs, 5 Enveloge Generators, 4 Ramp Generators,
3Tiracking Generators, Lag Processor,
15 ode Filter, and FM on every single

vo e.
gine being able to control each of
th a voices easily and independently.
A atrix Modulation ''n system that lets
you connect 27 sources to any of 47
destinations per voice, with an interactive block diagram and 120 display
characters to make it easy to use.

ers, MIDI and CVs simultaneously. and
of course, the Oberheim System.

We've had these fantasies, too.
The Oberheim Xpander ... the fantasy
realized. Realize your fantasy at your
local Oberheim dealer or write for more

information.

I

pgine being able to interface all of
thi$ to anything you wish :Velocity Key bords. Sequencers, Guitars, ComputI

Atlantex
ATLANTEX MUSIC LTD.
1 Wallace Way, Hitchin,
Herts SG4 OSE
Telephone: (0462) 31511
Telex: 826967

DIARY
DIARY
People

each unit having 32 inputs,
eight stereo submasters, eight
VCA subgroups, 16 effect
Millbank Electronics have
announced two new
sends and returns, two stereo
appointments: Roy Acland has programme outputs, four
stereo group sends and eight
joined the company as
mute matrix groups.
technical director, with
Theatre Technology in New
responsibility for engineering
design and product
York recently created 16
development and Michael
sound systems for a show at
Witham becomes commercial
the New York Coliseum;
manager in charge of all the
Frederick Atkins Inc
commercial marketing and
commissioned the design and
sales activities of the company. installation of eight
interconnected audio systems
for the meeting and conference
areas of its headquarters; and
a sound and monitor system
was designed for the Burl Ives
Marquee Electronics have
Show, Carnegie Hall.
recently supplied JBL 4435
monitors which incorporate
Klarion Enterprises in
bi- radial horns, to EMI Abbey
Australia have recently
Road and Air London Studios.
supplied several of the
Harrison Systems has
country's major PA rigs with
recently delivered two new
HH MOSFET power amps for
HM-5 front -of-the -house
their touring rigs including
consoles designed for sound
Revolver Audio, Sydney;
reinforcement. This is the first Concert Sound, Adelaide;
part of a six console order with Audex, Perth; Tes Audio,

Contracts

Canberra and Good Oil Sound
from Hobart.
In addition to the HH power
amps Revolver Audio, Concert
Sound and Audex have

recently purchased quantities
of Martin M300 mid range
boxes for use in their PA
systems.
The US Digital
Entertainment Corp has
installed a Mitsubishi X-80A
2 -track digital recorder in
Studio B at Muscle Shoals
Sound Studios.
Discrete Research Ltd have
been commissioned to supply
consultancy, design and
building services for the
comprehensive rebuilding of
Chipping Norton Studios,
Oxfordshire. The control room
is to be gutted, trebled in size
and certified as a LEDE room.
The studio is to be
substantially extended with
the addition of a new isolated
live area to complement the
existing facility.

New division
for TOA
TOA Electronics Ltd have set
up a pro sound equipment
division, coinciding with the
introduction of a new range of
products. The new range

supplements the company's
existing professional live and
studio products which include
powered amplifiers and
mixers, mixing consoles,
speakers and microphones.

Literature
received

From Cirkit, the wholly owned
subsidiary of Bulgin, the
Ambit Industrial components
catalogue 1984. Cirkit
Holdings plc, Park Lane,
Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7NQ.
Tel: 0992 444111.

Worldwide

Audio
CALREC
LI M T ED

Audio Design Calrec Ltd.,
P.O. Box 182, Reading, RG2 9BA
zr (0734) 861088 Telex: 848722 ADR UK

4Al'

USA

Audio Design Calrec Inc.,
P.O. Box 786, Bremerton, WÁ98310.

r (206) 2755009 Telex: 152426 ADR

I

USA

International Distributors of
1,4

(CALREC)

World Leaders
in Ambisonics

Audio+Design

National Distributors of
NEUTRIK
AUDIOGRAPH

_

_

Nachrichtentechnik

eela
audio
laudio

The Professional's Partnership.
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DIGITAL REALITY
INA ERICA:

THE MITSUBISHI 32-TRACK.
AND 2-TRACK FIXED HEAD.
24 or 32 Tracks?
Why buy 24- Track, analog or digital? The Mitsubishi
X -800 32 -Track Recorder gives you full use of 32 digital
audio channels in addition to extra channels for SMPTE,
analog audio and future data channels (i.e., storage of
computer mixing data). Utilizing one inch tape with one
hour of record time and the most powerful error correction system available, the X -800 offers World Class
Studios the most desirable sound, uncompromised
reliability and the long term compatibility required to
satisfy the top artists and producers. The Mitsubishi
X -800 32 -Track Recorder is not for everyone. It's only
for those studios wishing to be at the leading edge of
recording technology. The World Class Studios.

World Class Studio Master Standard
The Mitsubishi X -80 2 -Track Format is fast
becoming the World Class standard for

mastering. And for good reasons: In New York, Los
Angeles, Nashville, San Francisco, and Miami, more
X -80 masters are being produced than perhaps on any
other digital system. The X -80 is regarded as the best
sounding digital audio recorder in the business. One
reason is the wider frequency band available compared
to the video cassette based systems, yielding a natural
and more desirable sound.

Compact Disc from X -80
The X -80 is now the most convenient format for Compact Disc studio masters. Easy and inexpensive to edit,
sequence, and make digital copies from, the X -80
masters are now being processed by PolyGram in Germany and Denon in Japan for Compact Disc master ing. We believe that you'll hear the difference the
32
Mitsubishi X -80 Digital Mastering System
64
makes. We invite you to call or write for complete details.

DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION

A SUBSIDIARY OF MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC SALES AMERICA INC.
Headquarters: 69 North Street, Danbury. Connecticut 06810. Tel. (203) 743 -0000. Telex: 703547
New York City: Suite 1530, 555 W. 57th
Street, New York, NY 10(19, Tel. (212) 581 -6100 Nashville: 2200 Hillsboro Road, Nashville, TN 37212, Tel. (615) 298-6613
Los Angeles:
8255 Beverly Blvd., Holl Nood, CA 90046. Tel. (213) 651 -1699
Dealer opportunities available in certain markets around the world.

MITSUBISHI
DIGITAL A1D10

SYSTEMS

DIARY
DIARY
Carver in UK

power amp which gives
450 W/8 Sl; standing 2 U high
this amp weighs in at a mere

Solid State Logic Ltd have
announced the appointment of
Duncan Crundwell as
technical liaison at their
Stonesfield, UK headquarters.
He was previously technical
manager of Turnkey.
BASF UK Ltd have created
the post of external affairs
manager and the first
appointment to this position as

21 lb.

from October 1st will be

Kelsey Acoustics are now
handling the UK professional

representation on certain
Carver products. These are:
the M400A cube (200 W/8 fl)
and the P1.5 professional

Kelsey Acoustics may be
contacted at 28 Powis Terrace,
London W11 1JH. Tel: 01 -727

People
p

1NT, UK. Tel: 01 -639 0155.
Telex: 8811854.

Henry Pattinson, the present
director of the Audio Video
division.

Frank Hughes, formerly of
Harman Audio UK has joined
Otani UK where he has
assumed sales and marketing
responsibilities.

1046.

catalogue. It is intended as a
quick reference guide to the
instruments stocked, repaired
and calibrated by PIL and
contains over 100 pages of
outline specifications for over
500 products manufactured by
50 companies worldwide. PIL,
Instrument House, 212
Ilderton Road, London SE15

HH Electronics Ltd have
announced the appointment of
Robin Doughty as sales
manager. He was previously
Precision Instrument
sales manager with Harman
Laboratories Ltd (PIL) have
Audio UK Ltd with
just released the 1984 edition
responsibilities for
of their Test & Measurement
Teac/Tascam and JBL.

Point to Point
prototypes

New literature

A new prototype
development service has been
set up in London under the
name of `Point to Point'.
Services offered include PCB
artworks, PCB prototype and
studio wiring with skills
offered in both digital and
analogue areas. More
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Intersonic AB
Stockholm

NORWAY
Benum NS
Oslo

08-744 58 50

02 -44 22 55
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Road, London N19 3RA. Tel:
01 -281 1939.

Agencies
Theatre Projects have
appointed Clair Brothers
Audio Enterprises Inc as
exclusive distributors of Court
Acoustics graphic equalisers in
the USA. Heinl Electronics
Inc, Ontario, will continue as
exclusive Court Acoustics
distributor in Canada.
H W International have
taken over sole UK
distributorship of the Sunn
range of PA and Stage Sound
systems. These include

mixer/amps, audio mixers,
power amps, speakers and
instrument amps. H W
International, Sunn Division,
3-5 Eden Grove, London N7
8EQ. Tel: 01 -607 2717.

ACTIVE GENELEC
FOR PROFESSIONALS

NATURAL
SOUND MONITORING

FINLAND
Genelec
lisalmi
358 77 24942

information is available from
Point to Point, 33 Miranda

BELGIUM
Genelec
Brussels
2 3740683

ITALY
Audio Equipment
S.R.L.
Monza
0,3 -83 67 67

SPAIN

Fading SA
Madrid
408 67 00
t

ENGLAND
Future Film
Developments
London
01. 434 33,44

td

GERMANY
t.fd.GmbH
München
089 278 04 04

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
Sony PCM701ES /SLC9

Sony PCMF1 /SLF1

clear any confusion or misunderstanding
about the above Sony Digital recording products,
please be advised:
The Sony PCMF1 is still in production in Japan,
1 and is available from HHB. The Sony SLF1
video recorder has indeed ceased production,
but HHB has managed to secure limited numbers
of these desirable machines.
It should also be borne in mind that an alterI) native system exists for applications where
portability is not essential.This system comprises
the Sony PÇ
:vg err.:t- ,i4içálin function,
0rpatability to the PCMF1 -anct:$ .a.,.,
recorder.
HHB are pleased to announce ex-stock availability of CLUE (Computer Logging Unit
and Editor) which provides editing facilities for
PCMF1 or PCM701ES /Betamax recording, as well
as intelligent autolocation and logging.
Call now for more information about this exc;.. iting
ting new product.
To

;
o

>h

e

.J'"
f.
¡

e:..."
The No 1 name in Digital Audio.
HHB Hire and Sales, Unit F New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road,
London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01- 9613295. Telex: 923393.
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DIARY
DIARY
Name change
g

Audiotech Acoustics in
Toronto will now be known as
Group One Acoustics Inc. The
company will continue to
undertake projects involving
studio design and alteration
and they can still be reached

at 4 Budgell Terrace, Toronto, new product lines: QSC power
Ontario, Canada M6S 1B4. Tel amps, Rane signal processors
(416) 769 -9641.
and amps, Garfield Electronics
(including the Dr Click) and
Scheck Audio multichannel
analyser /AC -DC multichannel
meter. Music Lab Sales, 72 -74
Music Lab recently acquired Eversholt Street, London NW1
sole UK distribution on four
1BY. Tel: 01 -388 5392.

Agencies

the 1984 APRS Engineers'
Course at Surrey University is
now fully sold out to UK
engineers and to the usual
ii
(still growing) overseas
contingent, including an ever
higher proportion of broadcast
engineers and latterly video
engineers as well. This course
has proved invaluable to what
It is hard to recognise in the
could almost be called
lively, successful, constantly
training and specialist
generations of studio
expanding UK recording
business management
engineers, both in terms of
industry of 1984 the worried,
schemes; to provide the now
new entrants into the
contracting, under employed
internationally recognised
profession graduating from
studiobiz of 1981/82. This is
APRS showcase for
tape op to balance or
clearly a good year for British professional equipment every
maintenance engineer and in
studios-following a year in
year; and to forge and
terms of the equipment
which a remarkable turnmaintain very advantageous
generations in the rapidly
round of fortune was
friendly links with other
developing audio technology.
achieved -and there's every
organisations in the record
This year the course will offer
indication that 1985 will be
and recording industries -to
much more practical work,
even better (particularly if
the benefit of members -such
through hands-on workshops
hints that the Government
as the MU, AES, SPARS and
for small groups, than ever
may alter the tax laws which
the BPI.
before, in addition to the
force some of the UK's biggest
Through this Studio Sound
week's lecture sessions.
earning recording artists to
column the APRS hopes from
Workshop subjects will include
work abroad, prove to be true). now on to put across its own
digital editing, test equipment
Therefore it's a happily
news and views to members
use, analogue mastering, mic
appropriate time for the APRS and potential members.
characteristics, and practical
regular column in this bestThere is news of the second
mixdown. The course is still
read of professional recording
APRS digital seminar. This
probably the cheapest and best
magazines to make its debut.
will take place at the BAFTA
residential engineers' course
The APRS has been working Theatre, Piccadilly, London, on anywhere in the world.
for and on behalf of studios
October 29th. It will be a oneThe APRS has also now
(and the engineers therein)
day event this year aimed at
started to produce its own
and pro audio manufacturers
bringing in any who are
newsletter for members
for many years-in fact one of professionally interested in
offering news, features, direct
the many issues it has taken
digitised sound, all day -but
information and comment on
up in order to push the studio
divided in content so that the
main and side issues in the
business's point of view is the more technically minded will
industry. Issue No 2 has just
way tax laws exile many big
get most from the morning
appeared, and the newsletter
stars and force them to record sessions whilst those whose
looks like being a very popular
abroad instead of working in
interest is predominantly
means of communication
their home studios.
commercial will be best
between the small APRS
For a hardworking and
catered for in the afternoon.
executive committee and a
successful trade organisation
Details of the seminar agenda growing membership.
the APRS has somehow
will be fully covered in this
That membership embraces
managed to achieve famemagazine, and in Music Week, professional studios and pro
even within the pro audio
which (like Studio Sound) is
audio manufacturers and
industry-at a level second
helping to sponsor the event
agents, plus various
only to the cavalcade of
by publicising it to the
educational establishments. As
character actors in TV and
relevant record and recording
a result of a big vote of
film whose faces are vaguely
industry readers.
confidence from record
recognisable, but whom no -one
After the recession -hit
producers the membership will
can name.
years-when studios pared
almost certainly soon be
Yet this is the organisation
staffing levels and budgets to
extended to include producers.
which works constantly to
The APRS executive is still
the minimum, and there was
maintain and raise standards
little energy left over after
sifting through the 70 -plus
in member studios; to attract
worrying about the future to
completed questionnaires from
recording work, from home
engage in activities like
producers who attended the
and abroad, to those member
engineers refresher coursesAPRS '84 exhibition-every

column
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studios; to offer useful legal
and contract advice; to monitor
technical developments; to
collect technical and
operational data and interpret
it for the day -to -day use of the
membership; to offer training
for engineers and business
help for managers/owners in
an industry which has never
properly developed large scale

People
Allen & Heath Brenell
have appointed Chuck
Augustowski vice -president of
AHB operations within the
United States. He was
previously sales manager.
one of whom said he or she
was keen to see a producers'
membership of the Association
set up. A framework for such
membership and a statement
of what the APRS intends to
do for producers can be
expected to be announced after
the summer holiday period.
As for this year's exhibition
-it was the biggest and most
successful of all.

Manufacturers and
distributors of pro audio
equipment drew huge crowds
of visitors and won many
orders from home and
overseas, at a show which was,
as always, an impressive feat
of organisation for which
APRS secretary Edward
Masek again should take
much credit.
But as APRS chairman Mike
Beville put it in the first
APRS News, "No professional
association's Executive can
work effectively in isolation
from the members."
Expressing the feelings of all
the APRS committee members
he added: "I would like to see
more communication and
involvement between the
members and the Association
.. please contact us if you
have any ideas that might
benefit the membership as a
whole. Better still, if you are
able to give some time to
APRS work (perhaps assisting
with some special project or
acting in some capacity in
your area by setting up
informal meetings with other
studio managers or engineers
for example) please lift the
phone. We can make things
happen to the degree that we
communicate."
Finally, a piece of late news.
Sir Georg Solti has recently
announced his retirement from

the office of president of the
APRS after many years of
service to the Association due
to pressure of his work. We
are, however, very pleased to
announce that George Martin
has accepted our offer to
become the new president of
the APRS.

FOR TRIDENT STUDIOS,
IT'S THE OTARI EDGE.
Trident Recording Studios number
among those London studios which
can be accurately called "World
Class ". Their latest endeavour,
Studio Three, features facilities for
audio post-production as well as
music recording.
The Trident choice for multitrack
recorders: two MTR-90 Series II
twentyfour channel machines.
Trident selected the MTR-90
recorders for many of the same
reasons you would: superb sound
quality, easy interface with video
editing systems and synchronisers,
an advanced microprocessor -based
tape transport, and a reputation for
reliable performance.
While gently handling your
Masters in the most reliable

manner, the MTR-90 will deliver the
fastest transport operational modes
of any 2" professional audio
recorder made. The compact MTR90 even fits easily into the smallest
machine or sound control room. An
equally compact Remote Session
Controller comes standard and an
optional full- function autolocator
maybe easily fitted
Whether your work is in music,
radio, multi- media, film or television
audio production, there are many
advantages to owning an Uteri.
We invite you to critically evaluate
the recorders that will put you
where you need to be: at
Technology's leading -edge.

To receive full technical
information and a demonstration,
please contact one of our authorised
professional dealers or ring us at
0753-822381. Uteri EIectric (U.K.)
Ltd, 22 Church Street, Slough,
Berks., SL1 1PT, U.K Telex: 849453
OTARI G.

Authorised Dealer&:
ITA, 1 Felgate Mews, Studland
Street, London W6 9eTT 01 748 9009
TURNKEY, Brent. View Road,
London NW9 TEL 01 202 4366

Technology You Can Trust

Application:
MTR -90

Multi

ch3nnel Master
RE:corder for
Muß is Production

-

NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

Ursa Major 8X32 Mk II
Ursa
Major's 8X32 digital
reverberator, is now available,
offering increased flexibility
without losing any of the
existing features. These
changes have been
accompanied by a substantial
reduction in the US price. The
new unit has four user modifiable reverb programs:
Cask, a short, coloured
program with a maximum
delay time of 2 s; Percussion
Plate, an uncoloured program
with an explosive build-up and
maximum decay of 5 s;
Chamber, a bright program
especially suited for vocal
tracks; and Reverse Reverb, a
`backwards reverb' program
A MkII version of

Crown 12 SP Microphone
Crown's new sound Pressure
Zone Microphone, the 12 SP,
is intended for use in sound
reinforcement, broadcasting
and electronic news gathering
applications. Phantom powered
from 18 to 48 V, it features a
transformer balanced, low
impedance output from an
integral 3 -pin connector. A
wide, smooth response is
claimed, with high frequency
emphasis for brilliance. Low
noise and high overload (150
dB SPL quoted), high

sensitivity and `reach' are
additional features. A
windscreen is provided for
outdoor or close -up use.

Crown International Inc,
1718 West Mishawaka Road,
Elkhart, IN 46517, USA. Tel:
(219) 294 -571. Telex: 810 -295
2160.
UK: HHB Hire & Sales, Unit
F, New Crescent Works,
Nicoll Road, London NW10.
Tel: 01 -961 3295. Telex:
923393.

Valley People level
matching interface
Succeeding their HH 2x2
interface, Valley people's new
HH 2x2B balanced level
matching interface offers a
number of refinements over its
predecessor. The HH 2x2B is
a stereo unit capable of
boosting the typical -10 dB
levels typical of domestic -type
equipment up to the professional levels of +4 or +8
dB.

In addition, an attenuator
provides 14 dB of cut for the
output to those lower level
devices. Low RF and hum
levels are assured by balanced
configurations at the +4/ +8
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dB outputs, this being done

with active circuitry rather
than with transformers to
avoid `distortion, ringing and
magnetic flux pickup'. The HH
2x2B comes with its own
power supply. A 19 in rack
adaptor is available to mount
one or two of the units.

Valley People Inc, PO Box
40306, 2820 Erica Place,
Nashville, TN 37204, USA.
Tel: (615) 3834737
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment
Ltd, Unit 2 Comtech, William
Road, London NW1.
Tel: 01 -387 1262.

with a maximum delay of 20 s.
These programs are in
addition to the 8X32 s Plate I,
Plate II, Hall, and space. As
before, the user has full
control over all reverb
parameters, including delay
and level of first reflections,
time and level of initial
reverberation, etc. All selected
parameters are displayed via
LEDs on the unit's front
panel.

Ursa Major Inc, Box 18,
Belmont, MA 02178, USA.

Tel: (617) 489 -0303.
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126
Great Portland Street, London
W1N 5PH. Tel: 01 -580 4814.
Telex: 28668.

Electro -Harmonix
digital sampler
The Super Replay 4 s Digital
Sampler from ElectroHarmonix digitises and stores
between 1.4 and 4.4 s worth of
sound and then instantly
replays it under keyboard or
Roland guitar control. The
sound can also be triggered by
any output from an electronic
drum machine or by drum pad
sensors. Any source can be
employed, from mic, guitar,
bass, keyboard, tape deck,
effects box, etc, and a built -in
click track helps with the

timings. Additionally, kits
such as the LinnDrum,
Drumulator or Oberheim DMX
can be used via the `Super
Replay' function. 12 -bit
sampling is used and the total
memory is 393,216 bits, or
32,768 12 -bit words. The unit
comes with an external trigger
drum pad and mounting
hardware.
Electro- Harmonix, 27 West
23rd Street, New York, NY
10010, USA. Tel: (212)
741 -1770.

Only the creativity and
expertise of the people
using Neve mixing
consoles limits their
sound quality
-

-

are of such
whether analogue or digital
It's true. Neve mixing consoles
a high standard and quality that it is only the people who use them that limit
their capability and sound quality.

When you specify or use Neve products, you have the backing of the world's
most creative manufacturers of mixing consoles; you have the backing of
some of the best production experts in the world; and you have the backing
of the international resources of Neve.
The end result is the sound quality you want.

N Neve

Sound mixing consoles and systems

Digital and Analogue mixing consoles for recording studios, television and radio broadcasting and the film industry.
For full details of sound

fixing

consoles and systems phone the Neve technical information service on Royston (0763) 60776.

Neve Electronics International Ltd Melbourn, Royston, Herts SG8 6AU
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Equipment, modifications, options, software

AHB's CMC Mixer
The CMC is a new 24- input,
16 -bus, ultra- compact mixing
console from AHB. Features
include a new 3 -band sweep
equaliser, six auxiliary sends
and `genuine' solo -in -place on
both input channels and tape
monitors. The total format
capability is 24/16/2, with 40
line inputs available for
re-mixing.
All routing from the 24
inputs to the 16 multitrack
outputs is handled by a
microprocessor, and complete
routing status can be stored as
a patch. The memory can
retain up to 16 patches, as
well as mute status and
monitors, with battery backup. A computer interface port

allows control of the complete
systems by microcomputer, a
facility which would permit
still greater flexibility
increased patch storage,
channel routing displays, etc.
Intended for use in
situations where space is
restricted, the CMC has front accessible connectors and two
headphone outputs are
provided.

-

Allen & Heath Brenell, 69
Ship Street, Brighton BNl
1AE. Tel: 0273 24928. Telex:
878235.
USA: Allen & Heath Brenell
USA Inc, Five Connair Road,
Orange, CT 06477. Tel: (203)
795 -3594. Telex: 643307.

Variohm potentiometer
HQ-5M is a new range of
conductive plastic

potentiometers with
aluminium housing offered in
servo sizes 9, 11, 13 and 20.
All units incorporate sealed
ball bearings for long
mechanical life and stainless
steel shafts for strength, and
corrosion resistance.
Continuous correction over the
whole function length gives

high linearity (down to 0.075%
independent).
Quoted life expectancy is 250
million cycles and the dither
life (measured over 1 °) is in
excess of 500 million cycles.

Variohm Components, The
Cattle Market, Watling
Street, Towcester,
Northants NN12 7HN. Tel:
0372 -51004. Telex: 311754.

Syntovox vocoder

Hafler power amplifiers
The David Hafler Company
has announced two new power
amplifiers, the P220 and P505,
both of which have been
`customised' for the
professional market from
existing (and highly regarded)
domestic designs. Both use
fully complementary push -pull
circuitry and employ MOSFET
output devices both for
performance considerations
and for their inherently self-

indicator showing status in
this respect). Thirty- one -step
input gain controls and signal
present and clipping indicators
are fitted. XLR and V4 in
inputs, binding post outputs,
circuit and chassis grounds,
mono/stereo -balanced/
unbalanced switches are
provided, together with
thermal cutouts in case the
automatic 3-speed fan cooling
fails to cope.
The P505 offers 400 W into
452 or over 800 W bridged into
8 2; 1/4 in inputs only, with
binding post outputs, and the
gain controls are rear mounted

protecting behaviour.
Summarising the specs, the
P220 is rated at 175 W
channel into 4 S2 for less than
0.04% THD across the audio
bandwidth with both channels presets.
driven. In bridged mono mode
over 350 W into 812 is
David Hafler Company,
available. The circuit includes 5910 Crescent Boulevard,
Pennsauken, NJ 01809.
an AC line current in -rush
limiter, DC offset protection
Tel: (609) 662-6355.
and a turn -on delay to
UK: HW International, 3 -5
eliminate switching transients Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ.
Tel: 01 -607 2717.
(a corresponding front panel
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The SPX 216 is a new vocoder
design from Synton
Electronics. Fourteen- channel
audio analysis enables many
types of sound sources to cross modulate or synthesise other
sound sources. It has a built in
VCO with doubling circuit for
`robot' voices. SPX 216 has an
electronic matrix system
formant shifting up or down
over an interval of around a
major third.
Speech input filtering gives
intelligible close miking for
live performance and a
bypass /cleanfeed circuit
provides various ways of
adding original sound sources

to the effect outputs.
Other features are: built in
noise generator; LED level
indication on speech and
carrier inputs; stereo outputs
and multiconnector for
external patching.

Synton Electronics BV,
Box 83, 3620 AB Breukelen,
Holland. Tel: (03462) 3499.
Telex: 40541.

UK: Feldon Audio, 126 Great
Portland Street, London W1N
5PH. Tel: 01 -580 4314. Telex:
28668.
USA: Synton USA, 269
Locust, Northampton, MA
01060. Tel: (413) 586 -3777.

In brief
Lexicon now have language
chips for use with the
224X/LARC for French and
German with Spanish and
Italian to follow
soon. . .Sonosax have
announced that the SX-S
portable console is now
available. This new unit was
delayed following upgrading of
certain technical specifications
and the complete modification
of the cabinet which they felt

was not strong enough. The
SX-B has been out of stock for
some months although a new
version with a lower price
should be introduced shortly.
The SX-A is now available on
special order only. Lastly
Sonosax have announced a
new mixer to take its place
between the SX-S and SX-A,
to be available in three sizes
up to 24-channel and this will
be launched later in the year.
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Sony Pro -Audio
Sounds Superior - for the Professional Recording Engineer
The Sony Pro -Audio range includes wireless
microphone systems, portable analogue
products, PCM Digital equipment and, of course,
the renowned range of MCI mixing consoles and
studio recorders.
All this and much, much more is supplied
with the benefits expected of an acknowledged
leader in Professional Audio equipment.

Write or phone for further information.
Sony Broadcast Ltd.

SONY®

Broadcast

Pro -Audio Department
City Wall House
Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA

United Kingdom
Telephone (0256) 55 011
International +44 256 55 0 11
Telex 85 84 24
Fax G2 /G3 (0256) 794585

EXHIBITION PREVIEW

AES 761}1 CONVENTION

NEW YORK
A
A

Accurate Sound: range of high speed
tape duplication equipment and tape
machines. Acoustilog: range of
acoustic test equipment including reverb
timer, the Impulser option, time delay
spectrometry equipment and details of
their acoustic consultancy services.
Adams -Smith: featured product will
be the 2600 modular synchronising
system which will be shown with new
remote panels. ADC Magnetic
Controls: very wide range of audio
connectors, terminal blocks and
patchfields. Advanced Music
Systems: full range of signal processing
equipment. Featured will be new
Keyboard Interface, Time Flex time
squeezer and MX15 profanity delay.
Agfa- Gavaert: full range of audio and
video tapes including PEM 297D digital
V4 in tape and the new PEM 469
professional studio tape intended to meet
multitrack requirements. AKG
Acoustics: wide range of microphones,
headphones, reverb systems and
accessories. Featured items will be the
new generation of `ultra-linear' capsules
CK61 -ULS and CK62 -ULS designed For
the C460 preamplifier. Other new items
will include the C568 short shotgun mic
and the D451 intercom mic. Allen &
Heath, Brenell: will show the Syncon B
multitrack console system and the
flexible System 8. Featured new items
will be the CMC range of consoles with
microprocessor controlled routing;
the SR Series of sound reinforcement
mixers; and for AHB, a very new
departure -the Inpulse digital drum
computer that combines keypad
programming and drum pads for memory
input. Alpha Audio: Sonex acoustic
foam shown in a variety of colours.
Altec Lansing: wide range of
equipment including monitor speakers,
small mixers and power amplifiers
featuring the 3000 series speakers and
the 8000 series cabinets. Amber
Electro Design: range of audio
measuring equipment. Amek: models
from the range of Amek and TAC
consoles including the M2500 console,
the Angela console now available with
add -on automation and the TAC
Matchless multipurpose console with 24
buses and an in -line monitor section.
Ampex: wide range of audio and video
professional tapes and audio and video
cassette formats. ANT: selection of
products from their range of noise
reduction, radio links, multiplex systems
.
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The 76th AES Convention will be
held at the New York Hilton Hotel,
Avenue of the Americas, New York
from the 8th to 11th October. The
convention will comprise the
presentation of a wide range of
technical papers and an associated
exhibition. We have here compiled
our usual preview of the exhibition
using the lists of exhibitors and
information available to us at the
time of writing.

etc. Featured items will be the telcom c4
noise reduction system in the form of
pecialised models 231, 232 and 122.
Aphex Systems: full range of Aphex
products with featured items being the
Compellor compressor/limiter /levellor and
the Aphex Type B Aural Exciter.
Applied Microsystems: complete
range of tape control and timing
products including the Spin Time add -on
tape timer; the CM50 autolocator and
the I -CON 24 which is a CM50 stretched
to include 24 record select keys which
are multiplexed to the multitrack. The
CM50 and the I-CON 24 may be
upgraded to provide a simple

synchroniser package. Audico: full
range of cassette production equipment
and accessories including tape loaders,
timer /rewinder /exerciser and rewinders.
Audioarts Engineering: wide range
of mixing consoles for broadcast and
recording applications under the
Wheatstone name, and a wide range of
signal processing devices.
Audio &
Design Calrec: full range of products
including Ambisonic Mastering Package.
Audio Developments: range of
compact mixers featuring three new
items: the ÁD062 Multimixer with some
interesting variations; the ÁD145 Pico
mixer in 8 -input version; and the AD160
semi modular ENG mixer.
Audio
Kinetics: MasterMix console automation;
Q.Lock synchroniser system with Option
64 user -definable control routines and
Q. Soft software for sound effects
assembly (Q. Soft-SFX), automatic
dialogue replacement (Q. Soft-ADR) and
automatic audio editing. Timelink is a
new aid which solves timecode
difficulties, containing a timecode
reshaper to clean up waveforms, and a
`gearbox' for timecode standards
conversions. Audio Technica: full
range of studio and stage mics, both
dynamic and electret types together with
ranges of phono cartridges, headphones

and accessories. Audiotechniques:
details of the company's sales, rentals
and service operations.

B
BASF: full range of professional
recording tape of all widths, cassette
products, computer floppy disks and
video recording products. Featured will
be the new Studio Master range of tapes
including the 910 studio tape, the 920
chrome duplication tape and the 930
digital sound recording tape. Beyer
Dynamic: full range of microphones,
headphones, radio mics and accessories.
New products will include the new
versions of the DT 108 and DT 109
headsets with options for built -in
amplifiers, volume controls for the
headphones section and a push -to -cough
switch. Also new will be the MC 734
condenser mic suitable for handheld
applications, and the MC 736 short
shotgun and MC 737 long shotgun mics.
BGW: full range of power amplifiers
and accessory products. A featured item
will be the new 8000 power amplifier.
Biamp Systems: full range of small
mixing consoles and signal processors.
Bose: full range of Bose products
including speaker systems, active
equalisers, power amplifiers and
accessories. Brooke Siren Systems:
full range of electronic crossovers and
the range of accessory DI boxes, phase
checker, lead/fuse tester etc. The
featured item will, however, be the DPR
402 Dynamic Processing Range which
comprises a compressor/limiter /De -esser
and peak limiter for two channels in a
single U rack unit. This unit will also be
on demonstration in the joint demo room
with Klark Teknik. Bruel & Kjaer:
comprehensive range of audio test
equipment and the recently introduced
range of recording microphones. New
items will include the 1 in condenser mic
Type 4179 and preamplifier Type 2660
designed for very low sound pressure
level measurements. Bryston: range
of power amplifiers.

C
Calzone Case Company: range of
flight cases for amplifier racks, mixers,
effects units and anything else that
needs casing. Canare Cable: very
wide range of cable from mic to
multiway with cable drums, stage boxes
and a wide range of accessories.

ze

- ' ever

Klark-Ièknik's ongoing investment in
research leaps into the age of. variable space
with the new DN780 reverberation simulator.
Its Very Large Scale Integration technology
and a superfast Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
allow the world's first practical application of
specifically developed algorithms, creating
"added density "TM reverberaion: reflections
with much smaller intervals between them.

Manufactured by Klark- Teknik Research Limited
Coppice Trading Estate, Kidderminster DYI 17HJ,
England. Telephone: (0562) 741515Telex: 339821

era or ' rocessor
-

The result is simply greater realism.
From natural concert hall reverberation
through remarkable small room and plate
sounds to an impressive "infinite space"
effects programme, the DN780 will uncannily
place you in the musical environment of
your choice.

Klark- Teknik Electronics Inc.

262a Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale,
NV 11735, USA. Teephone: (516) 249 -3660

HMO EKnll
British designed, British ni_ule

Trusted throughout the World

Distributed in the UK by Autograph Sales Limited
Spring Place, London NW5 311A.
Tèlephone: 01-267 6677
2

EXHIBITION PREVIEW
CBS /Fender Musical Instruments:
wide range of sound reinforcement
equipment including mixers, power
amplifiers, speaker systems and
microphones. Cerwin -Vega: range of
live sound speaker systems and monitor

speaker systems. Cetec Gauss: range
of studio monitors, individual drive units
and tape duplication systems. Cetec
Vega: range of wireless mirs and
wireless intercom systems. Coherent
Communications: range of power
supplies and a compact portable location
mixer. Collins Automatic Tape
Joiners: full range of automatic splicing
equipment including the CAT for Y. in
audio tape; the Tabbie range of V. in
splicing tape dispensers; a 1/2 in video
tape splicer and an early model of the
cassette tape equivalent of the CAT
system. Community Light & Sound:
range of sound reinforcement systems.
Connectronics Corp: wide range of
cable and connectors for audio
applications.
Countryman
Associates: range of miniature
microphones for a wide number of audio
applications.
Cover Publications:
range of musician orientated magazines.
Crest Audio: range of power
amplifiers.
Crown International: the
full range of power amplifiers, and PZM
microphones. Featured items will be
recent additions to the PZM range
including the SP12, the Delta Omega
2000 power amplifier and the TEF
measurement system.

D
The David Hafler Co: range of power
amplifiers and preamps. Featured will be
the new P220 and P505 amplifiers.
dbx: full range of dbx products
including noise reduction systems, rack
mount signal processing systems and the
700 series digital processing system.
DeltaLab Research: the Effectron
range of digital delay lines/processors.
Direct Design Sound: range of
speaker systems for sound reinforcement
applications including the DVB-1
portable vented bass enclosure and the
DRF -1 flush mounting radial horn.
Digital Entertainment Corp:
featured will be the Mitsubishi X-800 32
track and X-80 2 track digital recorders.
There will also be new versions of the
X-80 for vinyl disc and CD mastering as
well as a range of new options for the
X-80 including a VCO synchroniser
interface, autolocator, varispeed and
special purpose data track addition.
DOD: wide range of graphic
equalisers, delay lines, parametric
equalisers and cther rack mount sound
processors.
Dolby Labs: will show
their full range of noise reduction
systems including the single channel and
multitrack type A units; systems for tape
duplication and noise reduction cards for
use with video recorders.

E
Electro Sound: full range of high

speed tape duplication systems including
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units incorporating Dolby HX.
Electro-Voice: will feature a new
4- channel mic/line mixer ELX-1 designed
for field and studio use. Features include
light weight, auto switching between
internal and external power supply,
phantom power and a single U rack
mount format. Also on show will be an
integrated power amp /monitor speaker
system Sentry 100 EL. Also on display
will be the DL series of LF speakers for
all applications and the full range of
mics.
Emilar. wide range of
loudspeaker drive units. Eventide:
range of sound processing equipment
including the SP2016 digital
reverb/effects processor, Timesqueeze
time compression/expansion systems,
H949 Harmonizer etc and the Specsystem
software package for spectrum analysis
with personal computer systems.

I
ICM: range of audio cassette materials
including C -O cases, labels etc.
Infonics: tape duplication systems.
Inovonics Inc: range of audio
processing, recording and
instrumentation products including audio
analyser, average/peak limiter, octave band compressor and the MAP II
broadcast audio processor.

J

JBL/UREI: full range of JBL speaker

components and monitor systems. Also
the full range of UREI monitor speakers,
equalisers, compressor/limiters and
power amplifiers etc. JRF/Magnetic
Sciences: magnetic head sales and
service. JVC: digitally related
equipment, equipment for PA use and
signal processing systems.

F
Fane: wide range of loudspeaker drive
units for all applications. Fairlight
Instruments: the CM/ digital

synthesiser system with the most recent
software and hardware additions. FM
Acoustics: full range of power amplifiers
and preamplifiers. Featured items will be
the new FM 1000 mono high power
amplifier and the FM 236 linear phase
electronic crossover. Fostex Corp: full
range of Fostex products including the
A2, A4, A8 tape machines; the 250 and
X15 multitrack cassette systems; the
1 in B16 16 -track machine; the full
range of signal processing units,
microphones, speaker systems and the
new mini reference monitor.

G
Gold Line: range of low cost acoustic
measurement systems including
spectrum analysers and noise level
meters. Gotham Audio Corporation:
very wide range of products from a
variety of manufacturers including
Telefunken, Neumann, EMT, in addition
to the Gotham/EMT developed Systex
digital recording editing system based on
hard computer disk.

H
Harmonia Mundi: details of the

company's digital recording/editing
systems and services. Harrison
Systems: a selection from their range of
recording and live sound consoles.
Heino Ilsemann: automatic cassette
loading and labelling systems. HH
Electronic: full range of MOSFET power
amplifiers and a selection from their
other ranges of products including
speaker systems. Hill Audio: items
from the range of Hill products including
the DX2000 very high power amplifier,
mixing consoles for sound reinforcement,
monitoring and multitrack use; compact
rack mount mixer, and Hill designed
speaker systems. HM Electronics:
range of radio mics and receivers
including road cases and accessories.

K
King Instrument Corp: will feature
the model 793 fully automatic audio
cassette loader with automatic
pancake/hub changeover and tape
threading, alternator /feeder and display
for machine monitoring.
Klark
Teknik: featured item will be the new
DN 780 digital reverb system which will
also be on demo. Other Klark Teknik
products will include the 300 series of
graphic equalisers. Kurzweil: the
Kurzweil digital synthesiser system.

L
Lexicon: the full range of Lexicon
products and latest software updates on
the 200 and 224X digital reverb systems
and the other digital signal processing
products.

M
Martin Audio Video Corp: selection

of the wide range of products they

supply. Meyer Sound Labs: selection
of products including the 833 studio
monitor and sound reinforcement
speaker systems. Midas: ranges of
consoles and theatre and sound
reinforcement use. Milab/Creative
Trade: the complete range of Milab
microphones. Featured will be the new
variable pattern mic/line mic VIP 50.

Mogami/Marshall Electronics: the

full range of Marshall signal processing
devices and also Mogami cable products.
Monster Cable: wide range of cable
products.

N
Nady Systems: Nady Cordless and
Nasty Cordless radio transmission
systems and various transmitter /receiver
units. Nagra: range of portable tape
machines in a variety of configurations

including the T-Audio twin capstan
multi -format recorder. Neotek: range
of mixing consoles for multitrack
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW
applications. Neutrik: wide range of
connectors and sockets including the new
X series of XLR -type units. Also featured
will be the Audiograph modular
measuring system. Neve: range of
broadcast and recording consoles. Details
on DSP system.
New England
Digital: Synclavier II digital synthesiser
with recent options and software
additions.

Orban Associates: range of signal
processors including the 424A and the
422A compressor limiters in addition to
broadcast compression systems and deessers.
Otari: very wide range of
products including the MTR 90
multitrack range, the MTR 10 and 12
range of 2/4 track machines; the MX
ranges of 2,4,8 track machines and the
DP-80 high speed cassette duplication
system.

Pan Communications: the Sanken
range of microphones with particular
emphasis on the CU 41 double capsule
cardioid mic. Peavey: a wide range of
equipment for sound reinforcement use
including power amplifiers, mixers,
speaker systems, monitors, microphones,
signal processors and speaker drive
units. Penny & Giles: will feature
their newly introduced 4000 series fader
which has a 104 mm stroke, is available
in a choice of tapers including VCA
control law.
Pro Sound News:
industry paper. Publison: range of
signal processing equipment including
the Infernal Machine 90 with its wide
range of possible functions and a
potential maximum delay time of five
minutes. Pulsar Labs: range of power
mi
amps and matrix mixing
g consoles.

ms

Q

Quad Eight/Westrex: range of Quad

Eight modular mixing consoles,
automation systems, digital reverbs and
range of Westrex products. Quantec:
will be featuring its new product, the
QRS/L which is a reduced version of the
standard Quantec Room Simulator. The
L version will offer the same quality and
programs such as Freez, Enhance and
Reverb Mode. It will, however, be
finished in a different colour and will
have only one input and two outputs
The V24 (RS232) interface is now
available for both units. Both models are
available as flat panel versions with
infra -red remote control option. QSC
Audio: range of power amplifiers.

Red Acoustics (USA): professional
monitor loudspeaker systems. RenkusHeinz: range of loudspeaker drivers,
horns and passive crossover networks.
Roland: the Roland rack system
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including power amplifiers, signal
processors, preamplifiers, digital delay
lines, in addition to a selection of
recently introduced synthesiser /computer
instruments.

S
Saki Magnetics: range of hot pressed
glass bonded ferrite tape heads.
Samson Music Products: range of
phase reflex hi -band hand held wireless
microphone systems, Wy frequency
booster and range of accessories.
Schoeps: the full range of Schoeps
microphones and accessories. SCV
Audio: wide range of signal processing
products including noise gates,
compressors and crossover units.
Selco/Sifam: wide range of panel
meters and accessories. Sennheiser:
the full range of dynamic and condenser
mics, radio mic systems, headphones and
a wide range of accessories.
Shure:
the range of dynamic and condenser
mics, phono cartridges, sound
reinforcement products and accessories,
including the new SM87 supercardioid
condenser mic designed to give tailored
frequency response and maximum gain
before feedback on vocals.

Sierra

Hidley Acoustics: displays of new

phase- coherent studio designs recently
completed and discussions on the use of
their variable acoustics system. Solid
State Logic: the SL 4000E and 6000E
range of consoles. Showing for the first
time in US-the Synchroniser Controller,

the Programmable Equaliser and the
Stereo Mix Matrix. They will also unveil
a major new product line for
broadcasters.
Sony: the full range of
Sony products from mics to multitrack
digital systems. So
ft: full
range of products inclusididing new TS24
console, Series 20 stereo mastering
machine, power amplifiers, etc.
Soundtracs: broad range of mixing
consoles. Two new ranges will be
launched -the M Series for PA and
8 -track recording available up to 32
inputs; and a family of in -line consoles
for 16 or 24 track use.
Sound
Technology: range of test equipment
including distortion measurement
equipment and microprocessor controlled
automatic tape recorder test set.
Sound Workshop: several ranges of
multitrack consoles and the Diskmix
automation system. Stanton
Magnetics: wide range of phono
cartridges. Stephens Electronics:
range of professional recorders/
reproducers. Studer: full range of tape
machines, consoles and ancillary
equipment including the A810 range of
mastering machines, the 900 Series
broadcast consoles, the TLS 4000
synchroniser etc. Symetrix: wide
range of rack mount units including
headphone amplifiers, compressor
limiters, signal processors, etc.

T
Tandberg: full range of professional

products including TD 50 Y4 in reel -toreel, two channel tape recorders.
Tannoy: full range of professional
monitors for studio and broadcast
applications. Teac: full range of Teac
products including the 58 and 52 series
of multitrack and stereo tape machines,
the range of signal processor units, the
M50 console, etc.
Tektronix: range of
test equipment including the SG5010
and ÁA5001 programmable instruments
for carrying out a variety of
measurements. 3M: full range of the
company's magnetic tape products
including magnetic tape and cassettes.
Toa: complete line of professional
sound systems from microphones to
speaker systems, largely intended for the
live sound market.
Trident: featured
console will be the t.i.l. which is
Trident's in -line type console; the series
80B with new 3 -band monitor EQ; and a
completely new console designed for 4, 8
and 16 -track recording. Turbosound:
range of live sound systems. TTL
USA Inc: 515B high speed automatic
cassette loader for blank or recorded
tape.

U
Ursa Major: will be demonstrating

the Space Station; the new StarGate 323
digital reverb and the Mark II version of
the 8X32 which features four new
programs -Cask, Percussion plate,
Chamber and Reverse Reverb and a
lower price than the original version.
T

VV

Valley People: full product range
including new level interface unit.

Whirlwind: wide range of cables and
connectors assembled into patch cables,
stage boxes, multiway systems, etc.
Wireworks: full range of professional
cables and connectors.

Xedit Corp complete range of Editall
splicing blocks alongside the range of
audio test equipment.

Y
Yamaha: full range of Yamaha

professional sound products including
digital reverb, digital delay, mixer and
power amps.

Both editorial and advertising staff
from Studio Sound will be present
during the convention. Copies of the
magazine will be available from our
booth 411A. We look forward to meeting
exhibitors and visitors so please come
by.

.4r

The dower behind the
greatest disco in the world.
When the time came to choose
the amplifiers for The Hippodrome,
Peter Stringfellow again chose

He also knew :hat Amcron met
all of these

requirements.
Surely if Amcron is good enough
for such a demanding application,
Amcron.
He knew that these amplifiers then you owe it to yourself to
make Amcron your first choice too!
would be working flat out 8 hours
aday, 7days aweek,52weeks ayear.
CID
He knew he needed h igh power,
sonic excellence and -with this sort
of work-load -very high re-_aicility

Amcron

HHB HIRE & SALES, UNIT F NEW CRESCENT WOR:CS, NICOL L ROAD, LONDON NW10 9AX TELEPHONE: 01- 9613295. TELEX: 923393.
AUDIO AND VIDEO CONSULT/ NC`." TO PETER STRINGFELLOW BY GREENWICH AJDIO SERVICES.

MONITOR NG
Monitoring is very much a
matter of personal opinion.
Although the monitor is
intended to be a device for

conveying the `truth' about
the monitored signal to the
engineer/producer, the
`truth' can be presented in many
shades -and so it should. There is at
present a very wide choice of suitable
speakers for monitoring purposes
encompassing a number of quite different
approaches, eg dual- concentric systems

maintain popularity, existing quite
happily in the market with various HF
horn loaded systems in a selection of
improbable looking shapes and with a
number of units offering various types of

dome HF systems.
If we are looking for a trend in
monitors, then it must be diversity in
manufacture and design. There is no
common direction for system designers at
present, the striving for phase coherence
and alignment of the drive units for
minimum time differential having now
been absorbed into the basic design for
many manufacturers and now no longer
a matter of hot debate.

An in -brief look at
new monitor systems

available for
professional use by
David Blair
of hearing a number of sides of the
recording in his living room that may
not have been audible to the recording
engineer. This is obviously (or should be)
a matter of some concern to studios
whose recorded output may end up in
such a format. There is, however, a very
strong belief that the monitor is a tool
and is designed to fulfil a monitoring
function and not be a `good listen'. This I
feel to be essential during the recording
aspect of multitrack work. I need to
work with a monitor that will give me a
physical response to the music at a
volume that is proportional, to a degree,
to that being recorded.
Musicians who have been laying

backing tracks will need to hear
The increasing familiarity with the
playbacks at a level that is approaching
`revealing clarity' aspects of digital
or proportional to their playing level or
recording at the professional and
they will not be able to respond fully to
consumer ends of the chain has led many it and make a real feel judgement. I
studios to look at their monitoring from
don't carry this to extremes however-I
a different way. Yes volume and power
value my current hearing capabilities too
handling are essential for multitrack
highly to have them prematurely aged.
work but there is also a real need for
So firstly we have the `monitor as a tool'
fidelity particularly during the mixdown
concept where the argument is that the
process. As Andy Munro said in a recent
experience of the engineer will allow him
Studio Sound article "there is a certain
to interpret the sound and response of
physical element to rock music and you
the monitors so that ideally he would
have to be sure that that certain element produce the same sounding finished
is in the recording-the only way being a product no matter what monitor the
large monitoring system". However the
music was mixed on. We all know that
problem did appear to be that high level
this is not actually the case although of
monitoring and the basic requirements
course other aspects such as the room
for musical fidelity extended frequency
are never equal. Now it may be that the
response and transient response were not sound character difference obtained from
compatible. There are, however, a
mixing on different monitors (of the `tool'
number of manufacturers who now say
type) is of no real consequence- either
that this is not the case and that
'artistically or commercially, but if such
monitors they are developing will in fact
monitors don't reveal certain aspects of
prove this belief to be a fallacy.
the sound that the engineer cannot make
Further adjustments in professional
allowances for, then their value as a
monitoring philosophy may have to be
mixdown tool must be highly
made to meet the demands being made
questionable.
of the mixing process. It is now fairly
There have been a number of monitor
well known that the consumer with a
systems introduced in the last couple of
CD player and a reasonable pair of hi -fi
years that actually provide the answer to
type speakers, stands a very good chance the `hearing everything' dilemma. I can
52
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think of two monitors that were able to
reveal aspects of the monitored sound
that threw a quite different light on the

mixing process. They enabled you to
hear very small changes in the EQ on
certain channels, very small changes in
level on single channels, to respond to
dynamic changes within the mix far
more noticeably and most strangely,
even when the measured output level of
the monitors was very high, they did not
sound over loud. Either because of this
or due to another property, it was still
possible to hear small delicate sound
details even at very high level -the
sound did not blend and this was still
true at low levels with it being quite
possible to hear the individual
composition of the track very easily up
to about half a dozen instruments. This
may sound marvellous and just what you
need -however, there was a drawback
very few people find such speakers
pleasant to listen to. They are far too
revealing and although many engineers
that I have spoken to found the prospect
of a system such as this very exciting as
a tool, from a purely commercial aspect
clients do not like them. They are far
from flattering and as such, a producer
new to that studio would be completely
at sea with no reference points and a
somewhat unpleasant sound in the
control room. If he could learn to live
with this and had faith in the system
abilities, the end result should be far
better but that point is still some way off
I fear.
The third area of monitors would
appear to be those coming from the hi -fi
manufacturers. Many classical engineers
have used some systems from such
manufacturers for many years although
for all the reasons covered so far they
have been somewhat unsuitable for rock
and other high level monitoring -could
they take their full output from a bass
drum whose fader has been accidentally
left wide open, and live to tell the tale?
There are now, however, a number of
such systems that are worthwhile
looking at. As yet I have not had the
chance to fully evaluate what these
designs are like under operational
conditions although this approach may
well have something to recommend it.
There does appear to be only one way
out of this dilemma. Studio design will
have to make allowance for more than
one monitoring system within the studio

-

Success in the professional recording business comes
from using the best- _he best talent, the best music,
and the best tape.
That's why more of today's top recording studios
have the confidence tc choose Ampex 2" tape over all
other professional stucio mastering tapes. Combined.
Confidence that comes from consistency.
Proven consistency. Proven by testing every reel of
Ampex Grand Master`' 456 end -to -end and edge -toedge, to make certain you get virtually no

tape- induced level variations from reel -to -reel, or case to -case. And we even include a strip chart in every box
of 2" 456 to prove it.
With Ampex Studio Mastering Tape you also get consistency of delivery. Because we stock our tape inventory in the field, we're always there when you need us.
If tf-le ultimate success in a studio mastering tape is
measured by more hit records from more top recording
stars, then Ampex professional studio mastering tape
is the most successful tape in the world.

AM PEX

Ampex Corporation

One of The Signal Compares,
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MONITORING

environment. For example maybe a pair
of `muscle-monitors' for track laying, a
pair of lower powered speakers with
more pretensions at fidelity and the
obligatory mini reference monitors. Both
of the main systems should be designed
into the room so that there was no
inconvenience in switching between
systems and this would appear to meet
all necessary requirements. This would
mean that the search for the near
mythical high power, high fidelity
accurate monitoring tool would be less of
a necessity although perhaps still a
worthy and attractive goal.
To complete this brief article, I should
add a round -up of some of the new
products and areas of activity of some
speaker manufacturers. Auratone suffer
perhaps from being too good at one
thing. They recently introduced a
completely new range of monitors
including such models as QC66.
Certainly in my mind Auratone are very
much associated with the 5C and as such
I feel that the new range is perhaps not
getting the exposure that they might
deserve. Unfortunately I have not had
the opportunity to evaluate these new
models although they would appear to be
ideal in many respects for near field
monitoring which is a current area of
interest for me at present.
Studio Sound carried an article by Ilpo
Martikainen on the debate between
active and passive loudspeaker design
(April 1983). His company, Genelec, have
produced a number of good sounding
although compact systems that have sold
well in Scandinavian countries but they
never had a big powerful system. At the
Eindhoven AES a prototype of the 1025
system was shown and this is now in
production and provides a high power
alternative to the smaller systems. This
is again an active system and is designed
for structural inclusion in the studio
control room.
As part of his revised approach to
studio design Tom Hidley has modified
the monitor system that he recommends
for inclusion in his studio projects. There
are two versions available and these
offer response down to 20 Hz and 30 Hz
in the form of a 2 -way system. They also
incorporate a new design of wooden horn
that apparently doesn't have the cellular
effect that was present with earlier
designs.
TAD have been demonstrating two new
systems at recent exhibitions. Featured
in both systems is a newish HF unit.
Based on simply listening to units at
recent exhibitions, they do sound very
smooth in the HF end although other
judgements are impossible in the
demonstrating environment.
The JBL 4400 series have continued to
make inroads into the studio market.
When they were first launched into the
UK about two years ago the reaction
was rather negative. In recent months
we have seen the installation of systems
in Air London and Abbey Road, so
someone or something must have
changed. I do feel that the sound of the
bi- radial horn is far preferable to that of
54
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the standard diffuser.
At the June APRS exhibition, DJM
Studios were showing a range of
monitors that they had developed for
their own use due to a dissatisfaction
with other systems that were available
to them. There was considerable interest
in their work and they have managed to
sell one system already although this
was, I gather, not their reason for the
original development work. The HF and
MF range units are soft dome types with
the bass drivers varying with
requirements.
As I mentioned earlier, the hi -fi
manufacturers have started taking studio
monitoring seriously and in the last year
there have been models from quite a
number. KEF introduced the KM1 which
is an active system with its own
amplification system and a relatively
high price tag. Power handling though
would not appear to be any problem
based on reports.of demonstrations that
KEF have made.
Some B &W speaker systems have been
used for classical monitoring for many
years although they remained fairly low
powered systems. The newly launched
808 improves on this aspect although I
feel that perhaps they will still be
classically orientated due to the direction
of the marketing. Radford have also
added a professional system to their
range, the S90 although information
other than the fact that it is a large
3 -way system is not available.
Tannoy have added a number of new
models to their range with applications
in the lower powered small systems
although the large monitors remain as

before.
In the UK the monitoring field is
largely divided up between Tannoy, JBL,
UREI and Eastlake. A number of other
manufacturers are, however, making an
impression in some areas though. These
include Electro-Voice with the Sentry
100A and 500; Altec with the FS 800;
Meyer with the 833; and Yamaha with
the NS100 which is finding quite wide
use.
There are two companies that should
be watched quite closely in the near
future for interesting developments
Rogers and Eastmill. Rogers have shown
the Studio 2 which is a large monitor
with the choice of its own amplification
system. With developments into PA
monitoring also, Rogers appear to be
moving into a new area and although I
have yet to hear the Studio 2 (New
Products September 1984) properly, their
background in the manufacture of BBC
licensed designs such as the LS5 /3 and
LS5/8 give them an excellent pedigree.
The other company is Eastmill. Earlier
designs used dome drive units and their
philosophy was well covered in Neil
Grant's article (Studio Sound July 1982).
They are currently in the latter stages of
development of a new model that could
be particularly interesting if you feel as I
do that maybe an alternative to horn
loading may be a better long term
solution to many aspects of studio
monitoring.
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The entire audio industry is moving rapidly into
the age of digital recording and signal
transmission. That's why signal processors
purchased today must have wide dynamic range,
freedom from distortion, and the extended
bandwidth necessary to perform in both the
analog and digital domains.

Audio & Design is the industry leader in audio
processing techniques and technology. You'll find
our equipment in such diverse applications as
broadcast, satellite links, recording, film, video
and even sound reinforcement. After all, Audio &
Design offers the best and most complete line of
processing equipment in the world with product
reliabili:y and customer support second to none.
Be ready for tomorrow's challenges by
making the right equipment decisions today.
Contact Audio & Design for all the details.

AUDIO & DESIGN (RECORDING) LTD.

Litt 3 Horseshoe

Park, Pangbourne, Reading RG87JW. Berkshire, England
Phone 0 7 341 861088 UK Telex 848722

AUDIO & DESIGN CALREC, INC.

Autlio+Design
THE HIT SOUND IN AUDIO SCIENCE.

PO Box 786, Bnmerton, WA 98310 Phone 206 -275 -5009, 206-275-5010 Telex 15.2426
modular productslTransdynamic' tri-band processorlPROPAK' EIAJ
Manufacturer o' Compex' and Vocal Stresser" compressor- limiters/SCAMP'
A's1SMPTE& EAU time code products/ Effects units and other accessories

mterf.r< ea- rnand, VGateÇIAGC amuclFO and Fdters!De Fssers/PreampslD
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Why do the world's
leading studios turn to
Solid State Logic?
Every day, music of all kinds is being made on
this planet. And every week, another
studio somewhere in the world
switches on their new SL 4000 E
to record it. When so many different
people agree, there has to be a reason.
Perhaps it's that Solid State Logic
lets them hear the sounds and the
silences that were missing before.
Through short, clean signal paths that add
nothing to the source unless the engineer
or producer so desires.
Yet when the desire strikes, the SL 4000 E
responds with musical precision and a tremendous
range of creative power Only SSL provides the easy
flexibility that invites each engineer to shape the
console to suit their personal style. And the natural
transparency that allows each instrument to speak
its distinctive voice.

From the studios of China Records in Beijing
to the famed broadcast concert halls of the
BBC Symphony Orchestras, Solid State Logic sets
the standard for audio integrity. Study the charts.
Ask the producers. You'll find SSL at the top in rock
and pop, country and western, rhythm and blues,
jazz and dance. The world of music turns to SSL.
Because, purely and simply, SSL delivers the
musicians' intent.

The Art of Technology
It's one thing to build a collection of audio
electronics into a big box. It is quite another to
create high technology for the recording musician.
In every detail, the SL 4000 E Series supports your
artistry with the experience and awareness of the
world's leading console design group.
In every channel, SSL presents the tools
required to perfect your sound. Superb four band
parametric equalisation and filters. Versatile
compressor/limiters. Noise gates. Expanders. And
virtually unlimited possibilities.
Because the SL 4000 E Series Master Studio
System not only helps you shape the sound, it lets
you structure the signal flow itself.

Pushbutton signal processor routing provides
more than two dozen useful variations within
each module. Six master statuses, 32
Output Groups and SSL's unique
patchfree audio subgrouping
direct the audio paths
throughout the desk to
serve your individual
requirements and
preferences.

Making Life Easier
To give the artist and
engineer complete freedom to explore these new
potentials, SSL invented
Total Recall'. At the end
of each session, Total
Recall scans every knob
and button on all Input/
Output modules. Then,
in less time than most
people take to find a pen that works, it creates a
permanent and portable record of these settings on
floppy disc.
Which means that you can stroll into any SSL
Total Recall control room anywhere in the
world and recreate last week's monitor and cue
mix, or last year's incredibly complicated but
not quite final version.
Control accuracy is within a quarter of
a dB! Best of all, Solid State Logic has
accomplished this without affecting the audio path.
Providing a dynamic range and bandwidth that
comfortably exceeds the performance of the best 16
bit digital converters and recorders.

A Comprehensive System
Total Recall is just one aspect of the SL 4000 E
Series Master Studio System, an integrated range of
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control of up to five audio or video transports in
perfect lock. Other system elements include events
control, programmable equalisation, and a variety
of mainframe and metering options to suit many
different requirements and budgets.
Whatever your initial specification, all SSL
systems are designed so that economical upgrades
can be performed on site as your business grows and
diversifies. This policy is supported by continuous
software development that enables SSL studios to
keep pace with an increasingly inventive clientele.
We can build an SL 4000 E Series Master
Studio System for your control room in about three
months. We'll be happy to assist with your
technical and financial planning. We'll provide
expert help with installation and training. And we'll
back you up with prompt parts support and worldwide field service.
When it comes to keeping a studio
booked, nothing is quite so effective as giving
your clients the sound they want. And that's
where SSL can help the most
For the full story, just cut the coupon
below Or call Antony David in the UK, or
Piers Plaskitt in the USA.

Solid State Logic
hardware and
software components
designed to make even
the most elaborate productions
more humanly manageable.
Practical innovations such as the
SSL Studio Computer provide the
world's most versatile mixing automation.
The SSL Integral Synchroniser and Master
Transport Selector offer computer-assisted

Please send me further information on the SL 4000 E
Series Master Studio System.
Name
Position
Company
Address
ssiQ
Telephone
England
2PQ,
Stonesfield,
Oxford
OX7
Churchfields,
Solid State Logic,
Tel: (099) 389 8282. Telex: 837400 SSL OX G. Facsimile: (099) 389 8227.
Solid State Logic Inc., 200 West 57th, New York, NY10019, USA.
Tel: (212) 315 1111. Facsimile (212) 315 0251.

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS AND THE STUDIO

THE

MEANING
of

MID

THOUGHTS ON NAMM
ears ago, there was a Peanuts
comic strip that opened with
Lucy bragging about her new
'hi -fi' jump rope. In the last
panel, Charlie Brown
wondered `How can a jump
rope be hi -fi?' A couple of
years later, Lucy had a `stereo' jump
rope. There was no `digital' jump rope in
the '70s, but had Peanuts author Charles
Schulz been at the convention of the
National Association of Music Merchants
(NAMM) this past June in Chicago, there
is no doubt he would have been inspired
to write about a `MIDI' jump rope.
"Is it MIDI?" was The Question that
rang for four days through the rafters of
Chicago's McCormick Place. Every face
that poked into a keyboard display at
the NAMM Show asked it. Of course,
much of the time The Question was
irrelevant -a program from Yamaha that
allows an Apple Computer to take over
the functions of those silly little buttons
on the DX7 (known as DX PRO) doesn't
need a MIDI interface any more than
your chief mixer needs a hearing aid
but that didn't stop The Question.

-

And in many cases, The Question was

a good question. MIDI does indeed seem
to be taking over the music industry.

There were new MIDI keyboards from
CBS/Rhodes, Roland, Yamaha, Seiko,
Akai, and E -Mu Systems (among many
others), a couple of MIDI guitars, and an
attachment for reading MIDI data from
electric, electro- acoustic (eg Yamaha and
Kawai), and even acoustic upright and
grand pianos. (This gizmo, from Forte
Music of San Jose, California,
unfortunately does not work in reverse
you can't yet program your Commodore
64 to perform Beethoven's 'Emperor'
Concerto on your Bosendorfer.)
Owners of older synthesisers, those
venerable Minimoogs and ARP 2600s,
who are loathe to junk their favourite
axes and invest in these newfangled
digital thingies, asked The Question. For

-
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The MIDI interface

has caught the
imagination of the
synthesiser makers.
Paul D Lehrman
reports from the
Chicago NAMM show
them, the answer was a series of MIDI

`kludge boxes' from J L Cooper
Electronics that can do all sorts of neat
tricks converting control voltages and
analogue triggers into MIDI data and
vice versa.
But besides "Does it do it ?" there was
another Question, one that few seemed
to have an answer to: namely, "What
does it do ?"
Using a computer to manipulate
musical data and spit it back out to
machines that make sounds is a fine
idea. It is certainly the first step in
creating a kind of universal musical
instrument: anything that can go into
the computer, whether it's generated by
a music keyboard, an ASCII keyboard, a
Koala pad, or any of a number of
analogue or digital devices, can
potentially be used to make music. But
today, a full year after the format was
unleashed on an unsuspecting public,
software for MIDI still lags way behind
the hardware.
Sequencing, of course, is an obvious
application for computer control. For
studio musicians, the idea of working out
and recording tracks at home before
going into the studio with its expensive
clock is rather appealing. (So is the idea,
promoted heavily a year ago but
mysteriously absent these days, of
telephoning synth tracks into a session.
Although it shouldn't be difficult to do,

apparently no one has yet figured out
how to get communications software to
transmit MIDI files.) Studios, in turn,
can set up separate, small, lower -priced
`MIDI rooms', in which much of the
programming, editing, and mixing can
take place off-line- leaving the
multitrack tape deck and console free for
other clients. Since (with the ideal MIDI
system) pre- recorded synth tracks can be
played back without anyone actually
playing the instruments, when the tracks
are being laid to tape the synths can be
left in the MIDI room, and their signals
merely piped into the main control room.
The first computer sequencers-4 -track
programs from Passport Designs and
Sequential Circuits with piano -keyboard
entry, minimal editing capabilities, static
preset and volume values, and no
provision for recording key velocity, pitch
bend, modulation wheels, etc -were a
good start, but their buyers started
complaining about their limitations
almost immediately. Although
expectations were high that Passport
Designs, at least, would have 8- and
16 -track updates in short order, nothing

seems to be forthcoming. (They will,
however, make a ton of money on their
'MIDI album' which will allow the home
organist to literally re-create Michael
Jackson's Thriller in his living room, but
how many studios and professional
players can use that ?)
Fortunately, two companies were
showing at NAMM really useful 16 -track
sequencers with tape recorder -like
editing and mixing functions. Cherry
Lane Music, who have heretofore limited
their activities to music publishing, are
developing an impressive such package
called Connections, that will come in at
between $250 and $300 retail, including
Roland's new MPU-401 "intelligent
interface" card for the Apple. Syntauri,
whose Metatrak system has been
threatened with total eclipse by the
MIDI movement, managed to pull a
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out of a hat with their new
Proxima system.
Besides being a good sequencer,
Proxima, which is being developed for
Syntauri by an outside company known
as Mimetics, lets the user hear as many
tracks as he wants through a pair of
Mountain Computer sound -generating
hardware conveniently located inside his
computer. Therefore, an arranger doesn't
need to own 16 MIDI synths to hear 16
tracks. When he's done, he just takes the
disk into the studio and hooks up to a
dozen or three DX1s and wails. (Let me
interject here that this writer is working
with a slight personal bias, as I was at
the Syntauri booth demonstrating the
system to the masses during much of the
show.) This little number will sell for
about $1000.
Yamaha announced their Personal
Composer for the IBM PC, which they
claim will do 32 -track sequencing
(although it's hard to envisage how the
16-channel MIDI protocol will handle
that many tracks), as well as music
printing, for about $1250. Unfortunately,
no prototypes were to be seen, and the
various pieces of literature the company
was handing out gave different figures
on how many tracks the system could
handle-one piece claimed it could deal
with 64!
Conspicuously absent were MIDI
interfaces for the Apple Macintosh,
although this writer has personal
knowledge of at least a few small
companies in various parts of the US
working on such devices.
But sequencing is only part of the
promise of MIDI. The home entertainment market is probably quite
viable, as is the educational sector
(Passport Designs is also offering some
elementary music theory packages). For
the professional, however, there are far
more interesting possibilities. Since
MIDI is controlled by a clock, there
should be a way to interface it with
other time -based systems, like SMPTE.
Roland has taken the first step in that
direction, with the SBX-80, an
inexpensive `tempo controller' that can
read, write, and translate both MIDI
pulses and SMPTE timecode. In addition,
it will generate 24 -pulse timing
information for driving drum machines.
A company called Ensonig was showing
a $140 drum synthesiser called DrumKey
that resides inside of an Apple. The
sound quality is not the greatest, but the
software is very useful and clever, and it
has clock outputs -at least one company
was talking about allowing the
DrumKey's clock to control its MIDI
software.
Music, however, like language, is ideas;
MIDI, by reducing musical information
to easy- for-a- computer -to- manipulate
data, should give us the capability to
treat music like language, and play with
it as we would literary ideas in a word
processor. So far, the technology is
turning off more potential users than it
is helping -for the majority of musicians,
manipulating musical events by
laboriously entering them in one at a
time from a piano or typewriter
keyboard is completely antithetical to

the creative process.
There were rumours at NAMM of
various small companies developing
systems that would allow input of
musical data from alternative sources,
like graphics systems, various kinds of
touch pads, and woodwind-like
instruments, and if they come to market,
those will be a step in the right
direction. But there is a more pressing
need for programs that will allow real world composition commands. Imagine, if
you will, the following set of
instructions:
"Play back that lead line at half speed.
Change the C in bar 4 to a D. Sustain
the F in bar 8 for another beat. Now
repeat the last 16 bars, make the bass
line swing, give the countermelody to
preset 18 on synthesiser 12, kill the
strings, and double -time the drums.
When that's done, tack on this four -bar
coda. Now print me out a chart for the
second rhythm guitar player, and tell me

.
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how much my studio time is going to
cost."
Even given the limitations of the MIDI
format (which as any serious computer
composer will tell you are legion), there
is no reason why this kind of software
cannot be written. In fact, it already is,
but not with these applications in mind.
On one end of the scale, programs like
Electronic Arts Music Construction Set
and Syntauri's Musicland allow graphics style `cut- and -paste' editing of musical
events. On the other, the Lucasfilm
Audio Signal Processor and the
Interactive Music Processor out of
Hazelcom in Toronto, will allow those
with many thousands of bucks to do
really sophisticated manipulation. But if
WordStar could be adapted for the lowly
Apple II, surely there's room in that
there 6502 for a composition language
that will really advance the state of the
art. All it needs is the right creative
minds, and the right kind of backing.
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Users already selected telcom c4
as the most suitable NR System
for type C VTRs. The new telcom
c4 units are now designed to

improve the sound of type C
VTRs. telcom c4 creates lower
distortion from tape, better
crosstalk attenuation, improved
headroom plus a 25 dB gain in
dynamic range. No lile-up procedures. telcom c4 units for VTRs

Contact: Audio & Design Calrec Ltd.
Unit 3, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne,
Reading, RG 8 7 JW, England
Fhone 073486 1C 88, Telex 84E 722 ADR UK
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are available for 1, 2 (stereo) and
3 channels, for simultaneous
encode/decode and automatic
switching.
Furthermore, telcom c4 is used in
connection with ATRs, line and
satellite transmission. Don't you
also need super sound for stereo
or copying?
Just contact us for further information.

Telecommunications
ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
L ndener Str. 15 D -3340 Wolfenbuttel
Prone (05331) 83 -0 Telex 95651 ant d
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Barry Fox investigates the facts behind the industry news

Video film for
digital audio
Indiana Jones already has his temple of
doom. Kodak and Polaroid must surely
soon have theirs. These are the only two
companies pressing ahead hard with
8 mm video, the new format almost
certainly destined to fail in competition
with portable VHS. But let them do it.
All the time and energy put into
promoting 8 mm video could have some
wonderful spin off benefits for the
domestic and professional audio industry.
Think about it.
The might of Matsushita and Toshiba
is behind the development of recording
equipment capable of handling the new
8 mm tape, with helical scan at the
hitherto unprecedented low writing speed
of under 4 m/s. A completely new loading
technique has been devised for a new
small diameter head drum. TDK is
desperately trying to provide Kodak with
bulk supplies of metal powder or metal
evaporated tape for the 8 mm launch in
America this Autumn. Otani has built
cassette loaders for 8 mm tape. Ampex,
3M and BASF have taken licences from
Matsushita to produce metal evaporated
tape. All this energy is initially going
into the tape and hardware technology
which Polaroid and Kodak hope to sell to
the public as a basis for a point and
shoot camcorder video system.
The VHS companies have already built
a camcorder that uses a miniature VHS
cassette, compatible with existing VHS
equipment. This VHS Video Movie
camcorder is smaller, lighter and
probably cheaper than the Polaroid and
Kodak 8 mm units. My bet, and I'm
willing to be hung on it in years to
come, is that 8 mm video will fail and
the technology will be adapted to create
a completely new format for digital
audio. The 8 mm cassette, with the tape
run at half speed, could offer three hours
of uninterrupted digital recording, or for
that matter FM recording, using helical
scan. A non -standard wrap, for instance
90° only round the drum, would keep
the recorder size small. It makes
eminently good sense to use a new
format tape and cassette for a completely
new recording standard. Imagine the
confusion if existing cassettes were used
for a new standard.
It really is ridiculous that although
existing helical scan video cassette
formats can give four, even eight, hours
of recording time in video or PCM,
existing audio cassettes can give at best
a reliable 45 min. So heartfelt thanks to
Kodak and Polaroid for unwittingly
investing in what could turn out to be
the most significant advance for audio
since the LP and CD. Remember, if you
will, that we only have CD because of
the technology spun off from Laservision
videodisc.
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Cinema sound
During the recent Consumer Electronics
Show in Chicago, JBL was hoisting
dealers off to a special screening of
Steven Spielberg and Lucasfilm's
Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom.
The intended point of the exercise was to
see the film in a cinema kitted out with
a THX sound system. The interesting
point for me was that the cinema wasn't
in down town Chicago, but an hour's
coach ride out to the Yorktown shopping
centre in Lombard, Illinois. This proves
how cinemas are now serious about
winning back customers with high
quality wide screen pictures and
surround sound. It's the one ground on
which video can never compete.
When Indiana Jones opened in
America, nearly 300 cinemas were
screening it from 70 mm prints. At
$10,000 a print that's quite a
commitment. Representatives from
Lucasfilm visited each 70 mm cinema to
check projection equipment, and align
where necessary. This is the TAP or
Theatre Alignment Program, you may
have read about. Where the projection
equipment couldn't be properly aligned,
Lucasfilm pulled back the 70 mm print
and replaced it with a 35 mm one
instead. That way people who take time
off from their home video and pay for a
70 mm- cinema seat won't be disappointed
and go happily back to home video.
Lucasfilm launched the idea of THX
around a year ago, offering a package at
a cost of about $15,000 per cinema. Only
cinemas already equipped for Dolby
sound have the privilege of paying the
extra for THX. An extra wall is built
behind the screen and five banks of
speakers mounted flush into the wall.
These banks (not surprisingly when you
bear in mind JBL's coach trip for dealers
out to Yorktown) all use JBL drivers
with Holman X-overs. Each stack is a
2 -way split, with two 2225, 15 in woofers
for the bass end and a 2445 compression
driver and 2360 horn for the mid and
top. The 2360 has a directional pattern
which is independent of frequency. This
means uniform coverage throughout the
whole cinema. So people in corner seats
don't go home wondering what their
friends in the centre were raving about.
Just 10 years ago the idea of a cinema
investing money in equipment to make
the soundtrack sound better would have
seemed ludicrous. But that of course was
before the home video boom knocked the
bottom out of cinema ticket sales.
There's also another, hidden factor. The
idea of technical change in the cinema
was resisted by directors, producers and
engineers who had been working in the
film business since before the war. Now
many of those old timers have retired
and it is people like Lucas and Holman
who pay the piper and can call the tune.

Better pictures for
better sound?
Expect the next threat to cinema status
quo in the field of picture quality, with
audio spin -off. 3 -D of course remains a
permanent gimmick and wide screen is
here to stay. But all movie films run at
24 frames /s, with artificial flicker
introduced to create the equivalent of 48
images /s. At that rate the eye sees
something resembling fluid motion. But
it's not truly fluid because there are still
only 24 images. Also when the projector
arc is bright and the picture content
light, as in a wide expanse of desert sky
on a small screen, you will often notice
the flicker. Subconsciously it's there all
the time. Douglas Trumbull, best known
for his work on 2001 and Silent
Running, is now trying to sell a new
system which runs 70 mm film at 60
frames /s. This matches the US TV
standard, and makes flicker completely
invisible and motion more fluid.
Already there are some experimental
cinemas in America showing
experimental films in the new format,
called Showscan. Lucas is sniffing
around. There's surely audio benefit to
be had from Showscan. A 70 mm film
running at 60 frames /s is travelling very
fast through the projector. At that rate
the soundtrack might well be able to
cope with digital audio!

Sales jargon
Every June 100,000 dealers in the
business of selling consumer electronics
make a pilgrimage to hot, sweaty
Chicago for the four day CE Show. There
are around 1,500 exhibits, spread
through the main exhibition halls and
hotels across town. That leaves around a
minute for each exhibit if you do without
eating and drinking and use a flying
broomstick for transport. Like the Berlin
Radio Show, and the Japanese
electronics shows, it's traditionally the
place where major electronic companies
show off their new developments.
The only pity is that so many firms
over there seem happy to employ
loudmouths who know nothing about the
technology of what they are selling. One
theory, which I back with more
enthusiasm after each visit to CES, is
that Japanese companies deliberately
hire hot shot buffoons to sell for their
American operations because sales
buffoons won't understand enough about
the technology to give any trade secrets
away to the prying press. This year my
prizes go to TDK and Sony, whose US
sales people's lack of technical
understanding and dedication to sales
bullshit go far beyond the call of pressbluffing duty.
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AHB IEPuuIsE one Drum Computer
Allen and Heath Brenell Ltd
69 Ship Street, Brighton BN I IAE
Telephone: (0273) 24928

Allen and Heath Brenell (USA) Ltd
5 Connair Road, Orange
Connecticut 06477 USA

Wide range dynamic response from the
pads -pitch and decay
8
drum
individually adjustable.
Individual outputs and trigger inputs for
each drum pad, plus .programmable
stereo mix.
16 digitally sampled sounds provided
as standard. 8 in ROM, 8 re- loadable
from the expanding cassette based
software library.
Programmable in real time or step time
with powerful editing functions.
Internal capacity of 15 songs, composed
of up to 999 bars, derived from up to 99
patterns. Cassette dump facility.
Expansion port for computers and future
products.
Tape synchronization available via onboard SMPTE time code generator
and reader.

RECORDING

TRADITIONAL
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As a music tradition

that has evolved over
hundreds of years,
Irish traditional music
presents its own
particular problems in
recording. Felicity
Stephen discussed the
music and techniques
with Brian Masterson
of Windmill Lane
Studios, Dublin.

Brian Masterson: "A long time
ago, in the early 8-track days, I
had a Ceilidh band come up
from the west of Ireland to
record an album. They were
used to playing in little country
pubs and cottages all their lives
and their `manager' was anxious about
this sudden transportation to a relatively
strange and `high tec' environment.
`Look,' he said, `we'll have to sneak the
guys in to the back door. I don't want
them to see the control room, the mixing
desk or the tape machines -they will just
totally flip!' So we dashed around and
hastily erected a set of impromptu
curtains between the control room and
the studio. We brought the band inthrough the back door -and they never
saw any controls until after they had
been in there for quite a few hours and
had settled down to playing the music.
"It is always very important to fit the
studio to the musician rather than try to
make the musicians fit the studio; but
especially important when you're
recording traditional music. Engineers
can sometimes forget that and make
unfair demands on musicians just to suit
themselves. They may get a technically
superb recording at the end but that
indefinable something which makes
music is missing. I think that engineers
who have had some involvement in the
musical scene are at an advantage over
the guy who's a technical wizard because
whilst an understanding of the
technicalities involved is important, an
understanding of the musicality involved
is much more important. You have to
have a sympathetic rapport with the
62
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all it's music you're recording, not
sinewaves.
"I've come full circle, from early days
in a band to building synthesisers and
now recording traditional Irish music.
The traditional music crept up on me
gradually over the last five years and I
began to realise how wonderful the
music is. Since then I've tended to
specialise in that area-though not to the
exclusion of anything. I like all sorts of
music and until recently played bass in a
jazz /rock/funk band!"
"Irish traditional music is definitely
designed for very close contact -eye
contact and foot contact! The musicians
tend to sit around in tight bunches when
they're playing. If you bring them into
the studio and try to spread them out,
`you sit over in that corner and we'll put
you in this box and you in that box...',
it just won't work. You can't have
unhappy musicians in the studio and
expect it will all just happen, and that
applies to any sort of music. So I would
usually set up the musicians close
together and if they are a band who
perform together regularly like the
Chieftains, I would certainly not attempt
to switch them around because they
would not feel right.
"There can be a problem with the foot
contact. When the musicians are playing
dance tunes -the jigs and reels -it's the
most natural thing in the world to tap
your feet. It can be quite funny when
you're faced with a group of five
people -some who are tapping on the `on
beat', some on the `off beat' and some
who are tapping to an entirely different
rhythm; they're playing in time, it's just
a little thing that suits them! Depending
on the surface they're playing on
(usually wood) and how near they are to
the mic, you can sometimes get a signal to -tap ratio or a signal -to -foot ratio that
are not great figures! You can't say `Stop
tapping!' and it's no good putting their
foot on a pillow because they need to
hear something coming from it. So the
only thing to do there is: "Off with the
shoes!" They're totally unaware of the
problem until you do a take and say, `It's
great-but the foot's very loud.' They
look down at it as if it's not theirs; as if
it had a life of its own.
"Recording traditional music is akin to
recording classical rather than rock
music -trying to preserve the original
sounds and textures of the instruments.
Maybe slightly unlike classical you try
to improve them if you can. It's not as if
you're creating the sounds in the studio;
the sounds are there and you're just
trying to make the best of them. If you

get somebody with a fiddle that they
paid £60 for it's not going to sound like
a Stradivarius -it's not meant to. But
maybe you could make it sound a little
nicer; so it's not ever a question of `don't
touch that equaliser'.
"It's also a matter of using the room to
the greatest extent possible. I would
always use at least a stereo pair,
somewhere suitable, as well as
individual microphones. I've found PZMs
to be very useful with their `clean' top
end-they just seem to suit the music, a
lot of which is `stringy' with the
bouzoukis and acoustic guitars."
There is one particularly

fascinating instrument which
has an important place in Irish
traditional music: the Uillean
(elbow) pipes. In the early 18th
century it became the favoured
instrument for most kinds of
Irish music, overtaking the popularity of
the harp. It is an extremely sophisticated
form of bagpipes comprising a bag,
bellows, chanter, three drones and
regulators. Unlike the Scottish bagpipes
they are a chamber instrument -you'd
have real problems playing them whilst
hiking over the mountains. It is wise to
sit down before you start piping -as
Brian explains!
"The Uillean pipes are very difficult to
learn. As well as keeping the right
pressure on the bag and controlling the
air flow (which is supplied by bellows
secured to the player's arm), you've got
the chanter which plays all the melody,
the drones: bass, baritone and tenor, and
the regulators which are chordal blocks

to provide harmonic accompaniment. The
regulators are fixed but you select
whichever ones you want. Watch a piper
play and there are fingers flying up and
down, elbow pumping -and they've got to
lift the chanter off a knee pad to get a
particular high note.
"I think it must be the most contrary
instrument that ever was invented; there
are all sorts of problems with the pipes.
They tend to lose their tuning very
easily and the reeds can cause problems.
They use a split reed and pipers will
either make their own or be at the
mercy of whatever reeds they can obtain.
The standard of musicianship with the
really good players is quite phenomenal
-you really do need an incredible
amount of patience to play them. And a
fair amount of patience to record them!
"Strangely enough, these days the
pipes are treated a little bit like a drum
kit when they're being recorded, in that
you would tend to mic the different

Brian Masterson in Windmill Lane Studio II
sections (the chanter, regulators, drones)
rather than just putting up a pair. I
might use KM84s as the main mic for
the chanter and D12s for the drones, but
this depends on whose set of pipes we're
recording-some being very strident and
others having a rounder so-3nd. A piper
is always so close to the instrument and
if he hears a playback of pipes that have
been recorded with any sort of a semi distant pair, he's not feeling and hearing
the sound that he's used to feeling and
hearing in the traditional setting. But
when pipes are fairly close miked you
get a thick, close sound from them-or
maybe a slightly larger than life sound,
with more emphasis on the drones than
would naturally be there. It depends on
the piece of music and what you're
looking to do."
Acouple of years ago Brian

recorded a work at Windmill
Lane called The Brendan
Suite-a concerto for pipes
and orchestra. It was written
by a modern Irish composer,
Shaun Davey, who was

over a period of two days.
"One of the very interesting things
about the pipes is they have no
dynamics. The pressure on the bag is
terribly important and the player knows
instinctively that if he puts the air in a
little too hard it will jump an octave; a
little too soft and it will just die! So, it
was very interesting with the Brendan
Suite where the score was full of
dynamics and the pipes incapable of
expressing them. As well as being
recorded, the work has been performed
`live' several times. On these occasions it
was a case of whatever you did with the
orchestra, you definitely needed to mic
up the pipes and the sound engineer had
to know the work backwards -and almost
express the pipes' dynamics for it. When
you're working with a small group of
traditional instruments it doesn't need
the dynamics too much to cut through.
But when you're trying to work the
pipes against an orchestra -it's a
different story altogether.
"Editing pipe recording is incredibly
difficult. Uillean pipes have a set drone
but unlike other bagpipes you don't
always use it. Very often pipers will play
whole tunes through without drones, or
only turn it on when going into the
second part of a tune. If there's no drone,
there's no problem with the editing; but
once the drone is playing I've found it to
be an almost impossible task. You can
hear the slightest discontinuity in the
with Odhrán O'Casaide
drone as a fault in the recording-so it's
a very delicate operation. Digital editing
inspired by Tim Severin's book The
will be the saviour of pipe recordings!"
Brendan Voyage. This book contains the
There are various other instruments
story of St Brendan setting out in a
used a lot in Irish traditional music -the
leather skinned boat from Ireland, to
Irish harp being one. It is much smaller
find the New World. It also tells of the
than the concert harp and normally has
author's own successful adventure when
gut strings, though Derek Bell of the
he embarked on the same ocean
Chieftains occasionally plays a metal
pilgrimage, building a boat to the same
stringed harp which has a completely
specifications, and proved that it was
possible. Shaun Davey decided to write a different (rather `bright') sound; it's a
work which would musically illustrate
relatively simple instrument to record.
The wooden flute is also often
the voyage. He looked for a meeting
point between old and contemporary
encountered. It is blown like a classical
flute but the sound that people are
music and chose the pipes to represent
aiming for is one that a classical flautist
the boat which, in the book, takes on a
would probably not be terribly happy
personality.
with. They produce a much `breathier'
The Uillean pipes guide us through
ferocious storms, swirling mists, monster sound from the wooden flute, which cuts
icebergs and encounters with strange sea through all the other instruments. And
there's the penny whistle.. .
creatures. Liam O'Flynn, who was a
founder member of Planxty, is the piper,
"That's a difficult instrument to
and Brian pointed out that for a
record -unless you get far enough away
from it. There are huge `peaks' from note
musician steeped in the traditional
to note on the whistle; the peak-to -mean
music, Liam's skill in playing with an
ratio is quite incredible sometimes. And
orchestra was a major accomplishment.
With the exception of a handful of
there's such a difference between the
mean, the high
high and low octaves
overdubs, the Uillean pipes and 48 -piece
octave's about four times louder. This is
orchestra were recorded simultaneously
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definitely a case where the compressor
comes in very handy.
"Tuning of the instruments can be a
strange thing too because you have all
these variables like the flute and the
pipes that can sometimes drift in and out
of tune with themselves, depending on
the temperature. And they will not
always go the same way. If it gets hot
the flute might drop and the pipes will
go up. It's often best to do a `take'capturing the feel of the music -and
then, when overdubbing, revert to a bit
of the old `varispeed' to match things up.
"The bodhran (the drum played by the
Celtic musicians) tends to be quite
'bloomy' and loud, and can cause `spill'
problems -so sometimes it is just slightly
screened off, still keeping the player as
near to the band as possible. It depends
on how it's played and who's playing it;
there are lots of different styles. Some
people play with a stick, and some with
their knuckles and fingers. Each gives a
totally different sound. They can `damp'
the bodhran by pressing their hand
against the skin at the back, where
they're holding it and some can play
scales. They will play in modes for the
different tunes, changing the overall
pitch of the bodhran to suit.
"There are various ideas about what
should go on a bodhran -what will
produce the best sound and which skin is
best able to withstand differences in
humidity and temperature. (Goat skin is
the most common.) The bodhran is
immensely affected by its environment;
when it's warm and dry, the skin
frequently gets too tight and will sound
`high and honky' -so it has to be damped
down with water to reduce this. When
you're in the studio, you can start off
getting a pretty good sound but if you
have a few false starts, by the time you
get to a take the bodhran is actually
rising' -so it tends to be a problem in
that respect."
The talk of humidity reminded Brian
of his trip to China last summer, with
the Chieftains. They were invited by the
Chinese government to perform six
concerts and Brian went, together with
an 8- track, flight -cased recording system,
to record the whole event.
"We ended up in Shanghai for the
final concerts and it was 98% humidity
on our first evening there. Derek was
tuning his harp (which had gut strings)
and 2 min later on stage-finding it was
out of tune. And Kevin was having
problems with his collection of
bodhrans ... it was very funny! We asked
the Chinese for some sort of a heater or
fan to put on stage -so that he could
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producing interesting new sounds.
"Founding member Donal Lunny's
genius was in making a successful
marriage of Irish traditional music and
modern production values. The Bothies
would play together to get the basic feel
of the music. Then, once that was down,
Donal would go off and do all sorts of
things to enhance its `modern -ness'; He
would think nothing of double-tracking
fiddle, or pipes-and working out very
complex arrangements: Bothy Band
albums usually took quite a long time to
record. But he never lost the rhythm,
feeling and whole essence of the music.
That, to me, was the great era of the
present resurgence of traditional music.
"The Bothy Band had about three
different line -ups; it existed as various
combinations of musicians playing pipes,
fiddle, flute, bouzouki and keyboards
and the power that they could produce!
When they all suddenly hit a change of
tune together it was incredible. I've
seldom heard a rock band produce as
much-no matter what amplification
they're using. It was just the actual
power of the music. Donal was also a
member of Planxty who were a much
more melodically based band with
Christy Moore providing vocals.
"In Moving Hearts you've got an
interesting situation, where there's a
move away from the traditional music.
Along with other musicians, there's
Donal (the same one) whose basic roots
are in Irish traditional music; Davey
Spillane, who's a wonderful Uillean pipe
player; and there's Keith Donald, a jazz
sax player.
"People are becoming more aware
these days that you tend to get a
situation where the same tunes keep
cropping up. So, some musicians are
n important breakthrough
going off to different areas of the country
happened in Irish music when a and discovering the old melodies and
songs. And some are writing their own,
musician by the name of Sean
1
O'Riada decided to introduce a but writing them with the guiding rules
and rhythms of the original music. It's
classical influence to the
lovely to hear a band like Stockton's
traditional music, by adding
harmony and accompaniment to Wing, all highly accomplished traditional
the melodies. Up until then, the melody
players, who are pursuing this path."
was a sacred thing which you didn't
Brian feels, very strongly, that it's a
alter or add to in any way.
good idea to get out and record people
A later development came with The
`live', believing that studio engineers can
Bothy Band era. The Bothy Band (named
get really cut off from reality. No matter
what happens in a studio, when
from the 18th century Irish Gaelic `both',
musicians are playing together in front
or the later Scottish-`bothy' meaning
of an audience there is a special reaction
hut or cottage ...and we think that's
where the potato pickers stayed when
generated between them -the mood of
the audience helping to influence the
they journeyed to Scotland...sorry! back
mood of the music. "You're relating
to the story)-they only ever played
them to what can happen live and
traditional instruments; but they had an
there's an imprint in your mind as to how
original approach to the way they used
the music should be in the end.
electronics and the recording studio,
keep them relatively dried out to be able
to play them at all. We don't know what
happened (between the request, the
interpreter and the message being passed
on)...perhaps they couldn't find
anything else? This great big machine
for keeping food hot was ceremoniously
wheeled out on stage and I'll always
remember Kevin sitting beside this
stainless steel monstrosity -his bodhrans
stuck in where the chop suey should be!"
During their stay in China, the
Chieftains performed with a traditional
Chinese orchestra -the musicians playing
two stringed erhus, the Chinese
equivalent of fiddles and violas, which
all have a particularly haunting sound.
They thought there would be some
confusion with notation when performing
together, but to everyone's surprise and
relief the Chinese and Irish musicians
used the same way of notating (the tonic
sol -fa) and `away', says Brian, `they went!'
"We visited the Peking opera one night
during our stay and the traditional
music we heard there was the kind that
is alien to Irish ears! The concert ran for
three hours ...the nice thing is, they
make allowances for foreigners and have
about six intervals. They understand
that you want to take a break! But there
is the other Chinese traditional music,
the beautifully descriptive kind with
titles like Lotus Flower Opening in the
Sun and this certainly seems to have a
crossover point with Irish traditional
music. Not the reels and jigs and
hornpipes, but the slow airs, where it's
pure emotion that's happening. One of
the most thrilling sounds I've ever heard
was the Chieftains' first rehearsal with
the Chinese orchestra -when they all
played an Irish piece together."
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INSIGHTS
INSIGHTS
Recording industry observations by Richard Elen

Something is happening to the UK
record industry which bodes very well for
the future, and shows a return to a
feeling of security (or, at least, less
insecurity) in Britain. No, I don't mean
the fact that British music is now a
world leader once again, although that is
perhaps a (very welcome) part of it. It is
Britain's attitude to other people's music
that has changed.
As I have no doubt mentioned before, I
feel that the British music industry took
a major dive in the mid -'70s, from which
it has only recently recovered. The
problem lasted from late 1976 until some
time in 1981. During that period, it
seems to me that British music lost its
way: we began to specialise in producing
self-indulgent, poorly -crafted material
that few other people were interested in
listening to. In early 1976, Britain had
almost as great a hold on the Billboard
`Hot 100' as it does today, but a couple
of years later the situation was quite
different. One view is that our music had
become over -produced, over -formularised,
and too concerned with some kind of
superstar syndrome, in which artists had
to spend months at a time in the studio,
at great expense, to produce something
worthwhile; that this material was
impossible to do live without numerous
backing tapes; and that artists had
generally lost touch with their audiences.
The reaction was to go more for `street credibility' in which the music could be
as well played by a member of the live
audience as by the band. A bit of a silly
attitude if you ask me, but it has been
suggested.
A related suggestion was that mid -'70s
rock had reached the end of the road and
needed a fundamental change, just as
had happened 25 years before, when
rock'n'roll began to take over from the
big bands. While I agree about
rock'n'roll versus big band music, I can't
agree that the same parameters affected
rock in Britain. Had this been the case,
surely it would have happened
everywhere, not just in Britain alone? In
fact, I rather think that it was a pity
that rock'n'roll and the big -bands
couldn't co-exist: living next door to the
gentleman who was Maynard Ferguson's
producer and one of his arrangers, I have
heard some truly wonderful music in
that idiom, and I am quite certain that
modern big-band music deserves a great
deal more attention than it currently
gets.
One of the results of the '70s change of
direction was that a whole new load of
small studios opened up: no bad thing in
its own way. Some of those studios have
gone on to greater things, but many
have disappeared into the void. Some
great musicians came out of that period
too but I'm rather of the opinion that
greatness will come through regardless,
whatever else is going on. The real
disaster was that we lost a great number
66
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internationalism
of `second division' bands. I was working
with one at the time, and I remember it
all too clearly. So, too, do I remember all
the people -producers, engineers and
musicians -who either went to the USA,
went into advertising or library music,
or left the business entirely. I remember
a whole new generation of creative
people coming up `through the ranks'
with far too few in the way of
experienced rock people around them,
and leaving them to work everything out
from first principles. Whether they are
better for it today, I know not. Who can

tell?
Something else happened, too: we
stopped listening to music from other
parts of the world. European music had
sadly never been particularly popular in
the UK, and while the likes of Abba will
no doubt punch through any barriers
that exist, we missed out (and, to a large
extent, still do today) on a lot of
excellence coming from the continent
next door. West Indian music was well entrenched in this country at the time,
and had been since the '60s: during the
late '70s, British bands appeared and
developed the form in a peculiarly
British way which was, and is, very
successful. But in the field of rock music,
we stopped listening to what had
previously been an important influence
on British rock, namely North American
music.
Why this happened I cannot imagine.
In my more cynical moments I am
tempted to conclude that our own
material was so bad that letting
American music into the country would
have given the game away. Yes, there
are several criticisms that can be
levelled against American rock of that
period: too much emphasis on technique,
and not enough on feel (on both sides of
the glass); over -formularisation; and so
on. I don't agree with that argument a
great deal but I can see why it could be
raised.
The real reason may be something else,
namely the awful state of radio in the
UK at the time: an overriding blandness
which was so crushing as to rule out
anything not within a certain narrow
band of music. I have discussed the effect
of lack of airplay outlets for music of all
kinds enough times so there's no need to
repeat myself: the fact is that today, it's
different. All of a sudden, in the last six
months, things have changed
dramatically for the better. There's still
some way to go, but the signs are good.
British music is very strong and getting
stronger, and now we are hearing that
other countries (I am mainly referring
here to North America, but it's more
widespread than that) are, and always

have been, capable of producing good
material that people here will listen to,
enjoy, and go out and buy.
I think this change has been brought
about by two primary influences: Radio
Caroline and Laser 558. Both stations
are based on ships moored in the North
Sea, doing the same job as the old offshore stations of the '60s which gave the
music industry such a boost at that time.
Now the same is happening again.
It is a pity that one cannot include
Britain's ever -resourceful land-based
pirates in this catalogue of influences,
but unfortunately, while they have had
important local effects, their impact
nationally has not been as significant. A
contributory factor in this has been their
concern, in some cases, with competing
with the ILR stations, and thus risking
the same kind of blandness which
Government restrictions have wrought
on an official local radio network which
would be really good at it if left to its
own devices as in the USA.
Laser 558 is the more recent of the two
stations. Running 25 kW on 558 kHz
from the MV Communicator, the station
is American -financed, equipped and
staffed. The format is `hit radio', and the
station guarantees over 45 minutes of
music per hour. They are really good at
it, and the station would certainly hold
its own commercially if transplanted to
the USA -something which can be said
about Caroline, too, but not about any of
the `official' stations apart from, perhaps
(a big perhaps) BBC Radio 1.
Caroline is, of course, Britain's longest running off-shore station. Broadcasting
on 963 kHz, it is today putting out what
we might call a `mellow rock' format by
American standards, employing the
standard US radio technique of playing
`sets' of three or four tracks without
breaks for announcements or
commercials.
What is important about these stations
is that they are playing music from
Britain, Europe, and the other side of
the Atlantic. Laser claims an audience of
9 million, and from the number of people
I know who listen to it, this may be an

understatement.
The station is strong enough to be
heard in most parts of Britain and
Western Europe: indeed, Radio Telefis
Eirann have been complaining about it
because they say it interferes with them
(I don't quite know how, as they are on
different frequencies and I can hear both
clearly at night at home, 30 -odd miles
west of London). I'm not aware of
Caroline's listening figures, but they
must be little less, although the station
does not put as good a signal into
Britain for some reason.
All in all, I suspect that these two
stations have done more to
internationalise the British music scene
than anyone else. It's a good thing, and
long may they continue: the UK record
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industry needs their influence.
All the above isn't to say that these
stations are the only influence. The
record companies have contributed too,
as there would be little chance of, say,
Cyndi Lauper's latest single getting into
the charts if it wasn't actually available,
however much off-shore airplay it might
be receiving. Luckily, the record
companies have been very good at
releasing foreign material for some
years. I might criticise them for not
promoting said material too much, but
things appear to be changing there too.

The record companies also deserve
credit for the international flavour of
their Compact Disc releases (did you
really think you could read an article by
me which didn't mention CD'). The fact
that CD manufacture is still largely
centralised geographically, with some
record companies making all their CD's
for world distribution in Japan, and
others in Hanover, has meant that it is
relatively easy to drop a few CDs on
Britain as the discs make their way
across the world. Having slagged off
Warners not so long ago for not
releasing several of their US- available
CDs (all made in Hanover) in the UK, I
am now pleased to note that in a
massive burst they released virtually
their entire CD catalogue here the other
month. There can now be no more than
one or two Warner group CDs which are
out in the US and not here.
Congratulations to Warners, I hope this
practice will continue. CBS have also
done a respectable job of getting the
same records out here as elsewhere.
There are still some anomalies in CD
distribution, especially with EMI, but
Britain's highly efficient specialist CD
dealers are doing a great job of locating
wanted discs from Japan, Europe and
Scandinavia.
On the subject of CD availability
anomalies, I notice that MCA are about
the only major record company not
offering CDs for sale in the UK.
I will conclude this month's verbiage
with an observation, again about
Compact Discs. CDs are still quite
expensive, although prices are starting to
move in the right direction as sales
increase. With the latest report from
City analysts Key Note Publications
suggesting that CD players will become
an `obligatory household item', and that
`The question remaining is one of
"when ", rather than "if " CD takes over
from the outdated vinyl product' (my
italics), this is obviously a trend that will
continue. The present limitation on CD
playing time -around 63 min -is not due
to the discs at all, but the availabililty of
long enough U-Matic tapes of digital
quality to prepare the masters. But an
hour is a good deal longer than you get
on most vinyl music albums cut at
normal level. With the current
prevalence of 12 in singles, and special

mixes (which often appear on the
cassette version only of an album), how
about slotting some of them in on the
end of the Compact Disc? To their (or
his) credit, CBS have included extended
versions of no less than five tracks on
the CD release of Paul Young's No
Parlez, resulting in a CD which is
probably offering better value for money
than the vinyl release (mind you, I didn't
check that the extended versions were
left off the vinyl version, so I may be

it must be said that producer Pip

Williams gave me some very good
reasons last year as to why one track
was left off his Moody Blues The Present
album (all versions), reasons which
revolved around the fact that the
dynamic range of the track would have
been a bit tedious for the vinyl listener.
While I agreed with him at the time, I
now definitely feel that extra material
on the CD both takes advantage of the
extended playing time of the Compact
Disc, and gives the CD -buyer (or
wrong).
potential CD buyer) something in the
If you do it on cassette, why not do it
on the CD? On the other side of the coin, way of an incentive.
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Mitchell talks to Trevor Horn.

ADVERTISEMENT

We asked Tony Mitchell, deputy editor of one
of Britain's foremost music papers, Sounds, to
interview Trevor Horn about the Synclavier.

MITCHELL: The name of Trevor Horn is synonymous with state -of- the -art record production on
both sides of the Atlantic. From his early ventures
with Buggies (remember 'Video killed the Radio
Star?) to his association with megastars Yes, from
ABC to current chart favourites Frankie Goes To
Hollywood, the story of Trevor Horn has been one
of unrivalled success.
And yet, far from wrapping himself in the
sort of smug confidence that often accompanies
such achievement - far from being satisfied that
he's found a formula that'll enable him to sit on
a set of solid gold laurels for years to come, he
continuesto pursuea particular vision with quietly
energetic determination. His vision is of a totally
new kind of music, and it takes him on dangerous
but exciting journeys into the unknown, where
lesser mortals still fear to tread.
Needless to say, technology has played a
vital role in the realisation of his ideas. But one
piece of technology in particular lays claim to a
very special relationship with Mr Horn. Ifs called
the Synclavier.

MITCHELL: "But why did you feel the Synclavier
was so good ?"
HORN: 'The Synclavier, being able to sequence
real sounds, gives me complete control. can take
any element and put it anywhere want it, arrange
things and control it. can't deny that the way
produce things, like to have total control of the
sound"
I

I

I

I

I

MITCHELL: "You're talking about audio fidelity,
presume ?"
HORN: "Yes, am. find it lacking a lot of the time
and love making records using a total manipulation of sound. I'm concerned about the quality of
records at the moment in general. It's way down
on what it used to be back in the 60's and 70's.
find audio fidelity lacking a lot of the time.
Other people make different kinds of
records, you know Mark Knopffler makes really
nice records with Dire Straits and they play...
that's one thing. don't do those kind of things. It
doesn't suit me - unless have people that play
like that do a different kind of thing. analyse
what somebody's dream is, and then make it
come true - it's a different philosophy and need
control of the sound. And the Synclavier is the only
thing that can do it at the moment"
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

MITCHELL: "Do you regard it then as primarily a
producer's tool?"

somebody's (ll'('O))) l5
then milk' it come true"

HORN: "Yes - for me it is. mean - you could take
it on stage, and hear it stands up very well, but I'm
not even talking about the synthesiser side, even
though ifs quite incredible. They're doing something now with the synthesiser side thafs going to
be amazing you're actually going to be able to
recreate real sounds using the synthesiser. think
it would be quite an incredible stage instrument
for anyone who could afford if

but ifs also much, much more. It is, among other
things, a very sophisticated sequencer and digital
sampler, courtesy of the powerful computer
which is its unseen brain.
Digital sampling is, of course, becoming ever
more popular as a way of creating or recreating
both natural and synthetic sounds, and the
Synclavier is not the only device offering this
facility So the first question in my mind as sat with
Trevor Horn in his eyrie ofan office, high above the
frantic bustle of Sarm West Studios
headquarters of his ZTT label was:
'Why did you choose the Synclavier rather
than any other supposedly comparable system ?"
His answer was devastatingly direct.

I

-

I

"It's (/ (ltifr%l')lt
philosophy which )('qui)ys
rO)l trnl O the sound and
th(' Stt)u1)l ri('r is th(' wily
thing that (yi)l (lO it
at th(' moment"

HORN: "I chose the Synclavier basical'y because
had no choice.
There was nothing else to choose. The thing
that interested me most about it was not the
synthesiser side but its ability to sample sounds,
and sample them to a much higher quality than
any other machine available in the whole world. It
was the only machinethatcould do what it can do.
found myself quickly becoming dissatisfied
with the kind of records that a re being made using
synthesisers, and really feft for a long tim e that the
idea of taking sound and manipulating it intheway
that you manipulate film or visuals was a much
more exciting direction. A real sound is much
more detailed than a synthesised sound and so
with such a device you can make much more interesting records that have much more detail in their
sound"
I

MITCHELL: "But the question that surely begs
to be asked is: which really came first the chicken
or the egg? Were you really simply waiting for
something such as the Synclavier to do your
bidding, or was it the power the device put at your
disposal which led you to do things you wouldn't
otherwise have thought of ?"
HORN: "Well of course, this whole idea dates back
to the Mellotron, using tapes of string sections and
the like. But when met Malcolm McLaren and he
played me this thing where the guy was scratching
the record, mean, love it! thought - what a great
idea! And then thought, well, with the Synclavier
we could do exactly what they're doing - taking
bits of junk and makingthem into something else"
I

I

I

I

I

"R('(O) il s'll still be
about musi(; and that's
wallyy nll that bothers
Or interests ))u'
in the end"

I

I

On the surface, the Synclavier, bristling with
banks of red LEDs, looks like a keyboard synth
thats been designed by the people who put up the
Blackpool illuminations. Well, it is a synthesiser,

-

I

I

"I(l)lnllt what

I

with the quality of it and everything, I'm getting
there gradually. kind of make a step forward
every timer

f

MITCHELL: "And it certainly looks as if it's
designed to appeal to the non -computer literate
person - the regular musicians"
HORN: 'Well never have anything to do with that
side. Even though own one and know what it can
do, don't always push the buttons.
just sort of sitthere and dream thething and
have people that work it. But its possible to get
a helluva lot of expression out of the Synclavier its possible to do lots of things where people
would never dream that there wasn't somebody
playing the thing.
Ifs also possible with the Synclavier to actually play the real sounds. In fact, its really light
years ahead of anything around because the
sound quality is so different
And it goes really well with digital. I'm working towards trying to do a new kind of record and
I

I

I

I

I

I

ADVERTISEMENT

MITCHELL: What about the machine's other
facilities - the integral 16 -track digital recorder for
example ?"

HORN: "Ifs an amazing thing for people who are
doing demos or whatever but I'm not into that
really. Of course, don't need it - I'm lucky enough
to have my own recording studio"
I

MITCHELL: "But it would be useful if you happen
to have a Synclavier in your upstairs front room ?"
HORN: "Yeah, but you see, have very strong
feelings about getting into that area. The way
musicians are being alienated from each other
because everyone's disappearing into the
cupboard with their own instruments, they're not
interacting with each other and forming groups
and listeningto reallygood musicand developing"
I

MITCHELL: "So you don't see yourself using the
modem and sending your Synclavier stuff off to
distant parts down the phone lines ?"
HORN: "No, not yet People tell me it will all
happen but when they start talking about that when people give me the old blag about what its
going to turn into - always get kind of glassy -eyed
about it People say we won't be having records
soon, we'll just send a bunch of numbers down the
I

phone.
Well that doesn't interest me because
records'll still be the same and they'll still be
about the same thing, and they'll still be about
music, and that's really all that bothers or interests
me in the end"
If you'd like more information on the quite
remarkable Synclavier, write to Turnkey, Brent
View Road, London NW9 or contact David
Whittaker on 01-202 4366.

Synclavier
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MODULAR
ACOUSTICS

he concept of modular acoustic
treatment is far from new. It is a
Treliable, flexible and relatively
inexpensive method of taming a
room, and remains in widespread
use today.
Data derived from spectral
analysis allows the acoustician to know
roughly how much absorption is needed
and at which frequencies. It will also tell
him approximately where in the room
the treatment should be placed.
Specially designed boxes or modules,
with possibly differing acoustic properties
but matching cosmetic design, are then
distributed about the room accordingly.
The position of each module can be
adjusted repeatedly until an optimum
result is obtained and should any
undamped resonances remain, it will
normally be a simple matter to construct
and apply the necessary extra modules.
Although, aesthetically, the `boxes on
the wall' technique is somewhat
outmoded, the concept of distributing the
necessary absorption around the room in,
at least, a semi -modular form, is still
generally considered prudent and
effective.

Modular prefabrication
Modular designs are normally formulated
specifically to match the requirements of
the room being treated, making each
project largely a `one off'
In
contrast, Modular Perfections have
produced a range of 4 ft wide modules
with a variety of heights which, they
claim, can be combined to solve most
acoustic problems. This standardisation
opens the doors to mass-production, and
greatly reduced manufacturing costs. In
practice, the average studio will probably
still require one or two special modules
to suit its individual characteristics, but
the vast majority of the treatment can
usually be drawn from stock.
Having established the nature of the
studio site, and the desires of the audio
owner- to-be, designs can be drawn -up
using the available modular building
block dimensions. The company's
catalogue contains a number of different
shaped modules such as poly -cylindrical,
flat, stepped etc, plus modules to cope
with corners, windows, doors and ceiling.
Each shape is available in at least two of
three general absorption characteristics:
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Miami-based studio
design company

Modular Perfections
has developed a
system of prefabricated
modules which can
provide a complete,
state -of-the art
acoustic treatment,
quickly and
inexpensively. Satisfied
clients include The
Bee Gees and The
Sony Corporation of
America. President,
Seth Snyder, claims
the cost can be about
half that of a standard
`turnkey' equivalent. Is
modularity the
answer?
By James Francis
`live', `semi-live' or `dead', the
characteristics of which are provided.
Other possibilities include optional inbuilt RF shielding and a variety of
cosmetic finishes.
Working from a floor plan of the
building in which the studio is to be
created, the modules can be put together
in the factory to ensure that the system
works, even before it goes anywhere near
the actual site. Once complete, each
section is clearly marked to allow an
easy and rapid repeat performance at the
studio. This assembly process is
generally captured on video tape so that,
although the company can offer an
experienced crew for the installation, any
able team of builders and technical staff
should feel fairly confident in tackling it
themselves.

The modules can either be battened
together in a free -standing configuration
or hung from a suitable existing wall. In
the latter case 8 x 4 in bevelled battens
are fixed to the wall and are mated with
similar battens attached to the modules.
Assuming no overly peculiar personal
requirements, the use of mass -production
techniques, and initial off-site assembly,
make this a relatively inexpensive
method. President Seth Snyder estimates
the average cost to be in the region of
half that of a standard effective
alternative.
Prices are also predictable. The fact
that most of the modules will already
have been made at the time of the
quotation, or fabricated shortly
thereafter, means that accurate prices

can be given.
When installing a studio in the usual
way experience has often shown studio
construction estimates to be somewhat
unreliable, in terms of time taken and,
therefore costs. This initial construction
period has to be seen as `down -time' for
the studio. If, through those infamous
unforeseen circumstances, it should drag
on for weeks and months past the
projected completion date, serious
financial repercussions can ensue:
equipment waiting in storage or in
dusty, incomplete control rooms; clients
waiting to start projects; and staff on the
pay -roll with no work to do.
In contrast, excluding any major
structural work, Modular Perfection's
acoustic treatment can normally be
completed in just a few days. Separate
metal and plastic conduits are built in to
the modules allowing immediate
installation of mains and signal cabling,
respectively, once the treatment is in
place. This arrangement helps to avoid
mains interference on the audio circuits.
Such expedience and predictability have
to be considered as major factors when
evaluating the worth of this service.

Expandability
Initial capital investment in a recording
studio is very high, and a project's
financial viability will often require
reasonably long term stability. A
considerable part of this expense is
usually tied up in acoustic treatment
which, under normal circumstances, is
permanent. This fact often casts a
shadow of doubt over the use of rented or
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short-term leased property.
The nature of a self-contained modular
construction means that a large
proportion of the treatment can simply
be removed along with the rest of the
studio hardware, to be re-installed in a
new building. Also if a studio wants to
expand or re- configure its operation the
inherent portability of the system is
ideal.
Whilst certain modules offer a
relatively high mass in relation to their
size and portability, they are no
substitute for 8 in of solid reinforced
concrete in terms of separation; neither
will they compensate for any other major
structural deficiency. Before the acoustic
treatment is installed, then, the
building's construction has to be seen to
be basically sound.

History
The company started back in 1977. Seth
Snyder's five years as a
technical/balance/cutting engineer at
Miami's Criteria studios saw him keen
to strike out on his own. It became
apparent that hardware sales and studio
design would be far more viable areas to
pursue, and so it was that he first
conceived of modular prefabrication, and
the beginnings of Modular Perfection.
Completion of the first project required
a combination of theoretical
understanding, practical knowledge and
a good deal of trial and error to establish
the correct make -up and combination of
the various modules. By that time word
had spread, and several other
design/construction jobs were in the
offing. Since then a total of nine studios
have been successfully completed, and
demand continues.
One of the most recent of these was
designed for the Sony Corporation of
America. They wanted to create a
complete broadcast production
environment in which to demonstrate
their products at the 1983 NAB
convention in Las Vegas. There was a
total of 10 days in which to complete the
suite, and then only a day in which to
dismantle. How else could such a
demand be so easily met?
After repeating the operation for the
1984 NAB, Sony finally sold the
complete system to a small commercial
studio. Seth expects to be designing a
new Sony control room for next year's
convention.

Bee Gees
Probably a better known example of an
MP operation is the Bee Gees' studio,
Middle Ear, in Miami.
It started in January 1979 with the
band's acquisition of a large warehouse
space in which to rehearse and store
equipment. All they originally wanted
was a quick, inexpensive treatment to
provide a reasonable acoustic in which to
work. But Seth suggested that they
might like to borrow, on `sale -or-return',
a proper MP system. This they agreed to,
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Control room at db showing non -modular -looking modularity

and by the summer the rehearsal room
had turned into a full blown recording
studio project.
Here are some of the problems which
denied the realisation of an `overnight'
completion. For reasons of isolation, a
double 8 in reinforced concrete wall was
decided upon to separate studio from
control room. On closer inspection, it was
discovered that years of slow subsidence
had created a 3 ft space beneath the
apparently solid concrete floor. This
difficulty was solved by the expedience of
pumping about 100 tons of non -modular
concrete into the unwanted void.
Far more intimidating was the
discovery of a 5 kW AM radio station,
only a couple of hundred feet away on
the other side of the road. Those who
have experienced the agony of endless
days and nights attempting to eradicate
RF breakthrough from the audio circuits
will understand that a lesser
organisation might possibly have oiled
out at this point. In this case, however,
this adversity gave birth to a new MP
module option: that of an in -built metal
screen, with a switchable grounding

facility. This precaution, together with
the installation of purpose -built lowpass
filters across certain of the mic lines
finally reaped a satisfactory result.
After the basic acoustic treatment, the
flexibility of the modular design allows
for adjustments and fine tuning. In the
case of the Bee Gees' project, the only
addition was that of acoustic `clouds'
hung below the mass of large acoustic
wedges on the ceiling, to increase
diffusion.
The band remain very happy with the
studio which has produced many
successful recordings from the likes of
Barbra Streisand, Dionne Warwick, and
for the movie Stayin' Alive.
In early 1983 Seth decided to build db
Studio in Miami as a showcase for both
Modular Perfections and the product
lines for which his second company,
Recording Studio Equipment, was agent.
The most striking thing about the studio
is how `non -modular' it looks. The final
finish is applied such that you really
can't see the joins, and any fears

concerning the end result looking `boxy'
or temporary can be forgotten.
As with most other things, the level of
sophistication is to an extent dependent
on budget. The standard finish uses a
large amount of natural, untreated
woods for their clean, open appearance
and positive acoustical properties in
terms of low frequency absorption and
high frequency diffusion.
In keeping with the majority of Seth's
designs, db has a control room based on
a hexagonal, LEDE design theory. It is
important to point out that it isn't
actually a certified LEDE room, although
Seth is fully trained and authorised by
the Davis' to work with LEDE designs
and analysis techniques. He feels that
this format quite simply offers all round
better results, and whilst he will tackle
a `standard' control room design, he
always advises this concept.
It's difficult to give any precise costs
without knowing specific requirements,
but Seth estimates the cost of a full
acoustic treatment for a total floor area
of 3,0002 to 4,0002 ft (studio and control
room) to be in the region of $150,000,
plus installation.
The company is understandably
reticent to divulge such information as
the precise make-up of each module for
fear of imitation, although the basic
absorption characteristics are provided.
An ever expanding list of satisfied
clients confirms that the system works.

The future
Designs have been drawn up for video
edit suites, using a combination of
specifically designed modules and the
standard stock. So far, however, they
haven't had any orders placed, and no
drawings were available for publication.
What is catching on is the `do it
yourself' packages for small radio
production facilities, where the station
technical staff can install the treatment
themselves. For a group of stations using
these packages, it ensures consistency
between control rooms.
For some people, at least, modularity
would seem to be the right answer.

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

With the launch of the newTS24 studio
console,Soundcraft have revolutionised
the concept of in-line technology to produce a console that is a simple pleasure
to create with.
Clear, concise signal paths -no other
in -line console is laid out as clearly.
Global control f -om the central
command pane for 5 different configurations, including record, mix, and
broadcast modes.
Individual control of every switchable
parameter at module level.
Up to 30 auxiliary sends in mixdown.
Fully parametric equalisation.
Instant in -place sub -grouping.
Instant in -place bounce down,
retaining the stereo image and
current fader settings.
Optional automation.
Electronically balanced inputs and
outputs of course.
Take a closer look at theTS24 and
discover the meaning of appropriate
technology for yourself.

*
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*
*
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*
*
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Soundcraft
TECHNOLOGY
APPROPRIATE

Great Sutton Street, London, ECl V OBX, England.
Tel: 01 -253 6988. Telex: 21198.
1517 20th. Street, Santa Monica, California 90404.
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Tel: (213) 453 491. Telex: 664923.
1444 Hymus Blvd. Dorva Quebec Canada H9P 1J6.
Tel: (514) 685 1610 Telex: 05 822582.
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LETTERS
LETTERS

Letters should be marked `For Publication' and sent to the Editor at the Croydon address on page 3

Multichannel TV
compatibility
Dear Sir, In your excellent article on
Multichannel Audio Production for US
TV, Paul Lehrman has inadvertently
passed along some misinformation to
your readers which requires correction. In
discussing production standards and
consumer acceptance of the new MTS
System, I stated that any three channel
format would not be compatible with
existing home stereos.
My point was that early acceptance of
the system depends on how readily stereo
programming can be produced, and how
easily it can be brought into the home.
Obviously any system requiring a third
amplifier and speaker is incompatible
with existing home stereos and VCRs.
With the exception of dubbing theatres for
cinema release, discrete three channel is
also alien to the vast majority of audio
production and post- production studios.
It was in this sense that I referred to
compatibility. In his report on the NAB
Lectures, Mr Lehrman has confused my
comments on production with issues
involving transmission and reception. For
the record, the American multichannel
television sound transmission standard
does not pose serious compatibility
problems with existing mono and early
stereo TV sets, as stated in Mr Lehrman's
paraphrase of my remarks.
In fact, the committee which developed
the transmission standards has gone to
great lengths to devise a system which is
completely hierarchical and downwardly
compatible. It provides triphonic
transmission with little or no penalty in
station modulation capability and
coverage area. Those with stereo sets will
receive a stereo derivative of the triphonic
transmission. The only change anyone
with a mono set should notice is that,
hopefully, the overall sound quality will
be better.

In addition to discrete three channel,
the system can carry a main stereo
programme mix and a mono secondary
audio programme (SAP). Compatibility is
maintained here as well Stereo sets will
receive only the main stereo mix, and
mono sets will receive a L +R version of
the main stereo mix. The mono SAP will
be heard only by those viewers who select
this option on their specially equipped
receivers.

Provision is also made to insert an
identification signal into the vertical
interval or the audio baseband This
signal will enable TV set manufacturers
to build in switching which will
automatically select the appropriate
configuration according to the format of
each programme.
While the transmission standards are
therefore quite well sorted, there is a
great deal to be worked out as far as
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production standards are concerned. At
NAB, I stated my personal opinion that
standard stereo will prevail in
transmissions intended for the home. I
should point out that there are other
applications such as DBS transmission to
theatrical venues where triphonics may
well become the norm.
The lecture series at the recent NAB
was a beginning effort to help the
television community deal with the
production problems involved in
multichannel sound For an overview of
the transmission problems, I would
suggest that your readers contact at the
National Association of Broadcasters
Office of Science and Technology in

Washington DC, Mr Edmund Williams.
Your attention is also directed to an
excellent paper, A Triphonic Sound
System for Television Broadcasting by
Emil Torick of the CBS Technology
Center, was delivered at the 124th
Technical Conference of the SMPTE in
November 1982. Copies may be available
from SMPTE headquarters in Scarsdale,
New York.
Finally, regarding my comments about
the secondary audio programme, the
audio mixer will not have to be bilingual
as I implied at NAB. But he or she will
have to have three ears.

Yours faithfully, Doug Dickey, Solid
State Logic, Stonesfield, Oxford, UK.

AtLast,a200Wìtt Coax!
Everyone knows the benefit of a well
designed coaxial loudspeaker... a single point sound source. Until now, the most
popular coaxials presented severe power
limitations...had to have "trick" crossovers... and needed time compensation.
Gauss technology has changed all that.
The new Gauss 3588 is the first
computer designed coaxial. But, we know
computers can't hear, so we used a panel
of "golden ears" at the fall AES to help
determine the final sound of the loudspeaker. This combination of computer
design and great ears gives you a coax
with the sound and the power you want!
With a conservative power rating of
200 watts RMS, this new Gauss coaxial
has been tested to 750 watts delivering
clean sound... and can "coast" along at
control room levels still delivering great
sound. Metric sensitivity is 95dB for the
low frequency and 109dB HE.
Because of our proprietary design
parameters, both drivers are virtually in
the same acoustic plane, eliminating the

need for costly time compensation networks. For bi -amp operation, you can use
any standard professional quality
crossover.
The unique cosh horn was designed
using Gauss's exclusive Computer Aided
Time Spectrometry (CATS") program.
This design provides an extremely stable
image ...reduced second harmonic distortion ... and virtually no midrange
shadowing.
For additional information on the new
Gauss coaxial loudspeaker, call or write
Cetec Gauss, 9130 Glenoaks Blvd.,
Sun Valley, CA 91352, (818) 875 -1900.
Or better yet, hear it at a selected

sound specialist soon.

Sound Ideas for
Tomorrow...Today!
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CD MASTERING

HOW IT SHOULD HAPPEN
Compact disc is with us
and here to stay
whether you like it or
not -at least for the

foreseeable future.
Even the most avid
critics of CD, or the
digital medium as a whole, are
forced to admit that the little
shiny disc has captured the
imagination of a significant,
and rapidly growing, section of
the music buying public.
However, while CD offers
almost all the advantages that
its manufacturers claim, it can
only be as good as the original
source material, and it is to
this all important subject that
this article is addressed. In
putting it together I have
attempted to encapsulate the
basics of CD mastering while
at the same time including
some practical tips gained
from two years of producing
tapes for many of the world's
CD plants.
Despite extravagant claims
by a small section of the
record industry, digital rerecording or mastering will not
improve a poor recording. Tape
hiss, drop -outs, phase errors
and other failings of the
original master tape will not
magically be swept away by
`digital mastering'. In fact,
because CD is a more critical
medium it is likely that any
faults inherent in the original
recording will become even
more obvious. So, what can
the poor recording or
mastering engineer do about
the problem? The answer is-a
lot.

Mindful of criticisms of early
CDs, many of which were
derived from 15 in/s third or
fourth generation copies, the
CD plants have developed a
near paranoia over tape hiss
and what they refer to as
`disturbing effects' (clicks,

musicians fidgeting in their
seats, etc) so it is absolutely
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With increasing numbers of CD
releases it is becoming more
important that all studios become

destination of your Master
Tape/Tape Master, I feel it is
sensible to `play safe' and use
this fomat.)
The subject of whether or
not to use pre- emphasis is a
difficult one. Pre-emphasis,
which is introduced at the AID
stage, serves to reduce noise
by emphasising the high
frequencies while recording
and de- emphasising on replay
-a
sort of `digital RIAA
essential that detailed
desirable for the sharper audio curve'. Much reduced though
information is supplied
quality of the Compact Disc.
it is, noise can still be a
regarding any defects on the
Wherever feasible, it is a good problem in a digital recording.
tape, with a timecode
idea to involve the producer at After all, a dynamic range of
reference for easy
this stage.
about 90 dB (in a 16 -bit
identification. Early recordings
Having decided on which
system) is not that incredible
with high background noise
tape to utilise, great care
when one considers some of
should, wherever practicable,
should be taken in setting up
the current analogue
have their fades helped in
to line -up tones and checking
equipment able to produce
order to avoid an abrupt
monaural compatibility, peak
signal -to -noise figures in the
transition to silence at the end levels and so on. (It is
region of 120 dB.
of a title.
incredible how many analogue
As pre- emphasis is removed
Likewise, a fast fade -in prior to digital transfers we have
during D/A conversion it will
to the first note of a track is
received which are off
be realised that, if recorded,
audibly more desirable than
azimuth -try to correct that in pre- emphasis will be present
tight leadering.
the digital domain!) In the
on the CD disc. This does not
When presented with the
early days of the Sony 1610
create a great problem because
`master' tape for transfer, first system recording levels varied the CD player will detect the
establish its `pedigree'. It is
considerably but it has now
pre-emph `flag' and decode it
quite likely that it will be an
been established that the
automatically (although how
equalised copy from the studio optimum peak level is between accurately each player
or mastering suite which cut
+18 and +20 on the 1610's
achieves this would make an
the vinyl disc. While many of bargraph meters. This will
interesting survey for one of
these are perfectly acceptable, result in a fully modulated
the consumer hi -fi magazines).
they are at least second
CD, although it must be
If you are compiling a tape
generation and therefore,
pointed out that if pre from various digital sources,
unless digitally recorded, are
emphasis is selected when
some with and some without
not as good as the original
recording, on replay the depre- emphasis, this should be
studio master. Try to obtain
emphasis employed will
perfectly OK- unless a
the original in all cases and
produce an audibly lower level continuous programme is
with it the cutting notes from
CD-by how much will depend required. The switching in or
the mastering session or the
on the programme's HF
out of emphasis can be likened
EQ'd copy for comparison. It
content. (While I appreciate
to the switching of an EQ unit
will now be possible to match
that other digital systems
and may, therefore, be audible
the sound of the vinyl disc
exist besides the 1610, to my
in audio. Even if the
without generation loss
knowledge the only format
changeover is not detectable
although it should be borne in unilaterally accepted by CD
on the 1610, a cheaper CD
mind that sometimes a
plants is 1610 and therefore,
player could show it up. When
different `sound' may be
unless you know the ultimate transferring analogue material
to 1610 to intercut with
Bill Foster is Managing Director of Tape One Studios,
existing 1610 tapes it is
London, Chairman of the APRS Technical Sub-committee advisable to select the same
and regular attendee of all recording industry `Social
emphasis status in order to
Gatherings'.
avoid any of the problems

familiar with the requirements for
CD mastering. Bill Foster outlines
the basic rules for success.

-

How

important is
microphone

o

The ability of a microphone to reproduce transients without smearing is
directly proportional to the uni-

formity of its phase response.
Yet, few manufacturers mea-

sure the phase performance of their microphones, and fewer still
publish these data.
Bruel & Kjaer designed its 4000 series to exhibit uniform
phase response across the entire audio spectrum not only on -axis but
off -axis. These phase response characteristics are matched within 10°
(5° on some models) to assure a stable, undistorted image when
you work in stereo. And we publish them in our brochure so
you know what you're getting before you purchase.

If you like to read response curves, request our literature. If you
like to hear clean transients, call us for a demonstration of
B &K 4000 series microphones in your space.

Bruel & Kjaer Instruments, Inc.
1843

Marlboro, MA 01752
(617) 481 -7000
TWX: 710 -347 -1187

TELEX: 934150 bk uk g

01- 570 -7774

world.
World Headquarters: Naerum, Denmark. Sales and service in 55 countries around the

Qo

eo

Bruel & Kjaer (UK) Ltd.
Cross Lances Road
Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 2AE

185 Forest Street
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detailed above. This last point
becomes essential if preparing
an `edit section' as the CD
player is only able to switch
emphasis at the end of a title
and not during one.

to the head switching servo to
shift the crossover position.
(Machines so modified usually
have `DA' at the end of the
model number.)
Now we come to some of the
parameters required for a CD
master tape. Timecode must
run continuously from the
beginning of the tape to at
least 1 min after the end of

CD MASTERING

HOW IT SHOULD HAPPEN

N.majorwe difference
come to the
of
opinion (or is it
policy ?) between the
two designers of the
system. Polygram in
Germany prefer, but
do not insist upon, CD master
tapes without pre- emphasis as
they consider the additional
`top' can produce HF distortion
when close to 100%
modulation. The Japanese,
meanwhile, prefer -but again
do not insist upon -preemphasis on tapes supplied to
them. So, if the ultimate
Sony DAE 1100 digital editor
destination of a CD master
tape is known this should be
studio mix, EQ'd copy from
borne in mind. Remember, at
the mastering suite or
present the only way to
transfer from analogue tape;
remove or add pre- emphasis,
CD Master Tape-this
unless you are one of the
contains all the titles in
lucky few with a digital desk,
correct sequence with
is to convert to analogue and
continuous timecode on
then back to digital.
audio track 2 and
There are a number of
accompanying CD Mastering
distinct stages on the way to a
Order (covered later);
CD, all of which are defined
CD Tape Master -as above
by agreed titles:
but with PQ subcode added
Digital (Production)
on audio track 1. This is the
Master -either the digital
final stage before `cutting'

programme. The recommended
procedure is to reset the
timecode generator to zero,
start the record U-Matic and,
before it actually goes into
motion start the timecode
running. This will ensure that
the clock counts from 00.00.00
and also that no negative
figure is used (ie 23.59.59.29)
which will totally screw up the
CD system. Also a requisite of
the system is that a minimum
of 2 min of recorded digital
on to the glass master.
silence elapses after start of
Assuming you have received code before commencement of
or prepared a 1610 digital
programme which, among
master from which to make a
other things, gives space to lay
CD master tape you will now
a condensed version of the PQ
require a 1610 processor, DAE code on audio track 1. (The
1100 editor and two U -matic
minimum time for each plant
recorders suitable for digital
varies slightly but 2 min
recording. By that I mean that covers them all.)
they must be NTSC, should
When using the DAE 1100
have the drop-out compensator editor it is possible to
[DOC] out of circuit and, in
assemble titles one after
the case of non -BVU machines, another with continuous
have had a modification made timecode- otherwise the tape

AAB HIRE

Longest delays,

fastest deliveries
The AMS DMX

now available with 13.1 seconds of digital delay and
stereo deglitched pitch changers.
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The Essentials.

111B Dual Spring Reverb
The most cost -effective spring reverb on the market
245F Stereo Synthesizer
Convincing pseudo- stereo from any mono source
412A1414A Compressor/Limiters
Smooth, undetectable level control. Ideal for production,
PA, and fixed installations. Highly cost -effective.
412A (mono); 414A (stereo)
422A/424A Gated Compressor /Limiter/De -Esser
A complete level control system with de -esser which
provides natural, transparent processing at a highly -

competitive price (mono or dual -channel)
526A Dynamic Sibilance Controller
Clean, inaudible de- essing of vocals with consistent action regardless of levels
622B Parametric Equalizer
An exceptionally versatile EQ which has become the
standard in studios, broadcast, and road shows
672A/674A Equalizers
A Parametric EQ with graphic controls, including
variable high and low -pass filters usable as an electronic crossover (mono or stereo)

Orban Pro Audio Products are sold through a worldwide
dealer network. Call or write for the name of the dealer
nearest you.

orban

0011
SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED

Unit 2,10 William Road, London NW1 3EN.
Tel: 01- 3871262, 01 -734 2812
Telex: 27939 SCENIC G
Belgium

Trans European Music (Bruxelles)

Germany Hausman Electronic (Berlin)

Portugal

Amperel (Lisbon)

Finland

Studiotec (Espoo)

Greece

Audiolab Hellas (Athens)

Spain

Mike Llewellyn -Jones (Madrid)

France

3M France SA, Mincom Div (Paris)

Holland

Cadac Holland (Hilversum)

Sweden

Tal & Ton

Italy

Audio Products International (Milano)

Switzerland

Audio Bauer (Zurich)

Norway

LydRommet (Oslo)

Germany Estemac :Hamburg)

(Gothenburg)

will have to be 'striped' first

and the titles insert edited
afterwards. No tones should be
recorded on to a CD master
tape -and don't forget, there is
no side one and two on a
Compact Disc. It wouldn't be
the first time a so- called CD
master tape has reached a
plant with not only a long gap
between the middle tracks but
tones as well. The only
technical information required
by the CD plant is the
sampling frequency (44.1 kHz
unless you want additional
charges), whether pre emphasis is being used and
the digital headroom, ie a
maximum peak of +18
represents 2 dB digital
headroom. On the latter
subject, a maximum peak of
lower than +16 (4 dB
headroom) is not viewed with
enthusiasm.
Unless you are equipped
with a PQ Subcode
Processor/Editor (such as those
manufactured by Philips and
Sony) which is able to produce
a finished CD tape master
complete with all track, index
and pause cues, you will now
need to complete the CD
mastering order which must
accompany all CD master
tapes. To fill one of these in
correctly (an incorrect one
could prove very expensive for
you or your client) it is
essential that a working
knowledge of the CD system is
gained. Both Polygram and
Sony produce a very
comprehensive guide to their
technical requirements which
runs to 30 pages or so. Even
armed with this it is wise to
check with them before
launching into this final stage
as parts of the specification
are likely to change
periodically as they continue
to learn more about
interfacing this incredibly
complex technology with some
of the cut price/cut corners CD
players on the market. It has
on occasions been necessary to
modify the control information
on the CD, not because of any
software deficiencies, but to
minimise the returns of discs
caused by mis- tracking, miscueing hardware.

Interestingly enough,
Polygram and the
Japanese have tackled the
hardware interface
problem in different ways,
due probably to the

requirements of their
individual markets. Most of
the troublesome CD players
seem to originate from the 'Far
East,' units manufactured in
Europe and by the Japanese
are generally of a higher
standard and, because of this,
usually sell at a higher price.
80
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quality audio carrier available

to us today.
A few words of warning are
in order should you come
across a recording made on
one of the earlier Sony 1600
One of the biggest failings of
most difficult for a player to
systems. The only sampling
the cheaper units is their
cue so, just to confuse things, frequency acceptable for CD
inability to locate precisely the they recommend that the
manufacture is 44.1 kHz -with
start of a given title and so, to 'start cue' be 2 s before
timecode of 30 (non -drop)
minimise the risk of a clipped programme on the first track
frame type synchronised to the
start, the Japanese CD plants only: no preceding title, no
digital signal and recorded on
recommend that the timecode
problem.
audio track 2 of the U -Matic
reference for the start of each
Preparing cues for 'live' or
tape. The 1600 originally
track be at least one second
continuous programme
operated at 44.056 kHz with
before the beginning of
material can be a bit more
drop-frame timecode, although
programme material. At the
tricky as quite often there are almost all of these early units
end, 15 frames is suggested
no pauses between titles and
were later modified to 44.1
before the 'end cue'.
the 'end cue' of one title is the kHz. However, while the
Polygram's attitude is
same as the 'start cue' of the
crystal was changed to
different and, in the author's
next. This is fine but be
generate the new sampling
opinion, the better one. They
careful on a crossfade, don't
frequency, on many of the
maintain that the specification put the 'start cue' of the
modifications the digital 'flag'
for a CD player's performance
second track before the 'end
continued to show 44.056, thus
is laid down in detail by
cue' of the first. The system
rendering the tape unsuitable
Philips and Sony and if
will not handle what it calls
for CD production without first
purchasers do not check before 'negative cues' so a
making a copy to 'convert' the
buying whether the player
compromise position will have sampling frequency. Another
meets this spec it's their
to be located for both cues.
very important point to note
problem, not the software
Finally, there are what is
about the 1600 is with regard
manufacturer's. The relevant
known as 'index cues' which
to pre -emphasis. This earlier
part of the specification is that enable the sub -division of a
system was not equipped with
a CD player should take only
particular title. A player with pre -emphasis and will
14 ms to de -mute after
only track location facilities
therefore not recognise the
locating the start cue. This is
will not see these cues but the emphasis 'flag' when replaying
less than one timecode frame
new second and third
an emphasised 1610 recording.
but, to be realistic, Polygram
generation players will allow
As a result you end up with a
have chosen to locate the start the location of sections within lot of very non-digital hiss
cue 5 timecode frames ahead
the programme-provided, of
and, even worse, if you
of programme, '/6 s. This is
course, that the producer
attempt to copy an emphasised
about where a competent
and/or record company have
digital tape through a 1600
engineer would front leader an provided 'index cues' in the
system the copy will have all
analogue master. The same
first place.
the HF emphasis of the
time lapse is used after the
It is in the area of PQ coding original without the emphasis
programme. There is one
where I feel that specialist
'flag', leaving an emphasised
further potential disadvantage mastering houses will come
copy which is impossible to deof the Japanese philosophy
into their own, advising the
emphasise in any conventional
1 s before the start increases
producer how to get the
manner.
the risk of hearing the end of maximum effect from this new In compiling this article I would like to
the previous selection if the
technology without losing
acknowledge the invaluable help of Tape
chief engineer, Ben Turner, who, as
album were to have tracks
sight of the original reason for One's
well as being responsible to numerous CD
following close together.
making the CD -to get the
masters has spent many sleepless nights
experimenting and developing new
Polygram do, however, concede music into record buyers'
techniques to improve the overall quality of
that the first title can be the
homes by way of the highest
our CD master tapes.
Digital mastering suite -Tape One

HOW IT SHOULD HAPPEN

-

BASF Studio Master Series.
The new Tape Generation.
BASF Studio Master 9"10

BASF Loop Master 920

BASF Digital Master 930

This sophisticated recording tape of high
dynamic was designed especially for the
high professional demands of me ilern multi-

The chromium dioxide master tape for highspeed duplication systems. At 64 -times
duplicating rate, the master is usually recorded at 9.53 cm/s. It is only the typical

This professional chromium dioxide tape is
especially tailored to the requirements of
digital sound recording (PCM), where the

track technology.
The wear resistance of the magnetic layer
ensures reliable operation even after
hundreds of passes.
In spite of its considerable high MQL (+11.6
dB over reference level 320 n Wb, m), BASF
Studio Master 910 has an unusuail y good
print ratio of 57 dB and is therefore also
suitable for long -term archiving. The BASF
typical constancy of the electroaa:fustic
properties and the excellent winding characteristics also ensure easy hub ope.- ation.

chromium dioxide properties featured by
Loop Master 920 which offer that extra quality needed to allow exploitation of all the
advantages of a high-class cassette tape (eg.
BASF chromdioxid ll). In spite of the mechanical stress to which it is subjected in the
`loop bin',' the durable magnetic layer means
that the recording level remains extremely
constant, particularly in the high frequencies,
even after running thousands of times.

high storage density makes exceptionahy
high demands on the evenness of the crating. The typical chromium properties are
brought out excellently in this latest form of
sound storage. The antistatic magnetic layer
and the black, conductive matt back protect
the recording against dust-induced dropouts
and ensure smooth, steady winding without
damage to the tape edges.

Coupon: Please send me further information on the BASF Studio Master Series.
Name/Company
Address

u

E BASF

BASF United Kingdom Ltd.
4 Fitzroy Square

London W1P 6ER
Tel: 01 -388 4200
Telex: 28649
BASF Aktiengesellschaft
Gottlieb -Daimler-Str.10
D -6800

Mannheim 1

Tel: 06 21/40 08 -1
Telex: 4 62 621 basf d

CD MASTERING
HOW IT HAPPENED
This album has

turned

up in the pages of
Studio Sound before,

during various stages
of its production as it
has progressed. Here,

I

hope to convey a
useful impression of how the
CD tape master of the

KPM/Nimbus album, Surprise
Surprise, by Chin & Cang was
finally prepared.
There is some degree of
confusion, it seems, as to what
exactly a 'CD Tape Master' (as
opposed to a `CD Master
Tape') really is. To lay that
particular appellatory ghost
once and for all, a `CD Tape
Master' is the same as a `CD
Master Tape' except that it has
the P and Q subcodes recorded
in a neat little tone burst at
the front of the tape. The P
and Q subcodes give the
player information on where
the tracks are (and the indexes
within the tracks, if there are
any) so that it can find them
successfully, plus information
on how long the tracks are,
and how long the pauses
between tracks (if any) happen
to be. This information is
stored at the front (otherwise
known as the middle) of the
Compact Disc as the 'Volume
Table of Contents' or VTOC.
The majority of CD
manufacturing facilities will
happily accept a non-PQ'ed
tape and will do the work for
you. The master U -matic tape
(DASH masters will be

acceptable shortly) has the P
and Q subcodes encoded on
audio track 1 (the track where
the SMPTE timecode isn't) at
the front. Nimbus would have
been able to PQ the tape
themselves, but the chance to
watch it all happen (and play
with a real Neve DSP, albeit a
small one) was too much. So
one Monday morning we
turned up with an armful of
digital tapes and sat down
with Tape One's resident
digital wizard, Ben Turner, to
Do The Deed.

In the beginning
The starting point for the
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The mastering process, as distinct
from the manufacture, for Compact
Disc is as important as it is in
conventional analogue disc- cutting.
Richard Elen recently completed
his first CD at London's Tape One
studios with Ben Turner, and here
he reports his findings.

not, and where.
Intent on giving Nimbus no
trouble in this regard, we
removed any trace of pre emphasis. Personally, I have a
slight suspicion that you get
lower-level CDs if you have
pre -emph on them: my
Japanese CDs give a
measurably lower output from

the player, but unfortunately
my player doesn't tell me
whether pre -emph is present
or not, so I'm not going to
commit myself on that point.

Preparing the
master tape
.

preparation of a CD tape
master rather depends on
what you've got to start with
and we had a curious variety
of things. Surprise Surprise is
a compilation, for commercial
release, of the major tracks
from two KPM music library
albums by Eddie Chin (late of

the Tourists) and Matthew
Cang (late of the Alex Harvey
Band). The first album,
Surprise Package, had been
recorded on various things
from a PortaStudio to 24 -track
Soundcraft gear, and mixed to
conventional analogue for the
original release. The second
album, logically titled Another
Surprise, had been recorded
entirely at Nuptown
Recordings, and was mixed

their digital basement. Had we
wanted to, we could have
EQ'd, compressed and limited
the tracks on their way
through, but we were quite
certain this wasn't necessary
so we just used the DSP to
adjust levels, and, more
importantly, remove the pre emphasis that the Fl and
related systems put on your
material. This having been
done, we transferred the
tracks we needed off the
existing 1610 tapes via the
DSP, again removing the
pre- emphasis.
This pre -emph business is

quite interesting. Conventional
European (ie Polygram)
wisdom says that while pre emphasis is a good thing on
Ambisonically (our second) to
14 -bit systems, all it does on
Sony PCM-F1 with an Audio
16 -bit is force you to drop the
& Design ProPak II for time level. Conventional Japanese
correction. That album had
(ie CBS /Sony) wisdom has it
been digitally transferred to
that pre -emph on 16 -bit is
1610 at HHB in North
actually a good thing. For this
London. We did, however, need reason, the Japanese CD
to lift one track off the
plants like you to send them
original Fl recording for the
tapes with pre -emphasis on,
CD, as we had decided to use
and Polygram like you not to.
a different mix. We had also
Nimbus, however, woud have
Ambisonically remixed the
taken either with no
major tracks from Surprise
concern-their CD literature
Package on to a Sony 701, so
says that you can submit Fl
we had those on Betamax tape PAL tapes (preferably 16-bit),
as well.
1610 tapes, or V4 in analogue.
Our first task, then, was to
With digital tapes, 'Pre transfer the required tracks
emphasis may optionally be
used; if it is only for some
from Betamax F1 /701 format
to 1610 via the nearlytracks then it may only
ubiquitous RTW box. We did
change during a `pause' period
this via the Neve DSP that
between tracks.' They like you
Tape One have lurking in
to tell them if it is there or

The next thing we had to do
was to cobble these two 1610
U -Matic tapes together into
one master reel which
contained all the edits we
wanted and the right pauses
between tracks. So we started
from the top and worked
down, transferring the tracks
across, checking the levels
were suitable, and doing the
odd edit. We had carefully
prepared ourselves for the
whole session with goodly lists
of all the tracks. We also had
timecode (or at least timer)
points for the start of all the
`raw' takes on the reels, what
edits were to be where, and
what sort of pause (not always
too accurate) we wanted
between tracks. Some of them
were to follow on from each
other pretty fast; others had a
respectable 3 s or so gap, and
others butted right up to each
other and sometimes had the
nearest thing to a crossfade
between them that the
DAE-1100 digital editor will
allow (99 ms).
A word of warning about
crossfades is in order here: you
can't do them. Well, at least,
you can't do them at this
stage. The digital editor allows
you to do microcosmic
crossfades, so that you can do
all manner of otherwise
impossible edits, but it really
is limited to 99 ms. More
usually, you will use 10. In
either case they are more like
butt edits than trossfades. Do
not ask the poor digital

SWISS

Sole Agent UK

Eardley Electronics Ltd.
Eardley

I

9use, 182-184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London W8 7AS

Telephone: o1-221nsns

Telex: 23894

mastering person to do your
crossfades, as you will be
disappointed. Digitally
speaking, you'll need a couple
of 1610 or something in the
recording studio to do that
kind of thing.
Bearing in mind that we are
preparing a tape for Compact
Disc, we must remember to
leave a couple of minutes of
recorded blank tape (with
timecode) at the front of the
master. The PQ editor puts
the subcode data up here,
starting 30 s in from the top,
on audio track one. It
apparently doesn't matter if
the subcode data carries on
into the music, but it does
matter that you have your two
blank minutes. You must also
leave a blank minute of digital
silence and timecode at the
end of the master.
While compiling the master
tape, doing the edits and
getting the pauses right, you
are obviously setting edit
points for the start of tracks
on the digital editor. Ben
Turner made a point of
writing these down on a sheet
of paper. Why? Because when
you come to do the PQ'ing you
have to whizz off and find
them all again, so it saves a
good deal of time if you have a
note of where to look.
There is another point to
watch here if you are doing
edits on tapes transferred to
1610 from Fl format. The Fl
has a nasty habit of suffering
from a DC offset, and you
want to ensure that you pull
the fader out at the end of
each transfer to 1610 to get
rid of it. Similarly, when you
do your edits (and more
especially when you mark
your track start points) you
need to ensure that you don't
put a start point in the middle
of a bit of DC offset. Most
people have encountered
analogue tape with DC on it
from time to time, and you
will know if that is the case
when you drop in or out on it:
there will usually be a loud
`bang'. Exactly similar is the
case with DC offset on a
digital recording: if your CD
player turns its mute off and
finds DC there, the poor thing
will also at least click, if not
bang. You need to be careful
of this.
Following the compilation of
the master tape, we did a
safety copy of it on to Fi.
There is a lot of sense in this,
especially if you are dealing
with far away CD plants.
Polygram and CBS /Sony (and
no doubt the others, including
Nimbus) listen very carefully
to what you give them. They
are obviously very concerned
that they don't get any nasty
clicks, bangs or other
`disturbing sounds' on your
84
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enter the album title and the
artist(s): `SURPRISE
SURPRISE' /`CHIN & CANG'.
Next `ORDER SOURCE',
`KPM MUSIC/NIMBUS
RECORDS' then `MASTER
IDENT'. This is usually the
catalogue number. What is the

catalogue number? I've been
so happy with myself for
actually having persuaded
Nimbus and KPM that this
was really such a good idea,
and been so busy making sure
that the music actually existed
in some reasonable form, I
never thought to-check. A
quick call to Nimbus -can they
change it later?
The answer is reassuring
we can stick anything we like
in there and it won't be
indelibly engraved on the disc
for all to see. I make up a
number. It's KPM's and it's
Nimbus'. And it's a Compact
Disc. And it's the first
collaboration of this kind.
`KNCD1001( ?)' I enter. If it
comes out on the disc like that
I will quietly scream. Oh, look
at the next line, that's even

-

worse.

Neve `mini' DSP digital processor.
CD. They are even more
concerned that you don't put
any on, in case they get the
blame. So that the plant
knows who's fault such a
`disturbing sound' is, you are

required to tell them if there
are any that are definitely
your responsibility. They
might be clicks and bangs that
you really can't get rid of, or
musical or musicians' noises
which are quite all right. If
you don't put them on the list,
you will probably get a long distance phone call. You might
even get one anyway, as that
little buzz halfway through the
second track will probably
twitch the ears of highlyexperienced listeners at the
factory. Then you can go back
to the safety and see if there
is really one there or not, and
you can make suitable
excuses, admit it was your
fault, or castigate them for
messing up your master.

Watching your Ps
and Qs
Now we come to the exciting
bit. We have a neatly -finished
CD Master Tape and we want
to turn it into a CD Tape
Master. We have our list of
track start timecode points
and we want to put it all
together. In comes the CD
Subcode Processor/Editor. Both
Philips and Sony make one of

What it says here is
`UPC/EAN Number', followed
by a string of 13 (no less)
zeroes. `A bar code (UPC/EAN
number) for the whole disc,'
says the Nimbus leaflet, `can
also be recorded on the disc.'
these. Tape One have the
Oh, great. You can hardly
Philips variety, known as the
make one of them up!
LHH 0425. They preferred it
Apparently not every record
for their applications because
company is using barcodes yet.
it does a lot of work for you,
Very kindly, the line is
and prints all the stuff out on waiting on the machine: a line
to pieces of paper. The
of 13 zeroes. <Enter> leaves it
machine itself looks like a
that way.
pretty ordinary computer
Now we start to have more
terminal, talking via serial
fun. A blank line, and then
link to a box in the corner, as `DIGITALLY RECORDED:'.
such things are wont to be. It Well, that's easy. I type,
also talks to the DAE 1100
`A/D/D (SPARS CODING)'. It
digital editor in no uncertain
will say that on the cover,
terms, which we will come to after all. Along with
later, thus avoiding all
`Analogue recording, digital
manner of operator errors.
mix, digital mastering' or
words to that effect. Such
First we enter the
euphoria is temporarily
appropriate mode with a few
alleviated by the next line,
keystrokes, enabling us to
`DIGITAL HEADROOM'.
enter exciting and important
information about the name of What is it? Ah, 2 dB. Ben
the album, the name(s) of the kindly fills in the line
`MASTERED BY:' with `BEN
artist(s), the catalogue
TURNER/TAPE ONE
number, and so on. The
manual for the unit is at least LONDON.'.
We can now go through and
partially impenetrable (the
fill in the track titles. There is
device is so new, it is almost
much pressing of function
certainly preliminary) and in
keys. The machine
any case it is a little difficult
to try reading a manual when automatically comes up with a
blank form into which you can
you are really too excited
put the data you need for the
about pushing buttons.
subcodes. As well as the actual
Luckily Ben knows all the
track numbers (TNO), you can
machine's little foibles, so
have indexes, which allow
without anything in the way
sophisticated players to find
of a hassle, we get to the line
little bits of music you have
labelled `TITLE'.
marked for the listener. Are
we going to go through and
index all the tasty guitar solos
and stuff? No we are not. Just
the track numbers.
Here, believe it or not, we
D
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ire Technology.you could use one of these excellent MTR-90 master recorders
but can't or don't want to buy it... hire one of ours!
And if you need the Q-Lock interface and Auto Locator,
a Sony Digital PCM System,
a Studer, Teac, Revox, Dolby,
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PROFESSIONAL AUDIO &VIDEO EQUIPMENT

Multitrack Hire Ltd
66 Rochester Place London NW1
-
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Paradoxically, this means
that each TNO actually has
two indexes. INX 0 is,
curiously, the pause in front of
the track, INX 1 is the track itself. We don't want to put

D MASTERING
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the timecode values in yet, so
we press one function key and
skip past the weird bits and
another key to enter the title.
The `weird bits' aren't just
the timecode points. Next to
the word `PAUSE', a few
columns along, are four bits of
information, headed `ROM',
`COP', `PE', and `ISRC'. Then
there's the `Playing Time',
which is currently a black-onwhite boxful of zeroes (the PQ
Editor calculates them by
itself, later). Finally, there's
the SMPTE timecode point
associated with the pause.
That will be entered later. On
a new line, INX 1 is about to
be waiting for a title. ISRC is
the International Standard
Recording Code, a line of, yes,
13 zeroes, waiting to be left
alone. But what, pray, are
ROM, COP and PE?
i
4
ROM is apparently
something to do with
information being coded into
Read Only Memories, perhaps
for some kind of future
interactive gaming application.
`N' for `No', then. COP is like
the `copy inhibit' function on
an Fl: it will enable or disable
the digital bitstream output on Philips LHH 0425 CD Subcode Processor/Editor.
1

1

1

1

1 .,

1

1

1

i

s

,11111111'

an Advanced Player. But is it
`N =No Copying', or `N =No
Copy Inhibit'? A good
question. The answer is 'N'.
PE simply stands for `Pre Emphasis', and we know we
don't have any of that any
more: 'N' again.
While we are entering titles,
we can put in any notes we
might have on the dreaded
`disturbing sounds'. Philips
have kindly avoided exciting
the wrath of producers on
seeing a list of `disturbing
sounds' on the sheet. Instead,
they call them `Remarks'. On
the final printout, they are
listed at the bottom.
We have three `Remark'
euphemisms to note. One track
appears twice on the album, in
two different versions. They
finish what would have been
sides 1 and 2 of a vinyl album,
and they have a remarkable
bit of piano on them which
was recorded in diverse ways
about which we shall not
speak, but suffice to say we
wrote `slight granular
distortion at end'. The other
remark concerned some weird
stereo processing which
accentuated the `slight
distortion' of a Fairlight sound
we rather liked.
We now go on to enter the
timecode points. We locate the
start of the first track: we do
not, in this instance, have to

DIGITAL SEMINAR
BAFTA THEATRE
PICCADILLY, LONDON
2ND

D

_r

MONDAY, 29TH OCTOBER 1984

An opportunity for Audio Engineers, Record Producers,
Studio Owners & Managers to hear and discuss the latest
development in Digital Technology with leading experts.
For Booking Information contact:
APRS

23 Chestnut Avenue
Chorleywood
Herts WD3 4HA
TEL: 0923 772907
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Three leading microphones from Electro Voice
that have become synonymous with the
broadcast industry, III dynamic, and built to
take years of hard work.

635A Dynamic Omnidirectional
quite limp y the most rugged, durable
microphone Electro -Voice. manufacture. A slow roll -off
below 200 Hz ( -8 dB at 50 Hz) with a broad rise of several
dB from 2,000 - 12,000 Hz results in bright yet natural
vocal quality without the low frequency noise pick -up
problems that can plague microphones with flat
low frequency response.
The 635A

RE

is

20 Variable D Dynamic Cardioid

The sound of the RE 20 has made it one of the most
coveted, unique microphones in the world, and it is still
one of the few true multi- use studio microphones.

TOOLS OF

TRETBADE
However, unlike many condenser microphones, the RE
20's dynamic element provides undistorted output at the
high sound pressure levels found in up -close vocal and
instrument miking (in excess of 160 dB), its Variable -D
design frees it of any bass boosting proximity effect.

RE 50

Shock- mounted

Dynamic Omnidirectional
mike was designed expressly for hand -held
newsgathering work. It b as the same tailored frequency
response and high output level as the famous 635A. The
RE 50's rubber shock -mount "mike- within -a -mike" design
achieves a degree of shock isolation never before known
construction is also
in the industry. The
to damage from
highly resistant

Mosses & Mitchell
are the largest
manufacturer of Audio Jacks and
Jackfields in the UK. We are app-oved
suppliers to the BBC, British Telecom, Pye
Telecommunications and many other major
telecommunication companies throughout the world.
We manufacture a complete range of Audio Jacks &
Jackfields and offer a design and manufacturing
service geared to meet your specific requirements.
For further information and technical data on oLr
products contact:

MOSSES &
MITCHELL
Mosses & Mitchell Limited

Weydon Lane, Farnham Surrey GU9 8CL
Telephone: Farnham 721236 (STD 0252)
Telex: 858820

This

mechanical shock.

QU ESTAR
THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE
Recently our QA -3 active monitor loudspeaker system has received
much critical acclaim from both the domestic and professional specialist
press.

QUESTAR
QA -3
Active Monitor

New Low Prices
Direct from

Manufacturer

RE 50

RE

20

635 A

Many Electro -Voice professior al product dealers can
arrange hands -on trials at no cost to you. For further
information please contact yo. .r E V dealer or write to:
Shuttlesound Ltd. Unit 15, Os ers Estate, Osiers Road,
London SW181 EJ. Telephone: 01 -871 0966
Telex: 27670 Shutso G

SHUTILESOJ\D

Fully integrated with built -in active X-over and 200w of amplification,
it is now available to professional customers direct from the manufacturers at just £298 excl. V.A.T. per pair.
Also now available is our long- awaited new 110w/ch /8 ohms 19" rack
mount professional power amplifier with switchable bridge mode
capability of 600w /4 ohms mono. Available to professional customers
at £198 excl. V.A.T.
PRISMA mosfet power amplifiers up to 320w /ch /8 ohms will be availab e
soon at very competitive prices. P.O.A. Professional orders, details.
reviews etc. Contact:

Questar Electronics

129 Walham Green Court Moore Park Road London SW6 2DG
Tel: 01 -381 0108

enter the previous pause time,
as the machine works this out
for itself eventually. When the
point is located, you press the
`out' edit point button on the
DAE -1100, hold the time offset
`out' button down, and wind
back five frames. This is to
allow the muting circuitry of a
player to open up before the
track starts, so that the music
begins in a sensible way.
Different factories prefer a
different number of frames left
for this: five frames is the
Polygram recommendation; the
Japanese however prefer
between 1 and 11/2 s. When the
correct time has been located,
pressing the `time' command
key on the PQ editor reads the
time from the DAE-1100 and
stores it in the appropriate
window on the display. Now
we locate the end of the track,
and mark that as the start of
the pause before track 2.
Then we find the start of
track 2, back off five frames,
and store that too. It is not
essential to back off the end of
a track by five frames, for
obvious reasons -we didn't.
What you do need to watch,
however, is the length of the
pause. If you are backing off
the start of a track by five
frames, and not the start of
the preceding pause, what do
you do if the pause between
one track and the next is
actually less than five frames?
The answer is simple: you
mark the start of the pause

and the start of the next track
as the same value, so
effectively there is no pause at
all. It's NTSC video, so there
are 30 frames /s: five frames is
pretty quick. We had pauses of
0 min, 0 s, 0 frames several
times on the album, when the

well as the first
Ambisonically -mixed Compact
Disc and one of the first CDs
made in England.

CD MASTERING
HOW IT HAPPENED Summary of

pause was less than five
frames, or the tracks were
actually butted up to each
other. It all goes into the
machine.
The marked point for the
end of the last track becomes
the `start lead -out' point for
the record. Of course, as there
was no following track, we
didn't have a note of where it
was, and had to look for it!
Now we have a listing on
the screen with all the
timecode points we need
marked, the machine is told to
redisplay the information.
When this is done, the PQ
editor works out the playing
times for each track and
enters them into the display in
minutes, seconds and frames.
It also calculates the total
playing time of the CD,
including pauses. It has still,
however, got a meaningless
value for the start of the first
`pause'- that's the one that
doesn't really exist. Going
back to the main menu and
redisplaying gives the PQ
editor the incentive to work
this out correctly and insert it
into the now -finalised list.

Shoving it on to

the tape

Ben tells me that the next
thing to put in my notes is,
"shove it on to tape ". To do
this, we rewind the master to
the top, and select `Store' from
the main menu. The screen

clears and displays the simple
line, `writing cue code'. What
it is actually doing is putting
30 s of header tone on audio
track 1 of the master, and
then writing all our cue data
on to the tape at some unholy
baud rate. It's that simple.
We now need to print the
list out. Why? Well, one copy
wants to go to Nimbus with
the completed tape; Tape One
need one to keep with the
safety copy; our graphic
designer needs one so that he
can lift all the titles (we
managed to leave one out in
the list we had given him
previously!), the track lengths
and the local running time for
the artwork; I need one for
Fig 1 in this article; and of
course Matthew wants one,
doesn't he?
The printing out of the data
provides an opportunity to
check that it is all really there
and it is all over bar the
printing (and, of course, the
manufacturing!).
We are all happy, and
hopefully Nimbus will be too.
It is our further hope that
when the thing finally
emerges from the factory in
September it will all work
properly. Finally, we fervently
hope that we will beat
Lamborghini Records' release
of Steve Hackett's album,
which is also Ambisonically
mixed, and that it will
therefore be the first
commercially -released
Ambisonically -mixed album as

information
required with each
tape

(From the Nimbus Records
guide to their CD Mastering
and Manufacturing Service,
available by request from
Nimbus Records Ltd,
Wyastone Leys, Monmouth
NP5 3SR, Great Britain. Tel:
(0600) 890 682)
Title, catalogue number, name
of customer, etc
Lettering for centre of disc (if
different from catalogue

number)
Format of the tape (PCM -1610,
PCM -F1, analogue)
Whether timecode or cue
format present (PCM -1610
tapes only)
Barcode (if any)
Total playing time, including
pauses (optional)
Starting point for timings
(tapes without timecode only)

For each track:
Track number
Start time
Stop time
Times of index points (if any)
ISRC (if any)
Whether emphasised
(optional)
Length of track (optional)
Title of track (optional)
The Nimbus documentation
also gives full data on the size
and parameters of the CD
label, inlay card and booklet,
plus information on how and
how not to use the Compact
Disc official

logo.

DIGITAL UPDATE
At last year's Digital Seminar, APRS issued to its members the
following summary of the main points to be kept in mind if
recording on Sony PCM 1610 when subsequent transfer of the
master tape may be for CD production. To promote further
understanding of the system APRS have kindly given permission
for it to be reproduced here.
When preparing master tapes for CD manufacture, we strongly
recommend that the manufacturers instruction documents are
studied in detail.
1
FORMAT: Sony PCM 1610 *.
2 SAMPLING FREQUENCY: Output sampling frequency selector
(inside unit) should be switched to 44.1 kHz. Other sampling
frequencies are liable to attract additional charges by the CD
manufacturer.
3 PRE -EMPHASIS: Can be utilised if desired. If other material
exists which is to be intercut, the same format should be
adopted.
4 TIME CODE: 30 (non drop) frame SMPTE synchronised to the
video signal (as generated by the 1610) recorded on audio
track 2 of the U -Matic at 0 VU ( ±1 dB). Timecode should start
at, or just after, 00.00.00 and should run uninterrupted to
30 s beyond the end of the recording. At least 30 s of
timecode must elapse at the start of a cassette before any
audio commences. If individual selections are being recorded,
10 s is required at the start of each selection. This is
necessary for subsequent editing.
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5 LEVELS: To optimise bit usage, recordings should peak as
close to + 18 on the 1610's bargraph scale as is practicable.
Do not be guided solely by the desk meters as the
characteristics of digital meters are very different from those

of VU and many PPMs. The engineer will find it advantageous
to keep the PCM 1610 in sight when recording.
6 VERIFICATION: To ensure that no distortion is caused by
overloading of the A/D or D/A converters, monitor 'through
the system', ie from 1610 analogue output. Remember, Sony
PCM 1610, in common with other U -Matic based digital
recorders, is a 'single head' system. Where retakes would be
impracticable, utilise a second U -Matic recorder. (This does
not require a second 1610 processor.)
7 CASSETTES: To minimise the error rate it is recommended
that only broadcast standard U -Matic video cassettes are
used.
8 TONES:

No tones should be recorded on master tapes
destined for CD plants. Studios may find it beneficial to record
tone(s) on session tapes at their operating level for
subsequent analogue copies. (Unless an editor is used, all
digital copies will be 1:1.)
9 BOX MARKING: U -Matic cassette labels should show, in
addition to usual artist /title details, digital format, sampling
frequency and whether pre- emphasis is in or out.
* Some CD plants will now accept other formats.
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Gauss stalls alone.
Among all the available high speed tape
duplicating systems, one towers above
the rest: the Gauss 2400. No other system
in the world integrates the technological
advancements, reliability and craftsmanship epitomized by the name Gauss.
The Series 2400 is quite simply the best
Gauss ever built. Two on board microprocessors perform vital control functions and diagnostic capabilities. Three
independently selectable equalizations
allow duplication onto ferric, chromium,
and metal particle tapes. Advanced
state -of- the -art Dolby* HX Pro is available for further high -end enhancement.

Being a Gauss, the Series 2400 incorporates all the advanced features that set
Gauss apart from the others. Our low
noise electronics and extended frequency
response are industry legend. The ultra stable 10MHz bias that Gauss pioneered
is still unmatched for improving high
frequency quality. Three speed phase
locked dual capstan servo system, true
position sensing reel servo system,
automatic tape packer arm -all are
undeniably Gauss.
The Series 2400 is ruggedly constructed
for years of dependable operation. Reliability is integral to Gauss design. That is

why many Gauss systems have over
fifteen years of service to their credit,
and are still in daily use, quietly duplicating miles of recorded programs.
Innovation. Reliability. Performance.
This is Gauss. And this is why when the
only choice is the best, the choice is the
Series 2400. Built by Gauss.

t

'Dolby

is a

Cetec Gauss
9130 GLENOAKS BOULEVARD
SUN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 91352
PHONE: (213) 875.1900
TELEX: 194989 CETECGAUS SNVY

trademark

of Dolby

Laboratories Licensing Corporation

THE CUT
AND

AFTER
There are many
differing opinions as to
how a disc should, or
should not be cut. To
begin with we will
look at the way a
groove is cut and the
relationship between the two
stereo channels. Assuming a

perfect cutting lathe, correctly
set up and with very little
rumble or other mechanical
noise that could be introduced
on the record, if we then cut a
groove on a blank disc,
without modulation, using a
cutting stylus which is in good
condition, then the only noise
we should hear on playback is
that generated by the acetate
or DMM (direct metal master)
blank itself. Providing, of
course, that the noise level of
the playback system is well
below the noise floor of the
blank.
The walls of the groove have
an angle of 90° to each other
and should, if examined
through a microscope, appear
clean with a few track lines
along the length of the groove
wall. These are caused by
minor blemishes on the
cutting edge of the stylus due
to the polishing process used
during the final stages of
stylus production. Providing
these are small enough they
should not affect the audio but
90
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In the second part of Mike Jones'
article on disc mastering, he
covers some of the arguments
and ideas put to him during the
research and leaves you to draw
your own conclusions.
FIGI
STYLUS MOVEMENT IN MONO CUTTING
STYLUS

NONE

MOVEMENT

LATERAL
VERTICAL
STEREO COMPATIBLE

CUTTER
HEAD

STYLUS

CENTRE
OF
GROOVE

CUTTER
HEAD
STYLUS

CENTRE
OF
GROOVE

CUTTER
HEAD

this point is worth

consideration as we improve
the rest of the system: is it not
possible that these polishing
marks, as small as they are,
could become audible?
But, to return to our `silent'

groove, as there is no
modulation it will not move
from side to side or vary in
depth. Because of this it will

not generate any signals in
the replay cartridge and as
such, is ideal for measuring
the noise of the blank at
various depths, for checking
rumble, etc, or to determine
the optimum heater current so
we can obtain the quietest cut
combined with the maximum
amount of dynamic range.
To store information on the
record the cutting stylus is
moved in one of several ways
and the way in which it is
modulated is crucial to the
final quality of the disc.
Indeed, many cutting
engineers' comments, along
with others involved in the
industry, are related to this
one particular topic allied to
the quality of the signal on
the original recording from
which they have been asked to
produce a master.
Fig 1 shows the two ways in
which a mono record can be
cut: laterally or vertically. For
commercial records the lateral

SERIES
65
THE MIXER THAT DOESN'T
LIVE UP TO EXPECTATIONS
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If you're looking for a compact, economically priced mixer that will grow
xvith your needs for 4, 8 or 16 track operation, you've probably been

disappointed with the lack of `Big Studio' facilities they have to offer.
Series 65 is a Big Studio' mixer in a compact frame at a very
economical price. Fully modular, these are just some of the stunning
futures: Four band E.Q. (incorporating 2 swept mid ranges), eight
auxiliary sends (balanced), separate mic and line inputs (balanced), stereo
solo, auto -mute, monitor equalisation (three band incorporating a swept
mid range and routable to group or monitor), four echo returns and
unique `Group assignment' which allows 8 or 16 track recording without
the need for cross patching or paralleling outputs.
Technically the console offers the same sonic quality that has made
TRIDENT a legend among world class recording studios around the
world. Check out the SERIES 65 today. In a world where you'd expect
alternatives, there is only one TRIDENT.
:

Trident Audio Developments Ltd.

TRIDENT

Shepperton Studio Centre Shepperton Middx. TW17 0QD, U.K.
Tel: Chertsey (09328) 60241.Telex: 88139282 TRIMIX G
Trident U.S.A. Inc. 280 Mill Street, Ext, Lancaster, Mass 01523 U.S.A.
Tel: 617 -365 2130/617 368 0508 Telex: 951546 294105
-

-

TRIDENT
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system has always been used
and for this reason the
playback cartridge is designed
to work the same way with
maximum output being
derived from a lateral signal.
When a stereo record is made,
the left and right hand
channels are cut at the same
time, one on each wall of the
groove. Because the two
signals are cut at 90° to each
other there is a minimum
amount of crosstalk between
the two channels. When the
two channels are in phase
with each other the resultant
groove is cut laterally and is
mono compatible as is shown
by Fig 2b, but when the two
signals are out of phase, as in
Fig 2c, the cut becomes
vertical. Apart from being
difficult to cut, a mono
cartridge would have great
difficulty in resolving such a
signal coherently.
'Ah, but nobody produces
mono records any more,' you
might say. Or you could point
out that all modern cartridges
are designed for stereophonic
sound. True, but what about
radio, what happens to the
quality of the mono signal
that the broadcast engineer
has to produce, by combining
the two stereo channels for
medium wave or even some
FM transmitters? In many
ways he has a similar problem
to that of the mono cartridge
unless the cutting engineer
ensures that the stereo signal
he records on to the disc is
mono compatible with both
channels being kept in phase
with each other.

listener at home,
whatever his choice,
will get more
enjoyment from a
recording which has a
solid stereo image
than one in which the
instruments are wandering
about because of phasing
problems.
While you're listening try
comparing the stereo version
to the mono one by combining
the two channels and see what
it sounds like. Is the sound
firmly located in the centre or
does it wander around? Does it
sound as good and if not, why
not? Either way it is worth
remembering that many record
sales are lost or won when the
consumer hears the disc on a
mono radio for the first time.
So the quality of the mono
signal is important in more
ways than one.
The

is

worth reminding
ourselves of the effect that
the RIAA recording
characteristic has on the
signal being passed to the
head. It is used to keep the
amplitude of the cut
92
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any other information that
would be useful to the cutting

C

E
groove constant at all
frequencies (providing of
course that the level of the
incoming signal remains
uniform) it also has the
advantages of improving the
replay signal -to -noise ratio by

engineer.

music on the rest of it.
Ideally all the tracks should
be recorded on one machine
and in the case of analogue
masters using tape from a
single batch, so the tape
parameters are kept constant.
Before the first track on each
an increasing amount at
tape the following signals
frequencies above 1 kHz. The
cutter head will be driven far should be recorded:
harder by HF signals than it
Dolby tone (if used) or a
reference level tone. On digital
will by those which are lower
in frequency.
tapes a 1 kHz tone recorded at
Modern recordings,
0 dB should be recorded;
especially those made on
on analogue tapes about
digital equipment from
30 s of a 15 kHz tone which
electronic and synthesised
can be used to adjust the
sources, are capable of
replay head azimuth;
producing large levels of high
frequency sweep or a series
frequency information and the of spot frequencies ranging
recording engineer should
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz recorded
remember that while his
10 dB below reference level;
recording equipment may be
it could also be worth
able to handle this degree of
recording a second and third
HF the analogue disc may not sweep at 0 dB and 10 dB above
and this could explain why
reference level.
some of the pressings sound
Written details supplied with
quite a bit duller than the
the tape should indicate:
original master due to the
Playback equalisation, ie,
action of the automatic limiter NAB, CCIR, etc;
built into the lathe system.
type of noise reduction used;
Some problems arise from
playback speed and track
the master tapes that are not configuration;
directly related to the audio
playing time of each track,
content although they affect it. the length of the gap between
For example tracks may have
the tracks and the total
been recorded on a number of playing time;
peak recording level on any
machines each with a
variation in azimuth; or noise of the tracks compared to the
reduction could have been
reference level recorded at the
used on one track and not
beginning of the tape;
another; different recording
it is also useful if the points
characteristics may have been where the various peaks in
used. But the most common
level occur were indicated;
problem is that the tones
the name of the recording
which should be recorded at
engineer, the studio and a
the beginning of each tape do telephone number where the
engineer can be contacted;
not relate to the level of the

onitoring systems
and control room
acoustics are
carefully adjusted
to create an
environment
which is
acoustically flat and controlled
in reverberation across the
audio spectrum. Background
noise is kept to a minimum, so
it cannot mask the quieter and
more subtle pieces of music,
and the monitors firmly
secured to a solid floor or wall
so they cannot move on loud
bass notes.
When a bass note is
generated the speaker cone is
trying to move a large volume
of air and unless the cabinet is
securely fixed then it will try
to move in the opposite
direction to the speaker cone
and by doing so the note will
become coloured. This may
seem basic but speakers in
some studios have been
mounted on flimsy stands.
Also not all walls and floors
are as solid as they may
appear and one answer to the
stability problem is adjustable
spikes for free standing
monitors fitted to the base of
the stand, which can be
retracted when the speaker
has to be moved.
The main problem is that
the majority of studios and
listening rooms sound quite
different to each other. This
may not matter providing the
tonal balance of the recording
will not be altered at the
cutting stage, ie the only
control that is used during the
cut is the level control, with
everything else being left flat.
This method is fine providing
the disc can be cut this way
but as we have already seen,
some form of treatment is
often required to obtain a

FIG. 2

STYLUS MOVEMENT IN STEREO CUTTING
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satisfactory master.
When this is necessary the
acoustics and monitoring
system of the cutting room
becomes crucial. Ideally they
should be identical to those
found in the studio control
room or at the very least they
should meet the criteria
outlined above. If they do not
then the whole sound of the
recording could be altered. For
example if the monitoring
system in the cutting room is
bright then the resultant
sound on the disc could be dull
or vice versa.
The number of combinations
that could arise from all these
variations are limitless and in
view of this it might be better
for any necessary changes to
be carried out in the studio
control room where the
original recording was made

pawn of a new technology
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Fane Acoustics Limited, 286 Bradford Road, Batley, West Yorkshire WF17 5PW, England.
Telephone: Batley 476431. Telex: 556498 FANEG.
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Lathes are fitted with a
normal tone arm and
cartridge which can be
used to check the
overall response of the
cutting system and to
playback any test cuts.
It should be remembered that cartridges being used in
the cutter head is a non -linear preference to magnetic. The
device and a motional
quality of pressings would be
feedback system is used to
improved if the cutting
ensure that the overall
engineer used a moving coil
response of the amplifier and
cartridge and a higher quality
cutter head is linear.
arm for calibration and
playback.
Although it is possible to
Other variations are caused
check the response of the
system by the monitor output by the deterioration of the test
which is fed from the feedback discs themselves and the effect
that temperature has on the
coil many cutting engineers
use the tone arm and cartridge cartridge. It is recommended
in conjunction with a standard that test discs should be
replaced after being played
test disc to check the overall
response of the lathe.
between 10 and 20 times,
depending on the tracking
The problem with this
method is that the lathe could weight and the temperature of
be set up to suit the tone arm the cartridge should be
maintained at a constant level.
and fitted cartridge. This
If it is not then the HF output
would be fine for those
playback systems which are
will rise and the temperature
increased and vice versa.
using the same combination
Even when the environment
but may not favour those
is stable it has been found
which are not. For example
many lathes are fitted with an that some cartridges will
produce more output at high
SME arm and Shure V15
frequency after they have been
cartridge while the highest
working for an hour or so and
quality playback turntables
use tone arms which have
the cantilever suspension
becomes more compliant.
tighter bearings and less low
Possibly the most stable
frequency resonance than the
method of calibrating the lathe
SME with moving coil

EC T
is to use the signal from the
feedback coil and the

associated built in monitoring
system. The tone arm and
cartridge would then be used
to measure noise and levels
but not to calibrate the
frequency response of the
lathe. The frequency response
should be measured on a
regular basis, ideally at the
beginning of every cut, near
the outer edge of the disc.
Occasionally it should also be
checked at various diameters
working towards the centre of
the blank to ensure that the
response is flat across the
entire surface of the disc.
But whatever method of
calibration is used, a great
deal of care is needed if
variations between masters cut
on different lathes are to be
kept to a minimum and
remember these comments are
made assuming that no
equalisation apart from the
RIAA curve, or any other form
of special processing is used
while the calibration process is
taking place.
As the number of individual

components is increased in the
recording chain certain aspects
of quality will be reduced. The
noise will increase and much
of the original clarity and
detail could be lost. This
deterioration of the original
recording is particularly
noticeable on subsequent
generations of tape.
The dynamic range of the
disc can easily equal that of a
15 in's master and for this
potential quality to be realised

the cutting engineer will need
a first or second generation
copy of the master on which
dbx, Dolby A or telcom noise

reduction has been used. And
this is why Teldec insist on
this minimum quality
standard in their DMM
licence -the only acceptable
alternative: a digital master.

There are many ways in
which it is possible to improve
the quality of the black vinyl
disc, but one thing stands out
above all the others and that
is the care and dedication
required from the studio to the
pressing plants. The majority
do care about the product they
are producing and hopefully
artists, producers and record
companies will support them
in their endeavours to provide
the consumer with a high
quality product.

the New Shure FP31.
MuRes light work of ENG mixing
The Shure FP31 is a 3 -in 1 -out mixer specifically designed for
ENG crews demanding a professional audio mixer in the
smallest, lightest package possible. Powered by standard 9V

batteries or external power source, and with an impressive
array of features including built -in slate microphone, the FP31
offers a unique combination of performance and portability.
Contact HW International for full details.
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International, 3 -5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01 -607 2717

A little goes

AKG
0O0uscics

a long way

professional
omnidirectional miniature condenser
microphone of exceptionally rugged
construction and excellent acoustic qualities.
Because it is small, it is perfectly suited for use
by singers, speakers and interviewers and
also as an instrument -mounted pick -up for
the violin, piano, flute, saxophone and
acoustic guitar.
The AKG 567

is

a

The C567 is supplied complete with tie -pin
and clip, for attachment to clothes and instruments,
allowing completely free movement by the user,
whilst maintaining a constant working distance.
All in all, the C567
Technical Data:
Directional characteristic:
omni-directional
Frequency range: 20-20.000 Hz
Sensitivity: 6 mV/Pa ? C,6
mV/µbar -64.5 dBV, no-oad
operation at 1,000 Hz)
(

Electrical impedance: 20() ohms
20% balanced

Max. sound pressure levee for
1,000 Hz and 500 ohms I>>ad
impedance, harmonic distortion
k = 1%): 80 Pa = 132 d6 iPL

Connector type: 3 -pin standard
XLR -type connector
pin 1: ground
pin 2: audio (inphase)
pin 3: audio (return)
Dimensions:
11

/

7
21

1

O 24 mm (microphorr^)
6 " 0 x 1"
0 x 80 mm (output-moule)

13/16" 0

x

3-3/16"

Cable length:

1,3 m

1=

G

tl

Weight: 9 g (microphone only)

- 0.35 oz approx. 100 g net
(microphone + output mDdule)
- 3.5 oz
Included accessories:
Wire -mesh windscreen W37
Tie pin H 20
Universal clip H 21
Belt clip H 16

t

is

a little masterpiece.

REVIEW
REVIEW
Hugh Ford reviews a collection of mini monitors

MINI

REFERENCE

MONITORS
This review of reference monitors
is divided into a number of

parts; firstly because two types
are involved-those with single
drive units and those with two
drive units, I hardly dare call
them a woofer and a high
frequency unit. Secondly, experience says
that in order to fully evaluate
loudspeakers it is necessary to undertake
measurements, some of which must be in
anechoic conditions, and also to
undertake subjective tests on different
types of programme material.
As these loudspeakers are reviewed
here in the context of secondary
monitoring in control rooms, their
acoustic environment and location is
fairly well defined, when considered in
relation to larger monitoring
loudspeakers so far as studios are
concerned. Thus the subjective testing
was accomplished under typical studio
conditions where small loudspeakers are
almost universally placed on the desk
either side of the operator and about
1.5 m from him.

Such conditions could apply to other
applications for small loudspeakers, such
as in mobile broadcast units, and whilst
the larger differences between samples
will be applicable more subtle differences
may not repeat the order of preference.

significantly below its nominal
impedance. The modulus of the
impedance of samples was therefore
plotted from 20 Hz to 20 kHz in order to
examine such variations.
Amplifier/loudspeaker problems may
also be variations in the phase angle of
the load (the phase between current and
applied voltage which is in phase for a
pure resistor and 90° out of phase for a
pure reactance). This too was plotted

from 20 Hz to 20 kHz for each sample.
The final measurement without the use
of anechoic conditions was an attempt to
determine the maximum levels that
could be handled. Each loudspeaker was
fed with a 100 ms toneburst of 100 Hz,
1 kHz and 10 kHz every second with the
resulting output being detected by a 1 in
Bruel & Kjaer microphone. This signal
was digitally stored and examined on an
oscilloscope for level and distortion at
100 Hz and 1 kHz or saturation level at

subjective listening tests referred to in
this review have had to be held over
until next month due to lack of space.

each loudspeaker's measured sensitivity
and frequency response to determine the
approximate maximum sound pressure
level at 1 m under anechoic conditions.
Under anechoic conditions a Bruel &
Kjaer 4165 high sensitivity 1 in
microphone was used as a reference with
the system being calibrated for level
with a Bruel & Kjaer 4220 pistonphone.
For all measurements the loudspeakers
were placed 1 m from the microphone on
the loudspeaker axis (where appropriate

the tweeter axis).
For the sensitivity measurements the
loudspeakers were fed with a 2.83 VRMS
1 kHz sinewave (equivalent to 1 W into
8 St or 2 W into 4 52) irrespective of the
D

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Make
Model

Impedance

Music power
RMS power

Sensitivity'
Response
From
To

NB: Unfortunately, the practical

10 kHz, the maximum voltage that could
be accepted by the loudspeakers being
recorded for the onset of distortion
visible on the oscilloscope at 100 Hz and
1 kHz and saturation output at 10 kHz.
The resulting figures were corrected for

Driver size
Tweeter size
Height
Width
Depth

Weight (pair)

AKG

Auratone

LSM 50

Bose

5C

JBL

Teac

101
1-way
6E
150 W

Iba

LT-1

LS-X7
2-way

RS-21M
1-way

8 Sty

50 W

130 Hz
87 dB

18 kHz

in
None
6.7 in
6.7 in
5.6 in

8 Sty

60 W
30 W
89 dB
±3.5 dB
200 Hz

---

14 kHz

5

5

4.5in

in

None
6.5 in
6.5 in
5.8 in
9.9 lb

8.8 lb

None
6.1 in
8.7 in
5.9 in
10.2 lb

2-way
4S
100 W

87 dB

-

8S
100 W
35 W
88 dB

60 W
40 W
81 dB'

100 Hz
19 kHz

80 Hz
20 kHz

100 Hz
17 kHz

45 Hz
25 kHz

9.6 in
6.3 in
5.0 in

1 in
4.6 in
7.3 in
4.4 in

--

Technical measurements
Whilst a number of extremely complex
measurements are nowadays possible on
loudspeakers the results are frequently
difficult to interpret even by those
engineers versed in the measurement
techniques. Thus, the measurements in
this review are limited to the more
conventional with which many people
will be familiar.
1b start with the loudspeaker/amplifier
interface, the impedance of a loudspeaker
commonly varies (sometimes to a very
large extent) with frequency such that
amplifier overload may occur due to the
loudspeaker impedance falling

Manufacturers and agents
AKG Acoustics Ltd, 191 The Vale, Acton, London W3, UK.
USA: AKG Acoustics Inc, Stamford, CT 06902.
Auratone Corporation, PO Box 698, Coronado, CA 92118, USA.
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Sound pressure level for
' Specification not clear

1

W at

1

2-way

40 W
20 W

Notes

'

I

Visonik

David 6000

8

4

i

11.0 lb

-i

5

6.7 in
6.7 in
5.9 in
11.7 lb

4S2

4
1

i

in

7.7 in
5.0 in
5.2 in

-

in

UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd, 97-99 Dean Street, London W1V 5RA.
Bose Corporation, 100 The Mountain Road, Framingham, MA 01701, USA.
UK: Bose UK Ltd, Trinity Trading Estate, Sittingbourne, Kent.
JBL Inc, 8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329, USA
UK: Harman Audio (UK) Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berkshire SL2 5DD.

Teac Corp, 3-7-3 Naka -Cho Musashino, Tokyo Japan.
UK: Harman Audio (UK) Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berkshire SL2 5DD.
USA: Teac Corp of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640.
Toa Electric Co Ltd, Kobe, Japan.
UK: Toa Electric Co Ltd, PO Box 82, Castle Street, Ongar, Essex.
USA: 'Iba Electronics Inc, 1023 Grandview Drive, San Francisco, CA 94080.
Visonik-Kurt M Bruns (GmbH & Co), Nordkanalstrasse 46, 2000 Hamburg 1, West Germany.
UK: Uher Sales & Services Ltd, 30/31 Lyme Street, London NW1 OEE.
USA: Visonik of America, 701 Heinz Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94710.
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REVIEW
REVIEW
nominal impedance. The resulting sound
pressure level was then measured in
order to determine the sensitivity.
The frequency response was plotted
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz under similar
conditions with the drive to the
loudspeakers being constant at 2.83
VRMS and the output from the
measuring microphone being plotted on a
Bruel & Kjaer 2307 level recorder with a
pen speed of 100 dB /s-rather faster than
used by some manufacturers of
advertising literature!
The final measurement was that of the
polar response which was done at
125 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz and 16 kHz using
selective filtering to eliminate the effect
of extraneous noise. A sample of each
loudspeaker was placed on a turntable
and rotated through 360° in synchronism
with the level recorder's paper.
In the case of twin drive unit
loudspeakers and also those with an
asymmetrical layout due to ports, etc,
the polar response was plotted with the
loudspeakers in what might be their
normal position and also rotated through

aäè

_--

AKG LSM -50 IMPEDANCE/PHASE
k'

:on

==_ =_
__--_
77.1i" = - ='

90°
Most of the review loudspeakers had
either fixed grilles or expanded foam
lightweight grilles which normally have
little effect. However, the Visonik units
had a rather complicated removable
moulded plastic grille. These units were
therefore measured for frequency
response and polar response with and
without their grilles.

= -_

tan

7r en

at 91 dB SPL- rather higher than
specified and more sensitive than similar
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AKGLSM 50
(Single

drive unit)
Samples of these units were reviewed in
Broadcast Sound January/February 1984
and some confusion was created by the
supply of incorrectly manufactured units.
These speakers consist of what is
described as a 135 mm round drive unit
with an aluminium coil mounted into a
fully enclosed wooden box of 170 mm
square section. A cloth grille mounted
over a round hole in an acoustically
untreated 12 mm thickness of
composition board forms the readily
removable front of the unit.
To the rear the connections to the
loudspeaker take the form of a fully
recessed 3 -pin XLR plug which uses pins
1& 2 for the power connections, no
mating socket being provided.
Optional accessories include a bracket
for mounting the loudspeakers on to a
microphone stand and an adjustable wall
mounting bracket which can be angled in
the horizontal and vertical planes.
Measurement of the load impedance
and phase angle produced results that
would be expected for such a unit with
the minimum impedance being just
under 8 St at low frequencies.
Averaging the frequency response in
the 1 kHz area we rated the sensitivity

--Eons:=___ -:::_ -_ __ -
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Rycote
NEW For

Stereo Broadcasting

A larger
diameter windshield especially
p
y for Stereo
g
microphones such as Sony, Neumann and AKG.

,..
fí11

7

'

gentle
improvements
p
S
beautifully made - to last
Rycote Microphone Windshields. New Mills Slad Road. Stroud.Gloucestershire GL51RN. England
,

u
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Tel

04536 79338

MIXING MASTERS?
Console Automation used to be considered a luxury. With
the introduction of the MasterMix system, automation
becomes not only accessible, it becomes so economical,
simple, efficient and accurate as to be essential.

DISC STATUS

COMPUTER STATUS

1MECODE

¡¡
1

T%D

*TS

Tm

RT8

e.

CTS

RxD

CTS

OM

7.70
TD

'V
--"8

R DY

l

B.BFL

04*
ÓN

eR

WM1

OSO

MASTERMIX MX 644 AUTOMATION CO PUTER

AUDIO KINCTICS

IM1

f

MasterMix can automate your existing console.
Interfaces are available for most automation -ready
consoles, and the MasterMix VCA fader package
permits a complete update of virtually any console.
MasterMix records the Mix data on floppy disc. The
traditional disadvantages of contemporary tape based
systems, which introduced cumulative errors on
repeated passes and were subject to dropouts, noise and
distortion interference are eliminated.
Only one track of standard SMPTE /EBU timecode is required
for synchronisation and a code generator is included as part
of the main computer unit. Automation of level and mute decisions
are stored independently and accurately to a single time code frame.

MasterMix is simple to use, and the increase in speed and quality of production
will ensure that the system rapidly justifies its installation.
MasterMix is the new standard for automation systems.

om

ivi:ASTERtv1:iX - the obvious choice
U.K.: AUDIO KINETICS (U.K.) LIMITED, Kinetic Centre, Theobald Street, Borehamwood,
Hertfordshire WD6 4PJ England. Tel. 01 -953 8118 Telex 299951(Kintek G)

U.S.A.: AUDIO KINETICS INC., Suite 209, 4721 Laurel Canyon Boulevard, North Hollywood,
California 91607, U.S.A. Tel. 980 5717 Telex 230 194 781
r 'gn

-' c

UDIO KINETICS

'1 STRIA: Studer Revox Wien, Wien, Tel. (0222) 47 33 09.
?``.
,`
: `x'
A
Electro Acoustics Ltd., Toronto, 7 I. 868 0528. DENMARK: S.L.T. Copenhagen, Tel. 34 1284. FINLAND: Studiotec Recording Equip. Espoc 60, Tel. 514133. FRANC
International, Milan, Tel. 7384751. JAPAN: General Traders Ltd.,
ITALY:
Audio
GERMANY:
Tel.
2101141.
GERMANY,
Neuss,
3M
Pans,
Tel.
031
6161.
3M FRANCE,
Tokyo, Tel. 291 2761. NETHERLANDS: Heynen BV, Gennep, Tel. 8851 1956. NORWAY: Siv. Ing. Benum, Oslo, Tel. 442255. SINGAPORE: Studer Revox Audio Pte Ltd.,
Singapore, Tel. 250 7222. SOUTH ¿.FRICA: Eltron Ltd., Johannesburg, Tel. 29 3066. SPAIN: TELCO, Madrid, Tel. 231 7840. SWEDEN: Ercotron AB, Stockholm, Tel. 756
7355. SWITZERLAND: EMT, Wettingen, Tel. 26 05 50

AURATONE 5C FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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samples of other manufacture. As
compared with other single drive unit
samples the power handling capacity was
around the average at 100 Hz at 76 dB,
below average at 1 kHz at 100 dB rising
well above average to 111 dB SPL at
10 kHz.

Reference to the on-axis frequency
response plot shows a bass response
typical of this size and type of unit with
the remainder of the response up to
10 kHz being far from flat and a rapid
fall off above 15 kHz.
Whilst the polar response at 100 Hz
and at 1 kHz is satisfactory the
performance at 10 kHz and 16 kHz
demonstrates a fairly narrow front
response accompanied by pronounced
notches and lobes which are probably
associated with the design of the front of
the unit. The narrow `acceptance' angle
of this loudspeaker might produce some
good arguments between the producer
and the engineer if they're not sitting on
each others' laps!

Auratone 5C
(Single drive unit)

Sold as mixdown monitors the design of
the Auratone 5C is similar to the AKG
monitor containing a 5 in single drive
unit in a slightly less `live' 160 mm
square section sealed wooden box. To the
front, the drive unit is mounted flush
with the panel, with a lightweight foam
grille loosely held in place by spikes in
the sides of the slightly recessed front of
the wood finished cabinet.
To the rear the connections are via
recessed terminals/banana sockets on the
100
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PPM 3

drive circuit to IEC268-10A, BS5428 -9. Unbalanced
input. May be used in equipment which will be required
to pass IBA Code of Practice inspection. Soak tested 7
days.
PPM2 drive circuit under licence from the BBC. Balanced
inputs. Approved for critical programme monitoring by
IBA, EBU and BT.
PPM5 20 pin dual -in -line to BS and IEC specification.
Supply 8.5 -35V at 3mA.

SUM AND DIFFERENCE changeover board to suit PPM2
or BBC ME12/9.

ERNEST TURNER high quality movements 640, 642,
643 and TWIN with flush- mounting adaptors and
illumination kits from stock.
Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz -30MHz * Stereo
Microphone Amplifier * Peak Deviation Meter *
Programme and Deviation Chart Recorders it Stereo
Disc Amplifier 3 and 4 * Moving Coil Preamplifier * 10
Outlet Distribution Amplifier * Stabilizer
Fixed Shift
Circuit Boards.

SURREY ELECTRONICS, The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey

GU6 78G

Tel. 0483 275997

b1»e moon.
my once in a blue moon
does a company with an

established track record reject
successful design princip es and
start again from scratch.
Harrison have. The new series
consoles offer a completely
new concept in console cesign
combining creativity with

advanced technology and deep
understanding of the music
business.
The major result of this
new concept is a range of mixing
consoles which give the studio
Harrison quality and features at
a price you associate with lesser
consoles.

For details of the range
of MR4 and TV4 Harrison Mixing
consoles contact:
F.W.O. Bauch Limited.

PE Harrison

F W.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01- 953 0091, Telex 27502

Klotz.

AURATONE 5C

4.5mm INSTRUMENT CABLE

5.5mm INSTRUMENT CABLE

8.0mm INSTRUMENT CABLE

,07.777.4
standard s/a in spacing. The terminals are
very fiddly to use because of the way in
which they are recessed -they are not
however prone to damage in handling.
The minimum impedance was 7.5 S2 at
low frequencies and just on 8 Sl at
500 Hz with the predictable phase
characteristic of the impedance. The
measured sensitivity at 1 kHz was on
specification at 89 dB SPL with the
power handling capacity being average
for the type at 75/106/105 dB SPL at
100/1 k010 kHz.

The frequency response shown in the
plot has the expected lack of bass for a
single drive unit of this size followed by
a rather rough response between 1 kHz
and 18 kHz where the response falls
rapidly.
Reference to the polar diagram shows a
satisfactory low frequency performance
with the `balanced' area to the front
being rather restricted, however the lack
of notches close to the front of high
frequencies should be noted.

Bose 101 MM

(Single drive unit)

The Bose 101 MM series, like many other
Bose loudspeakers, is of unusual design
with a number of options being
available. Whilst the review samples
were the type with a `passive equaliser'
(in spite of being a single drive unit
type) with a nominal impedance of 6 Sl,
an alternative type without the
`equaliser' has a nominal impedance of
2 St intended for series connection of
loudspeakers to a conventional amplifier.
More recently 1 SZ and 0.5a versions
have become available.
In addition either external or internal
100 V line transformers are available
rated at 3, 6, and 12 W with optional
loudspeaker case colours of black, white,
green, red or blue in the `Boutique
Range'.
Various optional mounting accessories
are available including wall and ceiling
brackets, a microphone stand, an D

MIC CABLE

477-77M, ::

2.5mm2 CO -AXIAL SPEAKER CABLE

WP7PrW,"'°7:3S

1:ro

1.5mm2 SPEAKER CABLE

MULTIPAIR CABLE 8 -32 PAIRS

The superbly engineered range of Klotz
cables, are now available in England.
These cables combine excellent

electrical performance with remarkable
toughness, flexibility and ease of
preparation.
When quality and reliability are
essential specify Klotz.
For details and specification sheet call:

01 -388

SOLE IMPORTERS

5392

AND MAIN DISTRIBUTORS

Cable

Technology
72 -74 Eversholt Street, London NW1

1

BY

KLOTZ CABLE DEALERS
Kelsey Accoustics: 01- 7271046 Turnkey: 01 -202 4366
Don larking Audio: 0582 450066
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Sound Reinforcement - Recording Studio
band Equalisation, 6 auxiliary sends, 12 way LED
displays on all inputs, groups and masters, status
LED's on function switches, Penny & Giles conductive
plastic faders, optional 16 track monitor /group
modules, 5532 op -amps throughout, patch points
throughout, remote 19" rack mountable power
restating the Art.
supply
8

Hill Audio, Inc., 231 Marquis Court, Lilburn, GA 30247 USA (404) 923 -3193 TLX 293827 HLAD
Headwater Industries, 635 Caron Ave., Windsor, Ontario N9E 588, Canada (519) 256 -2454
780) 555 TLX 966641 HILL
Hill Audio, Ltd., Hollingbourne House, Hollingbourne, Kent ME17 1Q1, England (062

1
Hill Audio
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REVIEW

embedding bracket and a universal
bracket. Supplied with the review sample
was a universal bracket with a screwed
BOSE 101 IMPEDANCE /PHASE
vice type mounting holding an L- shaped
BOSE 101 FREQUENCY RESPONSE
hexagonal bar with a universal locking
-100N
SPL
ball joint on the other end. This has a
plate to screw on to the loudspeaker
-90d1
which is equipped with two threaded
mounting holes in its base.
The rear and sides of the cabinet are
formed from a single plastic moulding of
dl
rectangular section tapering to the rear
where the inputs take the form of a ya in
jack socket in parallel with spring type
-60de
h
clips for bare wire or pins. The front of
the cabinet is a second single -piece
plastic moulding on to which the 41 in
drive unit is secured and which has an
other single drive units, but, above
shows a consistently poor performance
inbuilt 1 V8 in port to the right of the
1 kHz the response demonstrates a grim
particularly at 10 kHz where the front
drive unit.
performance with numerous large peaks
response is extremely narrow. So bad
The front surface of the loudspeaker
and troughs.
was this feature that even slight head
has numerous undesirable cavities six of
Reference to the polar performance in
movements close to the loudspeaker had
which are for recessing the self tapping
both the horizontal (normal) and the
a shattering effect upon a 10 kHz signal
screws holding the front to the back with vertical positions, which have differences, in the anechoic chamber.
a wad of damping material within the
cabinet. A wire mesh grille with a
plastic surround push -fits into the front
STEREO STABILIZER
panel aperture, with an optional type
having a coloured cloth cover.
STEW YPt4MICY SOMA WM HCwi MOM.
Examination of the modulus of the
impedance shows it to fall to just on or
above 412 at low frequencies, 400 Hz and
7 kHz with the phase having a controlled
behaviour -something more typical of a
twin drive unit loudspeaker.
The sensitivity at 2.83 VRMS input
Rack mounting frequency shifter for howl reduction in public address and sound
was 87 dB SPL with the maximum sound
reinforcement
level output being 77 dB at 100 Hz,
104 dB at 1 kHz and 103 dB at 10 kHz
Mono version and box types also available
nothing special here.
Examination of the frequency response
SURREY ELECTRONICS, The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG.
curve shows some improvement in the
Tel. 0483 275997
low frequency behaviour compared with
-70
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An Engineer's Dream we test your
= equipment
not your
patience.
..

controlled
Technical Projects new microprocessor
MJS401 D Audio Measurement System removes the
more
time and
frustration from test, leaving engineers
energy for finding problems and solving them.
Balanced, floating inputs and outputs make measuring
system earthing problems a thing of the past.
Special clamping circuits make overload recovery nearly
instantaneous, speeding up the 'neasuring cycle and
preventing damage.
RF shielding prevents interference ruining measurement
accuracy. Immeasurable breaktt'rough between the
oscillator and measurement system prevents erroneous or
unstable measurements.
And measurements are fast and easy to make.
But, what measurement facilities coes the 401 D offer?
Level measurement on a meter calibrated +/- 12dB
about centre zero, making equal zer testing easy. The
centre scale ranges from -95 to +45dBu, enabling all
audio devices to be measured without add -ons. The
instrument noise floor is low enough to allow measurement
of today's finest digital audio systeris. And. an expanded
scale giving +/- 1 5dB full scale n ekes 0.1dB variations
as easy to see as 1dB used to be -- all without mirrors or
magnification. Get that frequency response really flat.
Noise measurement to CCIR 468, Dolby ARM, and
optional additional weighting filters are provided. With the
selection of AVERAGE, RMS, QUASI -PEAK, and PPM

meter characteristics, measurements can be made to
almost any standard ,givinc you world -wide market access.
Total Harmonic Distortion can be measured down to
0.002%, automatically, including auto -range setting, auto level setting, auto -nulling and an automatic tracking high
pass filter to cut out the rubbish. All of this takes just 2
seconds, cutting test time and improving measurement
quality.
IMD will optionally be available to a variety of standards.
Crosstalk measurements are made using a unique
tracking bandpass filter. This tunes itself to the crosstalk
frequency, suppressing noise by 12dB and making the
crosstalk as easy to see as it is to hear.
Frequency measurements are updated 4 times per
second, even at low frequencies. But, it is accurate too.
You can now measure loudspeaker resonance in seconds.
Automatic test systems? Yes! Using the optional IEEE 488 interface, you can control all instrument functions and
read out all of the data remotely. And, TECPRO will be
providing a set of useful utilities to help you on your way.
The optional plug-in oscillator is quite a performer too,
with its own built -in microprocessor controller providing a
package of useful tricks.
Give your engineers a break, speed up the work and
improve the quality of your audio output at the same time.
Technical Projects MJS401 D Audio Measuring System.
Can you afford to be without one?

TrTechnical Projects
Unit 2, Samuel White's Ind.Estate,
Medina Rd., Cowes,
Isle of Wight, P031 7LP (GB)

Wight (0983)291553
869335 TECPRO G

Tel. Isle of

Telex

REVIEW
REVIEW
Toa RS -21M

(Single drive unit)
Back to convention the Toa RS-21M
consists of a single 5 in driver in a
square section box similar to the AKG
and the Auratone but finished in black
with a black cloth grille which did not
appear to be removable. To the rear the
electrical inputs are via recessed spring
type terminals accepting bare wires or
terminal pins.
The impedance was just under 8 St at
20 Hz remaining above 8 Et at other

frequencies with the phase angle
showing little deviation, the former

agreeing with the manufacturer's data
sheet and the measured sensitivity at
88 dB agreeing well enough with the
specified 87 dB.
Maximum output levels were 77 dB at
100 Hz, 104 dB at 1 kHz and 109 dB SPL
at 10 kHz -all well here, with the
frequency response being quite
acceptable for the type of loudspeaker up
to 8 kHz above which there was a nasty
notch before rolling off above 15 kHz.
Whilst the polar pattern is on the
narrow side to the front it does not suffer
from any large notches or lobes and
should be quite acceptable. r>

/Sound
Off?

When your recorder or reproducer

sounds off, the problem could be
due to the tape steering up or down
because of faulty alignment. Eliminate this problem with the all new
VIF Capstan Idler Assembly.
Precision designed by Walter White,
the VIF 1005 has a unique self aligning feature which enables it to
remain exactly parallel to the capstan at all times, thereby completely
eliminating alignment problems regardless of capstan diameter.

Professional sound equipment for
the professionals in sound.

INTERNATIONAL'

tiV

P.O. Box 1555

Mountain View, CA 94042

I

(408) 739-9740

¢¢I HoIdin
Power

When you're looking for a quick -

loading, highly reliable method of
securing either NAB or RETMA tape
reels in place, look to the VIF 1000
Lock -Down Reel Retainer.
This precision designed retainer
works with 1/4" and 1/2" reels on
both rack and console mounted
recorders. And, the VIF 1000 has
been developed to provide you with
years of trouble-free service even
under the roughest handling.

Professional sound equipment for
the professionals in sound.

INTERNATIONAL`
P.O. Box 1555

1

Mountain View, CA 94042

\V
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(408) 739-9740

XEDIT & EDITALL
EDITING BLOCKS
PRECISION
ROBUSTNESS
EASE OF USE
WIDEST RANGE OF SNES
EX -STOCK DELIVERY

é

"- 2"

I

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

I'`J

ALL SA-2

THE UK

SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LTD
UNIT 2, 10 WILLIAM OAD,
I=

LONDON NW1 3EN
TEL: 01 -387 1262
TELEX: 279 39 SCENIC:

G

SCHOEPS
THE SUPREME

CAPACITOR

MICROPHONES

The Colette Range
a modclar system with a wide range
of capsules and mountings

The M'-'S 501
coincicent stc reo microphone
Special Purpose Microphones
for spedfc applications
for toll cL:ails cc ntact:

'

SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LTD
Unit 2, "0 William Road
London NW1 ZEN
Tel: 01 -337 12E2/734 2812
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JBL LT-1
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The JBL LT-I is a twin drive model with
a 5 in diameter bass /mid unit to one side
of the rectangular cabinet and the
tweeter and a lozenge shaped port at the
other end these all being covered by a
metal mesh grille finished in black. The
front aspect of the cabinet is a horizontal
rectangular box of diecast aluminium
mounted into a U-bracket which secures
to the cabinet by two good sized knobs
which screw into threaded holes in the
cabinet.
At the rear the connections in the form
of spring loaded clips for bare wires or
pins are let into the casting and fully
protected. It was noted that the phasing
of the input was 180° out of phase with
other manufacturers' conventions.
The complete loudspeaker appeared to
be of particularly solid construction with
stick-on feet being provided for table top
use in the horizontal or vertical aspects.
At 86 dB SPL the measured sensitivity
was close to that specified with the
maximum out ut levels bein well u at
83 dB at 100 Hz and increasing to
104 dB at 1 kHz and 101 dB SPL at
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JBL LT -1

The nominal impedance of 4 f1 was
exceeded at all frequencies falling to a
minimum of 5.5 Sl at high frequencies
with the modulus of the impedance
peculiarly having three peaks within the
audio band without any severe phase
effects.
As is a JBL characteristic the low
frequency response shows a significant
lift with a relatively smooth (for this
sized loudspeaker) response up to 15 kHz
above which there is a peak at 18 kHz.
The polar diagram to the front was
quite good in either the horizontal or
vertical positions, the position having
quite a large effect to the sides and rear.
A particularly good feature was the
complete absence of any notches or lobes
in the front response.
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Precision cut by Greg at Joshua and Daniel Gil in

To achieve a cut as precise as this great care and
attention must be paid to the quality of the subject
and the tools employed. A philosophy that Capitol
appreciates and practices.

The base of the Apollo master

is

super -polished to

perfection. Whilst the lacquer finish is an
innovation in itself. Its unique formulation means
a cleaner cut and ultimately a superior performance.
And what's more, it's exclusive to Capitol.

Apollo Master Audiodisc

-

a

cut above the rest.

APOLLO:
MASTER AUDIODISC

A STUNNINGLY

PRECISE FINISH

CAPITOL MAGNETIC PRODUCTS LTD, Alma Road, Windsor, Berkshire SL4 3JA, England. Telephone Windsor (075 35) 59171,Telex 847241.
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Teac LS -X7
(Twin drive unit)

Employing a 4 in woofer/mid unit and a
soft dome tweeter the Teac LS-X7 is a
very small unit mounted into a brown
rectangular diecast aluminium box which
appeared to be well damped with a black
perforated metal grille covering the
front. Efficient push -in type spring
terminals are recessed well into the rear
for the loudspeaker connections, with the
back being tapped for screwing on
mounting brackets. Wall mounting
brackets are supplied.
With a nominal impedance of 812 the
measured impedance fell to about 7 12 at
20 Hz and 400 Hz with a further fall to
5 12 at 7 kHz -some amplifiers might
take exception to this, however, the
phase angle was controlled.
Whilst the measured sensitivity was
low at 83 dB SPL for 1 W at 1 m the
maximum outputs for the size of unit
were quite impressive giving 77 dB at
100 Hz, 104 dB at 1 kHz and 109 dB at
10 kHz.
As is to be expected the low frequency
response rolled off, but, above 100 Hz the
response was, with the exception of
peak at 3 kHz, remarkably smooth right
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i
M
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k

VERTICAL

a\/

up to 20 kHz.
The polar response in the horizontal

and vertical positions was a matter of
choice between a broad frontal balance
with a degree of not serious lobes or a
narrow frontal balance with minimal
lobes. In either position a satisfactory
performance is to be expected.
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Visonik David 6000
(Twin drive unit)

Contained in a charcoal -coloured plastic
moulding which appears to be
acoustically `dead', the Visonik is a dual
driver unit using a 4 in woofer /mid range
unit and a Heco soft dome tweeter both
mounted flush with the front of the
cabinet which is completely sealed.
Connections are via two rather
awkward spring clips for wire or pins at
the rear into which is moulded a
`keyhole' for mounting. At the front a
red overload LED protrudes through the
front cover/perforated metal grille -the
metal is supported by a rather
complicated plastic moulding which fits
on to four pins in the body of the
loudspeaker.
Being a small infinite baffle type
loudspeaker the sensitivity was on the
low side at 84 dB SPL for 1 W into 8 52
at 1 m but given adequate drive the unit
could produce 80 dB SPL at 100 Hz,
103 dB at 1 kHz falling to 97 dB at
10 kHz -the latter fall being of little
significance, particularly when preemphasised programme material is taken
into account. The overload indicator
VISONIK DAVID 6000 (GRILLE REMOVED)
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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triumph of engineering
forethought and attention to detail.
A

is a 24 mixing bus, in -line, dual
path, multi -function recording /post -producticn console featuring:
assembled to 20, 28,
modular frame

The WESTAR

-

36, 44, 52 or more inputs,

cnd easily

3xpandable.
plug -in interchangeable preamplifiers
differential or transformer, with single or
dual inputs.
A choice of plug -in interchangeable
4 -band, switched frequenequalizers
ies; 4 -band, fully parametric; or 10 -band
graphic EQ.
A plug -in VCA card, with choice of VCA.
An interchangeable fader system
audio fader, VCA fader, or an automated
-cider using the Q.E.W. Intelligent Digital
Fader module.
world class, yet affordable; the
WESTAR
technology of tomorrow can be yours today.

-

-

-

-

Quad e.g111ri Westrex
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
11929 Vose Street, North Hollywood, CA 91605
Telex: 662446
Telephone: 818- 764 -1516

QIAD

EIGHT/WESTREX LTD.

Fairway Drive, Greenford. MIDDX UB6
Telex: 923003
Telephone: (01) 578 -0957
Uni

1,

U.S.A.

8FVN U.K.

REVIEW
REVIEW
VISONIK DAVID 6000
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HORIZONTAL, GRILLE REMOVED

VERTICAL, GRILLE REMOVED

VERTICAL, WITH GRILLE

VISONIK DAVID 6000 IMPEDANCE /PHASE
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provided a useful function at high
frequencies but was little use at mid and
lower frequencies.
Although rated at 4 S2 the measured
impedance fell just below this
approaching 3 S2 at 10 kHz so that a
`respectable' amplifier is needed, but the
following comments will make-up for
this.
The complex nature of the front grille's
plastic surround suggests that it would
modify the frequency response, so this
was measured with and without the
grille in position. Reference to the plots
shows that with the grille the response
is pretty good and with the grille
removed it is remarkably flat from
loo Hz to 20 kHz.
Similarly the polar response was
measured with and without the grille in
both horizontal and vertical positions.
Under all four conditions the polar
112
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response was good, but with the grille on
and in the vertical position the
performance was exceptionally good.
Thus for illustrative purposes, we've
shown the flattest frequency response
without the grille and the best polar

response with the grille.
Whichever choice is made this is an
exceptionally good loudspeaker for its
size providing a significantly better
measured performance than all the other
loudspeakers included in this review.

Summary of results
Sensitivity a 1 W
Minimum
impedance
Maximum SPL
100 Hz
1

kHz

10kHz

Single drive units
Bose

AKG
LSM-50

Auratone
5C

101

91 dB

89 dB

87 dB

8S

lit

4S2

76 dB
100 dB

75 dB
106 dB

77 dB
104 dB

111dB

105dB

103dB

Response ref 1 kHz
200 Hz to 10 kHz -81+4 dB
150 Hz to 15 kHz -12/+4 dB

The
RS-21M
87 dB

Dual drive units
T1zac
Visonik
LS-X7
David 6000

JBL
LT-1

86 dB

83 dB

84 dB

5S2

5S2

3 S

77 dB
104 dB

83 dB
104 dB

109dB

101dB

77 dB
102 dB
102 dB

80 dB
103 dB
97 dB

7

12

-7/+4 dB -10/+4 dB -6/+6 dB
-9/44 dB -15/+4 dB -6/+6 dB

-6/+3
-6/+4

dB
dB

-3/+8
-3/+8

dB
dB

-2/+5 dB
-2/+5 dB

Dedicated to the proposition
that all acoustic environments
are not created equal.

The TECRON TEF® System 10
machine.

is,

quite simply, an astonishing

It will perform measurements of vibration phenomena quickly,

easily and accurately with no more than a few key- strokes on its
92- character keyboard. A complete spectral analysis of a hall, a
studio, or a component, can be accomplished in less than half -aday from entry to exit, including complete TDS "3 -D" displays.
It is a computer, with 96K RAM, capable of performing all
standard types of digital computation, including word processing,
in addition to its specific audio-range programs.

with a complete machine description and
operating instructions built into the software. Manuals or
notebooks are rarely needed. Data files even include a "scratch pad" option, where users can enter job descriptions or
instructions for analysis.
It is menu driven,

An instrument with capabilities such as you've never seen before,
the TEF® System 10 offers a degree of flexibility and speed that
will revolutionize acoustic research. Much more information is
available by contacting:

It is a hybrid offering the user the very best of both analog and
digital signal processing.

All received data is processed through memory, which makes it
possible for the machine, on your command, to perform Fourier
or Hilbert transforms of the data instantly, providing display and
analysis of other measurement domains as you may require.

Imported By:

L

Tecron.
division of Crown International, Inc.
1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46517
(219) 522 -1274

HHB HIRE 8 SALES, Unit F, New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road, London NW109AX
Telephone 01 -961 3295. Telex 923393.
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A New Friend for the

SO UfJD CRA F T MACH/NE
Soundcraft & Soundtracs 24 Track Package
Continuing our philosophy of putting together high quality studio packages we are
pleased to recommend the new SOUNDTRACS CM4400 console with digital routing
partnered by SOUNDCRAFT Series 760 24 track machine.

1*)-A-11

The SOUND TRA CS CM4400 Console Features:
Fully modular and
expandable to 32/24
* Digital Routing Pre programmable
* Digital Muting Pre programmable
* Microprocessor controlled
*

with non -volatile memory
* RS232 Port allows CM4400
to communicate with most
personal computers
* Monitors can be used in
remix
* Upper Monitors have

The SOUNDCRAFT Series 760

Features:
*
*

*
*

24 track on 2"
15/30 ips
Extra sync outputs
Remote control zero locate

standard
* Noise Reduction switching
standard
* Full service back -up
114
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* Interchangeable headblock
standard
* Can be supplied as 16
track and expanded at a
later date
* Drop -in can be operated
by footswitch
* Varispeed

Digital routing /muting,
and Fader Reverse
*
*
*

5

EQ

Band EQ

In Place solo
6 Auxiliary Busses on

channels and monitors
This package is

available only from

barking
audio sales
29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066

SMPTE
READING
CLOCK

S

SYN ,S ANY DRUM COMPUTER
OR SEQUENZER TO SMPTE

REMEMBERS START AND CUES

R
UNIVERSAL MODULAR SYSTEM

SOLVES ANY SYNC PROBLEM
NOW ANDIN THE FUTURE
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NEW SOFTWARE RELEASE AUGUST 1984
SMPTE -CODE generator /reader switchable for 24F, 25F(EBU), 30 non -drop and 30 drop- frame -code
32 CUE -POINTS, autocorrection to the metronome, improved CUE SETTING, CLEAR CUE, CLEAR ALL
8 free programmable sequences for TEMPO CHANGES, 32 steps each, presets
DATA TO TAPE via the SMPTE chanal saves START, CUES, TEMPOS
NEW INPUT MODULE
reads any* clock or FSK from metronome up to 1536 clicks, multiplies and divides
reads natural DRUM TRACKS, manual trigger, sound /trigger convers on
LOOP to pass dropouts, missing drumbeats or even breaks
PUNCH -IN funktion even when working without SMPTE

MIDI SYSTEM CLOCK

FRIEND CHIP
AMDEK, DRUMULATOR. FAIRLIGHT.
KORG, LINN, MICROCOMPOSER, MOOG,
MXR, OBERHEIM, PPG WAVE, ROLAND,
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS, SIMMONS,
SYNCLAVIER II - - - AND ALL OTHERS

SRC
SMPTE READING CLOCK

BERGMANNSTR. 4
1000 BERLIN 61
GERMANY
030/792 84 02

ITALY MIM/01-845 0186
DANMARK Kinovox/02 -18 7617
FRANCE Music-Land Paris /355 2668
AUSTRALIA Klarion POB 379 South Melbourne Victoria 3205/03-61 3541
HOLLAND Synton/03462 -3499
UK Syco Systems 20 Conduit Place London W2/01- 724 2451
USA Europa Technology 1638 W. Washington Blvd Venice CA 90291/213-392 4985
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GREENGATE
p r o d u c t

*1111

sound quality. Powerful sequencing software together with 5- octave
keyboard control of pitch gives a percussion /drum kit capability limited only
by the user's imagination. There are no' "PROMS': "Chips" or extras to buy'

DS:3

gùttk

Four voice polyphonic output,
forward or reverse sounds.
External synch input from tape
or synthesizer. Built -in 'click'
metronome for synch output.
Sampling rate 30kHz: 15kHz

Sound
Broadeasti n
Ftiuipment
slow

bandwidth.
Record /Performance mode:
sequences and entire concert
if desired.
'Starter' kit of sounds supplied.
Waveform editing at the
monitor screen.
Three FREE software updates
included in system price.
Complete sequencing
programs: Real -time, Step, Full
chaining, edit and storage on

An informal show of
sound broadcasting
equipment and services.
Thursday 29th
November, 1984
Albany Hotel,

Floppy Disc.

Birmingham
BY INVITATION ONLY

available from any exhibitor or
the sponsors
Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd.
FREEPOST,

o n s

GREENGATE PRODUCTIONS and "MAINFRAME" announce their Digital
Sound Sampling Sequencer. the DS.3. Starting at E250, this APPLE-based
4Voice polyphonic system brings high -quality digital sampling within reach
of every musician and studio.
15kHz bandwidth and two- second -plus sampling periods ensure excellent

SB S
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Audio+Design
GREENGATE PRODUCTIONS.

A POINT PROMOTIONS EXHIBITION
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24 MISSDEN DRIVE, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. HP3 8QR. Tel 0442 3496

Sifam Panel Meiers and Knobs

FOR SUPREME TECHNICAL
PERFORMANCE AND APPEARANCE
CLARITY R22Avu

6O

80

MONITOR R28vu
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VU METERS
Sifam vu meters are the real thing! They meet in all respects the technical
requirements of the American National Standard C16.5 -1954 in terms of
dynamic characteristics, frequency response, harmonic distortion.
impedance, etc.There are three styles to choose from, each in three or four
sizes, all with the correct dial colour and alternative scale markings.

CONTROL KNOBS
What can be said about knobs
besides the fact that Sifam knobs
are the perfect complement to
Sifam meters.They combine the
best features of styling, function,
handling and easy assembly:
there are six sizes from 10mm to
38mm in black, red or grey: short

-

3

PEAK PROGRAMME INDICATORS
These are available in three styles, again
in three or four sizes, fitted with a black
dial /white pointer and scaled either to
European broadcasting standards or

4

,

BBC specifications ED1476 and 7. Five
of them meet the technical requirements
of BS4297 :1968 and the others, though
they do not conform in every detail, are
made available by customer demand.

Gj

knobs, long knobs, wing knobs:
all with plug -in figure dials,
pointers and caps in a range of
colours: collet- fixing and push on types. Plus slider knobs.

DIRECTOR 14 ppm

AL29B
AL19WF
AL19M

20

ó \\\
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'40.

1

I
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o03
f

1
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AUDIO LEVEL INDICATORS
These too represent the Sifam
response to popular demand.
They offer a performance almost as
good as vu meters to ANS 16.5 but at
very much lower cost. There are two
sizes, both with a choice of three styles
of presentation. The taut -band
movement, combined with a technically- advanced core magnet and
contained within a 26mm die. barrel, make these meters especially suitable
for portable mixers and recorders for stage and location use.
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80
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3

2

1

10
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Fully detailed literature on all Sifam products is available on request.

UK
Sifam Ltd
Woodland Road
Torquay
Devon TQ2 7AY
Tel: (0803) 63822
Telex: 42864

USA
Selco Products Co.
7580 Stage Road
Buena Park
CA 90621
Tel: (213) 921 0681

Telex: 655457

CANADA
NorPam Electronics Inc
877 Alness Street
Unit 16, Downview
Ontario M3J 2X4
Tel: 41'6 736 0469
Telex: 28143
117

PROFESSIONAL

VIDEO

INTERNATIONAL
YEARBOOK 1984185
from the publishers of

Professional Video magazine
Providing a complete guide to worldwide video standards,
equipment and services, the Professional Video
International Yearbook is an invaluable reference work for
everyone in the video industry.
Over 3,000 individual companies are included in the new
1984/85 edition, together with their full postal address,
telephone and telex numbers, and the names of key
personnel.
In addition to this vital information there are also
comprehensive details of all major aspects of the industry.
Complete classified directory of equipment and services
- everything from Aerials and Airborne Video, to Video
Tape Recorders and Videotex - giving manufacturers,
specifications and prices.
Illustrated guides to Cables and Connectors, Cameras,
Caption Equipment and many other items of production
equipment.
Valuable data on International Television Standards,
Camera Tubes and Lighting Equipment.
Guide to over 4,000 production facilities and 1,000 dealers
worldwide.
Glossary of trade and technical terms.
138mm x 216mm

Make sure that you stay informed
about this truly international
industry. Order your copies of the
Professional Video International

pages
Casebound
744

COMPLETELY REVISED
AND UPDATED

ISBN 0- 86296- 0193 -0
ISBN 0266 -2256
£25 / $50 net

Yearbook today.

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ud, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

1

Please send me
copies Professional Video
International Yearbook 1984/85.
@ £25 + £2p&p each or $50 + $10 airmail delivery

Name

Address

I enclose a cheque/postal order/Intemational money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount

Credit card No.
I

0

I

I

I

sis.4i

Or debit my credit card
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

(please print)

1

1

1

Credit card holders can order by simply ringing 01- 686 2599,
ext 213, quoting credit card No.

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House, Magazines PLC, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method.
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The

Professional
Choice*

Communication
SystemPlanning
and Installation
PAC -System amplifiers are designed to offer

exceptional flexibility over a wide range of
sound system applications.
Most mainframes accept a arge varlet/ o
input and control options, enabling precise
system requirements :c be achieved and this
concept allows re -ccnf guration and sys:em
exparsion at minimum cost.
Additionally, PAC System has the ability to
interface with other communication networks,
so making it first choice for sound distribu:ion
whetl-er it be for information and /or
entertainment.

Rogers
MONI /OWING
310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey
C:R41Hx. Tel: 01- 64022172 Telex: 893980 SWISST.
Sole North Amer can Distribution.
Naiad Products Ir c. 121 Rov Blvd.,
Box 18411 Brantiiirc, Ontario NIT 5W4
Canada. Tel: 519) 75648611

'Designed by the BBC and manufactured under
licence by Rogers in the strictest of quality control
environments, the LS5 /8 loudspeaker is the choice of
the real professional. Worldwide experience and the
dedication to faithful sound reproduction that
designer and maker share are an unwritten guarantee
of excellence in a business where to be without
excellence is to be just another studio. Full technical
details, professional price list and review reprints are
available upon request.
U.K. Professional agents:
Elliott Bros., 9 Warren Street,
London, W1. Tel: 01- 380 0511
Michael Stevens & Partners
The Homesdale Centre, 216 -218 Homesdale Road,
Bromley, Kent BRI 2QZ. TeL (11.464 4157

- powerful, versatile,
totally reliable, backed by a comprehensive
five year parts warranty, and a complete
systen- planning service too, if you need it.
PAC System amplifiers

MILLBANK
Please send me further details about PAC System

Name

Address

mE

MILLBANK

X10/84

The Millbank Electronics Group Limited,
Uckfield, Sussex Tel: 08254811 Telex: 9505

CLA SSIFIEDS
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 45p per word, minimum £11.25. Box Nos. £2.50 extra. Semi -display rates on
application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in DECEMBER issue must reach these offices by 10th OCTOBER addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (31 it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to ' "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

(,70-t Ttif

PLflYBfCK STUDIO

INCLUDED, EVERYTHING you require in

cassette duplication. Hire, sales, consultancy and
training brochure, ADO 01 -761 0178. Also
available freelance producers and engineers.

1117

SERVING THE MUSIC INDUSTRY.

AUD/O &V \DEO
MAXELL

FUl/

T.D.K.

SONY

14+3EX

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting
(masters
cassettes,

FOR MOST PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
We have an extensive stock of new and
reconditioned amplifiers for sale, hire or emergency
replacement and a range of active monitor
loudspeakers for studio and small pa use.

129 Walham Green Court,

1MUSICI

SERVICE

Officially appointed

REVOX

TEAC/TASCAN

Moore Park Road,
London SW6. 01 -381 0108

EMERGENCY NIGHT SERVICE 01 -674 5120

72 Eversholt Street,

London NW1 1BY

RAPER& WAYMAN
FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
AMPEX AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE MAIN DISTRIBUTORS
Spools, boxes, blades, splicing and leader tape. Blank
precision wound cassettes C1 -120, labels, library cases
and cards, C- zeros, pancake, etc. Broadcast Cartridges.

swr-

.z
1/

103Washway Road
Sale, Cheshire M33 1 TY
Tel: 061-9051127
SOUND AND VIDEO SERVICES

We manufacture to order, 'I.
' ", h ", 1" and 2" tape heads
a wide variety of film heads at very competitive prices.
Please specify machine type for an early quotation.
we also offer a prompt RELAPPING service at standard
and

prices.

BRANCH & APPLEB) LTD.
Stonefield Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA40YL
Tel.01- 8641577

jbs records
MUSIC -SPEECH- COMPUTER

delivery available

-388 5392

34 Danbury Street, London N1 8JU
Telephone 01- 3599342 (24 hours)

FOR QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE

A fast, efficient repair service
with collection and

01

REAL -TIME or (Slow) HIGH -SPEED Quality Cassette Dupli-

to 1,000 +. Computer printed
cation and Blanks from
Cassette Labels. Studio speech and solo recording /editing
etc. Fast Security Delivery Service.
jbs records -a division of FILTERBOND LTD,
19 Sadlers Way. Hertford SG14 2DZ. 0992-551188.
1

CASSETTE DUPLICATING:

GAUSS Loop -Bin / TELEX In- Cassette
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing

OPEN REEL DUPLICATING
SPEECH RECORDING
(VOICE- OVERS;LANGUAGES:AUDIO- VISUALS)
(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.)

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.
UNIT 32, N0.19. PAGES WALK. LONDON. SE1

4SB.

TEL.01 -231 0961

eetede
DIRECT FROM
OUR MODERN
U.K. PRESSING
PLANT
CUTTING ° PRESSING
TEST PRESSING
LABELS °SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MARKET LEADERS

%'--T
C~
01-446 3218

CLASSIFIEDS
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SERVICE

MAGNETIC TAPE /FILM HEADS

Service Agents

Contad Nikki Antoniou on

R EVOX

plus collection and delivery

FAST REPAIR SERVICE

qraiio `1cbnrgt e

E

Rd., Binfiold, Bracknell, Barks
RG12 56S
Tel. BRACKNELL 10344) 54935

London

PIusTEAC, NAGRA, UHER. Large spares stock held
Approved REVOX it oadications undertaken
A personal service by experienced engineers,

studios.
13a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel. 01- 346 0033
(F)

-A

Stereo Cutting System.
Also half speed cutting for that very special disc.
Dolby 'A', Dolby 'B' and DBX noise reduction.

SPEEDY

and demos),
pressings, sleeves,
labels. Fixed and mobile recording
Free brochure.
TAM STUDIO,

A REAL -TIME AUDIO and Data Duplication
service. Plus blank cassettes and blank or printed
labels. Simon Stable, 46 WestEnd, Launton,
Oxon OX6 ODG. 0869 252831.
(F)

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE

For super quality Master Discs, Demo Discs and
Pressings. Scully lathe with our latest CR 82/01

N.S.F STUDIO FACILITIES
(1) Studio Maintenance

(Gremlins -A speciality)
Studio Design & Construction

(21

Angel Talk Limited

0789 765186

for high quality, real -time, audio cassette duplication.
Small runs 30 +a speciality. Rapid service, stereo format, cassette or open reel masters.
Ring: 0344 425200 for details, evenings and weekends especially, or write to:
6 Abbey Close, Harmans Water, Bracknell RG12 3NX.

High speed, high
quality servicing,
by our Revox trained

-

l
V

machine round n
5 days or less!
Large stock of
spares held

QUALITY THAT WORKS!
SAKI Metal and ferrite heads are the finest m the industry. Every
head is dynamically tested and unconditionally guaranteed. This
proven technology can now be added to your recorder, with 2 ",
24 tk.. to Y." stereo replacement heads.

153A VICTORIA STREET

01 -380 0511

SELF ADHESIVE CASSETTE LABELS

&Service

Revox Tandberg,

Newport

o

T

PhOtO

The complete duplicating service from:
37

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS -Self- Adhesive Labels SUPERFAST
Unit A4, Smeed -Dean Centre, Sittingbourne,
Kent ME10 3RN

NRA RECORDING
West End, Launton, Oxon.
Telephone 08692 53986

100 C -60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo

Utter,

recorders, amp Elf, Ferrograph,
Bell &Howell, alt
agents.
Road, Watford,
approved service
255A St. Albans
to
ACOUSTICS
Entrance
MOTO
32006.
06610625
Ter:
58 High Street,

Reel to reel copying.
Comprehensive facilities.

We are specialists in self adhesive cassette labels and can
supply them in a wide range of formats. Send or phone for
our price list and samples.
107951 28425 -24 -hour service.

and cassette

aired.
p¢andte'?
de
serviced and

REAL -TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION

ST. ALBANS, HERTS AL1 3TA
PHONE: 107271 58977

9 Warren St. London W1

l reel

FREEPOST:
DEWSBURY, WEST YORKSHIRE
WF13 1BR

& VISION
WORKSHOP LIMITED

Elliott Bros.

se

'

THE SOUND

We can turn your

record sound

1974 -1984
CASSETTE DUPLICATION
' OPEN REEL DUPLICATION
BLANK CASSETTES
BLANK COMPUTER CASSETTES
PRINT SERVICE
VOICE OVERS
Quotations on request
*

Media Services. 50 Cheapside. Luton
Bedfordshire LU1 2HN

engineers.

Sales
gevox &Uher

Sound
Communication

Fast, efficient repairs available for all types of studio
equipment including Lexicon, Linn, Delta -Lab, DBX, all tape
machines and desks.
24 hour service
Day -0582 412331
Night 0604 406906

REVOX

STRATFORD- UPON -AVON

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA, BASF Chrome and Maxell XLII tape available.

5tics Ltd

1

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758

Just £59.50 (plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top -class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your % in
edited master. Any length C -5 to C -90. NOW ALSO
cassettes in GOLD effect finish! Ring for price check.

STUDIO REPUBLIC

47 High Street, Pinner

01- 8685555

3M WOLLENSAK SERVICING
LINE UP WITH

..

Azimuth Productions Ltd.

Tandberg cassette fast copiers produce excellent copies
at 16 times normal speed -all day!
Full Service facilities in London, Cambridge and
Somerset. SCS cassettes in bulk. Fast copying service.

Tandberg Main Dealers

23a Benwell Road. London N7

Sound Cassette Services Ltd.
P.O. Box 2, South Chard, Somerset

Y< ", Y2 "
all speeds, real -time
cassette copying, mastering, export copies, demo
& promo cassettes.
Full production service available: Recording,
artwork, sleeves, labels, inlays arranged at
competitive prices.

Tape to tape copies:

0460 20988

,

Playback systems bought and sold. Audio /video
cassettes at special rates.

Call MIKE or JOHN on: 01 -609

8081

TANDBERG FAST COPIERS
SELECTA

SOUND

Real time or loop bin tape duplication.
Exact length cassettes; Seven types of housing, standard,
ferric,
chrome or high -bias tape including Maxell,
superAgfa and BASF.

5

ÓuND

A NEW service in London offering
a new solution to an old problem.
Not only do we pick up, repair
and return your equipment, we are
also the London service point for
AMS and DRAWMER units.
CALL Alan Cundell now on
01 -586 8303

ERVICING
PRO-AUDIO MAINTENANCE

Ring John Smailes, 04024 53424
Margaret Road, Romford, Essex

15

Elizabeth Mews

London NW3 4UH

=111

SOUND & ELECTRO SYSTEMS Lns
The new name for high speed loop -bin
cassette production.
Capacity in excess of 50,000 units per week.
Call for a quote
04024 55565 or 01 -502 1736

IT... WE HAVE IT!

YOU NEED

Precision -wound cassettes (Ampex); high speed
duplication (R -C, C -C); reel -reel copying (NAB,
CCIRI; cassette labels and inlays (plain or printed);
Ampex open reel tape. Leader, spools, boxes,
pencils, razors, splicing tape and blocks etc. etc.

RAINHILL TAPE SPECIALISTS
31

ECCLESTON ST.. PRESCOT. MERSEYSIDE
TEL: 051 -430 9001

WEST

,S

Tapes [td.

Rapid supply of high quality blank bulk cassettes C1 -C120
5

-screw

C -Zero

-

no minimum or maximum order.

Phone Dave West 01 -502 2447

West 5 Tapes Ltd. Unit 34, Oakwood Hill
Industrial Estate, Loughton, Essex.

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING

All work carried out by ex BBC Balance/
Recording Engineer with 20 year's experience of
high quality sound.
Silver Sounds Recording Service
449 Queensferry Road, Edinburgh EH4 7NB
Telephone 031 -336 3641

CLASSIFIEDS
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FOR SALE -TRADE
MUSICIANS, location recordists-new--stylish
comfortable stereo `cans' with superb noise
isolation, cheques for £44 -85 to Darley Design,
Prospect House, 32 Sovereign Street, Leeds.
433504.
FOR SALE. Eleven teac C3X dual speed cassette
decks, Dolby BHX front panel bias adjust. Remote
control, three head, rack mounting. A bargain at
£1500 o.n.o. Tel: 0278 55562.
LIQUIDATED STOCK Otari DP4050 OCF, reel to-6 cassette high speed duplicator, excellent
condition. New October 1983. Price new £6,198.
Offers around £3,000. B.M.D. Trading Ltd, 2
High St, East Grinstead. (0342) 27733.

Uher CR 160 and Marantz CP230 Portable
Cassette Recorders in stock plus a wide
range of accessories.
MICHAEL STEVENS & PARTNERS

STUDER A80 MkI 8 TRACK FOR SALE
EXCELLENT CONDITION

The Homesdale Centre, 216/218 Homesdale Road,
Bromley, Kent BR1 2QZ
01 -464 4157

01 -481 8615

K.G. MUSIC
Northern Stockists and Distributors for
Audio Consoles and Amplifiers.

RSD/STUD /0MASTER

DRAWMER
ALL DRAWMER PRODUCTS IN STOCK
AND ON DEMONSTRATION

£4500

MCI JH -556 CONSOL
48 channels plasma display and automation
FOR SALE
Contact:
Tony Taverner,
Maison Rouge Recording Studios,
No 2 Wansdown Place, Fulham Broadway,
London SW6
Tel: 01 -381 2001

Large stocks of new and used Recording and Audio
equipment- extensive range of connectors and accessories
-Send large S.A.E. for lists.
18/42 Charlotte Street, Wakefield, W. Yorks WF1 1UH
Tel: 109241 371786

FOR SALE

24 x DOLBY 361 £350 each, will split. 3 x Neuman

U47i microphones v.g.c. £375 each. Eventide
1745A digital delay £200. 19" racks £15 -£30 each.
Radford oscillator £50. EMT PDM 156 stereo
compressor /limiter £2,000 o.n.o. Phone: 01 -451
3727.

N.S.F. REVERBERATION
The N.S.F. Mk Ill stereo reverb plate.
Size 3' x 3' x 5 ". Excellent transient response. Low
noise. Adjustable delay to 4 secs. Mobile /static,

vert /horizontal working mode. 80- 17kHz±1.5Db

UHER 4000 Report IC +battery charger £250
o.n.o. Tel: 01 -472 1325 evenings. 01- 257 4682 days.
STUDER A80 16TR MM, very good condition,
low hours, modified, private studio £8,350 o.n.o.
Tel: 060 885 360.

0789 765186 Stratford-upon -Avon

TELEPHONE:

TECHNICS SL1200 MkII TURNTABLES IN STOCK
£191.30+ VAT
Please contact us for more information and comprehensive

DUBLIN (0001) 713444

price list

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
Erricks Bradford 309266 (Julian).
(X)
DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
13a Hamilton Way, London, N3 IAN.
Telephone 01 -346 0033.
(X)

WOLLENSAK 2772AV cassette high-speed
duplicator, excellent condition, little used, £875
or offers? CANTORIS SOUND PRODUCTIONS, 46 BAILGATE, LINCOLN, Tel: (0522)
36981.

"1"

2400 FT. EMI TYPE 816 recording tape.
Used once only, boxed. £10 + £2.50 p/p each.
5 for £50 inc. p /p. Lektropacks, 17 Turnham
Green Terrace, London W4. 01 -994 2784.

USED MICS bought /sold. SAE lists Whitetower
Records, 2 Roche Gardens, Milton Keynes, MK3
6HR. (0908) 73969
(B /D)

RACK MOUNT PROCESSORS from
Cutec CD425 Dual Digital Delay
Cutec PA902 90 +90w Power Amp
Vesta RV-1 Spring reverb + parametric
Vesta RV-2 8 spring stereo reverb
Vesta SF010 Dual Flanger /Chorus
Vesta DIG410 Digital Delay, 1024msec
Vesta SL -020 Dual Comp /lim, side chain
Vesta GAE110 10 band Graphic /Analyser

Price: £650.00.

MC1 500 'C' SERIES CONSOLE.
36 frame size fitted 28 channels +8
echo returns -with automation. Very
well maintained. Complete with
2 x side wings in matching wood with
lots of rack space for outboard. Spare
power supplies etc.

0-

£344
£189
£199
£240
£239
£217
£256
£620

MTR Ltd., Ford House, 58 Cross Road,
Bushey, Herts. Tel: 0923 -34050

ROGERS AND TANNOY

Trade enquiries welcomed
MICHAEL STEVENS & PARTNERS
The Homesdale Centre, 216 -218 Homesdale Road.
Bromley, Kent BR1 2QZ. Tel: 01 -464 4157
STUDIO INNOVATIONS ANNOUNCE

2" MASTER TAPE
Once used by major studio. Guaranteed no joins.

Ampex 406 £25.00; Scotch 226 £25.00; Scotch
250 £25.00; Scotch 206 £20.00 + VAT. Some
1" Tape available. Empty 2" spools £7.50.
Quantity discounts.

Action Sound

01 -434

MULTI -LINK
Stagebox/Multiway
Cable
Systems. ALRIGHT JACKS Instrument, microphone, speaker leads. SIGNEX ISOPATCH
jack panels. EMO microphone splitters. D.I.
boxes. Connectors,
cables -MUSICABLE:
SLOUGH 821812.

N.O.R.T.H.E.R.N. A.U.D.I.O.

The best possible prices and service in the North

West
Part exchange welcome, or we can offer
good brokerage service
MIXERS
Trident V.F.M
Soundcraft, Series 200 /400
Allen Et Heath System 8
TAPE MACHINES
Tascam 32 2 track 7.5/15 imps
Tascam 52 2 Track 7.5/15 imps
Tascam 38 1/2" 8 Track 15 imps
Tascam 58 1/2'8 Track 15 imps
Fostex A8 ''A "8 Track 15 imps
Foxtex B16 h" 16 Track 15 imps
Portastudios and cassette decks
C/D Dise players

a

FOR SALE -PRIVATE

very

£1050.00
from £1050.00
£1050.00
£691.00
£1396.00
£1596.00
P O

A

£1095.00
£2900.00

P0 A
from £399.00
MONITORS
J.B.L.
Tannoy (full range in stock)
Rogers (full range in stock)
MICS
Shure, Beyer, A.K.G. all in stock Ibest prices) IP.O.A.)

ITAM 805 %z" 8 Track vari -speed £900 o.n.o.
Tel: Ringwood (Hants) 79876.

-

TANNOY SPEAKERS (recently serviced by
Tannoy) 15" Monitor Gold. 15" Monitor Red
15" HPD. All complete with crossovers. £480
o.n.o. Phone 0270 255116.
WOLLENSAK 2772 stereo high -speed cassette
duplicator. 1 to 2. Modified. Excellent condition.
New heads, aligned and serviced before advertised.
£730. 01 -723 1583.

EFFECTS

M.X.R. drum machine
Great British Spring
M.X.R. Dual limiter
Klark -Teknik DN50
A.K.G. BX25

E1250.00
E194.00
E385.00

POA
POA

SPECIAL OFFER
2 ex demo B16's with remotes, price on application

MONITORS

All prices exclusive of V.A.T. and Delivery.

now available in powered versions.
Telephone or write for details:
MICHAEL STEVENS B PARTNERS

Telephone now for best quote.

The Homesdale Centre, 2161218 Homesdale Road
Bromley, Kent BR1 2QZ. * Tel; 01-464 4157

4365

"THE PRIME -ALPHA ROOM DESIGN"
new geometric shape
less ear fatigue
greater stereo summation
flatter response, without the
use of monitor ea
extended Haas effect
AND AT FULLY CONSTRUCTED COSTS OF AROUND E12,000
IT'S NEWSIII
740 6060 S 661 9380

Telephone 061 -483 9563
or write to:
Mr. A. J. Bayley, 4 Cheviot Road, Hazel Grove
STOCKPORT, Cheshire SK7 5BH

RECORDING TAPE. One inch AGFA 468 exsafety copies, no edits. Carton of six £55 including
UK postage. Oak View, The Common, Midhurst,
West Sussex GU29 9RH. Enquiries to Francis (073
080) 519.

ITC Stereo Cartridge Machine, replay only, 240
volt 50 Hz model. New heads, fully aligned to
NAB specification. £290. Contact Francis on (073
080) 519.
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SITUATIONS VACANT

MAISON ROUGE RECORDING
STUDIOS
requires

WANTED established Audio Visual /Voice Over
sound engineer for new Audio studio in W.I. Must
have own contacts. Salary plus commission. Send

EXPERIENCED MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER

CV to Box No 909.

Please write with C.V. to:

Tony Taverner,
No. 2 Wansdown Place,
Fulham Broadway,
London SW6

If you are a maintenance engineer
with time on your hands, phone
Pete Brown on 01 -586 1271

261

_RADIO C111DL

Appointment Services Limited

CAREERS IN THE MUSIC AND
RECORDING INDUSTRY

International Technical Recruitment
Consultants
9 Carnaby Street, London W 1 V 1 PG
Telephone: 01 -434 4174 15 lines)
Telex: 21879/25247 FPJ

RECORDING ENGINEER

Your task will be to assist with the lecturing, tuition, and
individual consultancy services. Duties will also involve
organising and implementing regular recording sessions for
clients. Your creative abilities will be stretched to the
fullest. Salary negotiable according to experience.
Excellent prospects. Freelance welcome.

Two responsible engineering posts are
available with Scotland's most successful
ILR station.

Based in a £2.2m purpose -built complex in
Clydebank, duties will include maintenance
and outside broadcast work.
Applicants should be self-motivated,
prepared for shift working, and have a wide
knowledge of Professional Audio. Exaerience
in broadcasting is desirable, but not essential.
A clean driver's licence is necessary.
Salary is negotiable depending on ability.

-

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
ELECTRO-MUSIC SPECIALIST
You must be experienced in programming most machines
currently available on the U.K. music and recording scene,
including Fairlight, Alpha Syntauri etc., Creativity is the
essence ...Salary negotiable according to experience.

Freelance welcome.
FOR FULL DETAILS PHONE: 01.2650722124hransaphonel

CASS LONDON

r

STUDIO 3D
METROPOLITAN WHARF
WAPPING WALL
WAPPING, LONDON El

Mr Grae Allan, Chief Engineer
Radio Clyde plc, PO Box 261, Clydebank,

Glasgow G81 2RX.

I

A

INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
In order to cope with greatly increased business, and to provide the foundation for further
in hearing from people who feel they may be suitable for one of the following posts:

SALES ASSISTANT

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO /visual engineers

As specialists in the recruitment of
engineering staff for the recording
industry. We have been retained by a
number of companies looking for high
calibre staff with the positions below
available.
Customer Support Engineer
previous
experience in studio is essential for
work on mixing and magnetic
equipment. Must have good digital/
analogue experience and desire to learn

-

computer techniques.
Production Test Engineers
previous
digital /analogue test experience with
full range of manual test gear and some
A.T.E.
Studio Installation Staff
various skills
required for complete installation across
country.
For further details of these and other
positions, please send detailed C.V.'s
to
JOHN DAVIS or call 01 -434 4174

-

01 -480 6228

or write to:

Written applications giving details of experience qualification.
,,IId,ry r1,1 liii he ,c1, lr,'.,,L.r1
,i,,d Current

Tel: 041 941 1111, Ext 312

SOUNDTRACS
manufacture
Limited
Laboratories
Soundout
Soundtracs mixing consoles in Surbiton, Surrey. In
just three years we have established Soundtracs in
thirty four countries and celebrated this year with the
for Export
The Queen's Award
honour of
Achievement, 1984.
To maintain our explosive growth we are looking for
a Sales Manager with extensive experience in the
professional audio market. Our range of 22 products,
from a simple PA mixer to the microprocessor based
CM4400, requires technical sales support from an
individual who knows the mixer market preferably
better than we do!
The remuneration and benefit package would be
tailored to suit the candidate. We are prepared to pay
and pay well for a Sales Manager who can maintain
the same dynamic growth that we have experienced
to date.
For further details, please contact Mr. Todd Wells on
01 -399 3392.

Our company offers a diverse range of creative services to
the music and sound recording industry. These include
recording courses, tuition, and technical consultancy.

AUDIO MAINTENANCE
ENGINEERS

t

Sales Manager

expansion, we are interested

- HOME RECORDING

We are looking for a young and energetic person, preferably with a sales background, to assist in this important growth
area. Some degree of musicianship would :re a distinct asset. Technical knowledge not so necessary; more important
will be the ability to understand customers' requirements, and to translate them into sales.

INSTALLATION ENGINEER
Our increased activity in complete installations has created a vacancy for an engineer able to carry out studio wiring
to a high standard. He /she will be required to work largely unsupervised on customers' premises, and should be able
to combine speedy work with good workmanship. A certain amount of in -house work is also involved, including simple
servicing and repair, and manufacture of _ableforms for small systems.

-

SITUATIONS WANTED
ORIGINAL

MUSIC composer /producer
returning to UK requires quality position with
dynamic company. Spent 21/2 years in America
gaining expertise in film /video /commercial field.
Total 17 years in modern music industry. Resume
and tape sent on request. Mr Hughes, 14168
Fennsbury Drive, Tampa, Florida 33624, USA.
EXPERIENCED electronics engineer availabe
from 4 pm onwards for service /maintenance work
etc., on a regular basis. Studio experience. London
area only. Write Box No 908.

SERVICE ENGINEER
Another engineer is required in the service department to assist with the repair and overhaul of a wide variety of
professional equipment. Experience of tapa recorder servicing essential; experience of cassette duplicators an asset.
This is a responsible post requiring a dedicated attitude. Much of the work is involved with Otani equipment.

GENERAL -PURPOSE PERSON
This vacancy also requires a young and energetic person, ideally with some wiring experience and a clean driving licence.
A tidy and methodical mind is essential ..ax it is envisaged that duties will include stock control and maintenance of
showroom facilities along with packing & despatch, and London area deliveries.

As all posts will involve some degree of customer contact, we require applicants to possess
appearance.

a

smart and efficient

Salary fully negotiable in all cases.
If you think you can

fulfil any of our requirements, please apply

in

confidence to Martin Parmiter or Mick Boggis on

This space could cost
you as little as £34.50.
For more details contact
Colette Ramsay on
01 -686 2599 ex 567

01 -748 9009
1

Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 9JT
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FOR SALE-PRIVATE
AMPEX AG440C stereo consol model. Stereo
record /playback plus 4 track 1/4 " head fitted.
Virtually as new condition. Used privately £950.
Tel: Findon (0906 -71) 3774 office hours only.
MICRO VALVE NEUMANN: U47, U67, M5,
CMVIII. Super good with valve power. Write:
Studio Ster, 2 Pommier, B.7392 Marchipont,
Belgium.
& G 1500 faders unused: 10K Log, stereo £50
each. 10K Log, mono £35 each. A77 NAB record
amps £20. Cannon EP 6 -13 sockets (used once)
£2 each. Dave: 0782 613861.
P

MICS as new AKG 414EB's £270, 45IE's with CKI
£120, D12E £80, N60E Phantom Unit £100, USED
Electrovoice RE20's £200, Senheiser MD421's £50,
MD441 £80, Tel: 01 -373 5670.

NEUMANN MT 72 (TELEFUNKEN M15( tape machine for
disc cutting. 2500 h, new heads, factory serviced -like
new. £3,200 or nearest offer.
As

a

gift for the new owner,

a complete NEUMANN
VG66 Cutting Amplifier.

Call Germany 05551/61313

PPI-VS
35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON

30 years' experience in the custom design of all kinds of

recording and TV studios, remix, dubbing and viewing suites
new and conversions. Down to 25 Hz.

-

Tel: 0442 54821

STUDIO CONSTRUCTION

8QH

01

Birmingham Sound Hire Ltd
0902 751184
MICRON RADIO MICS
DIVERSITY SYSTEMS
MOTOROLA WALKIE TALKIES
MIXERS, NAGRA 4.2's
4.S /I.S. /S.N.L.P.S. RECORDERS
TRANSFER UNITS

BROCHURE AVAILABLE

DIGITAL
AUDIO
RENTALS

Our services include:
Fully engineered floating floors, suspended ceilings, high density doors, sound
lock lobbies, concrete and brickwork, double glazing, low frequency absorbers,
attenuated ventilation systems, insulating sealants, acoustic screens, electrical
and electronic installation, equipment sales and commissioning.

PCM 1610 DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
5850D/A U-MATIC RECORDERS

U.K. and international projects undertaken.

DAE 1100 DIGITAL AUDIO EDITOR
PCM Fl DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
SLF1 BETAMAX RECORDERS

Planning, design and materials export.

-

STUDIO HIRE
Digital effects and
thecompleterange

of Professional
Keyboards and
Drum computers.

DIGITAL

Studio environments built to the highest standards.

Ring RECESSION RECORDINGS
01 -985 7573
London, England

IVideo and audio equipment hire including Sony PCMF1
digital processors, SLF1 video recorders, high and loband U -matic recorders, profeel video monitors and a
range of cameras, AMS digital audio effects, digital
drum machines plus 8 -4 and 2 -track analogue recorders,
mixers and monitors.
Repairs, modifications and maintenance services also
available. Design and prototype work carried out.

BRITANNIA
ROW 226 3377

STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND CONSULTANTS
KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
Consultants in acoustics

NI

Phone Paul Tattersall on 640 8487

646 3137

FULLY EQUIPPED AIR CONDITIONED
DIGITAL EDITING &TRANSFER FACILITY

STUDIO MONITORING
Specialists in design, supply, installation,
analysing, equalising and trouble shooting.
S. J. COURT & ASSOCIATES LTD.
Tel: 01 -435 0532. Telex: 268279

H

RUSH ELECTRONICS LTD

b

HHB Hire & Sales, Unit f New Crescent Works. Nicoll Road,
London N W IO 9A X. Telephone. 01 -961 3295. Telex: 923393.

lli',411oy

Retrofit 4 Band Parametric E.Q. modules for
Neve desks. Customising, refurbishing,
design and construction.
29 Alexandra Road, London N8 OPL.
Tel: 01 -889 2200

1.545 264

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

BRITANNIA
ROW

01

226 3377

caa
MULTITRACK
'

III

11111E

a

WE WILL BUY your surplus recording and pro audio equipment, details to: K.G. Music, 18/42
Charlotte Street, Wakefield, W. Yorks WF1
1UH. Tel: 0924 371766.
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PRO -AUDIO
DIRECTORY 1984/85
From the publishers of Studio Sound and
Broadcast Sound magazines, the world's
leading journals for recording and
broadcast studios, comes the 1984/85 edition
of the Pro -Audio Directory.
Just published, the new edition of this
definitive guide to international audio
products and services provides up- to-theminute information on companies, products
and services throughout the world.
Thoroughly cross -referenced and
indexed, the easy -to-use classified guide
to industry services and products features
everything from Connectors to Consoles.
Extensive address files of distributors and
manufacturers worldwide.
Extensive illustrations.
Don't be without your copy of this important
international reference work.

Size A4
152

Soft

pages
cover

ISBN 0-86296- )20-7
ISBN 0266-22,8
£6 / $9 net

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

copies Pro-Audio Directory

Please send me
I

1984/85.

I

£7 (UK).

Overseas surface mail 1:8.50
Overseas airmail £! 0.50

Includes Postage
and Packing

USA surface mail $15
USA airmail $18

enclose a cheque/postal order/International money order
payable to Link Hon& Magazines for the amount

Name

Address

I

Or debit my credit card

Credit card No.

11

VISA

I

I

44

II

1

Signed

III

iI

Credit card holders can order by simply ringing 01-686
ext 213, quoting credit card No.

2599,

(p1Pace print)

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House, Magazines PLC, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method.

1
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SEPTEMBER 1984 STOCK LIST OF NEW AND USED
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
"GOING TO PRESS" AUGUST 1984
TAPE MACHINES
Tascam 85.16B New 7,995.00. Soundcraft SCM 762.24B with remote New £11,950.00
ITAM 1610 with Sill remote 2 years old 3,449.00. Tascam 85-16B 1 Year old £5,995.00.
Fostex B-16 New ß P.OA Otari MX5050B MK III 8 track absolutely Mint 1,895.00.
Tascam 58 New Ex -demo 2,450.00. Fostex A -8 6 months old still under warranty
£895.00. Tascam 48 OB balanced + 4 db operation SMPTE compatible New £2,500.00
Tascam 38 New £1,495.00. Tascam 44 New 1st issue 895.00. Tascam 44 OB New
1,750.00. Tascam 32 ß650.00. Teac A3440 2 years old 495.00. Tascam 42 NB SMPTE
New,1,495.00. Tascam 52 SMPTE switchable IEC /NAB £1,595.00. Revox B-77 MK II
Special offer New 1607.00. Revox PR -99 18 months old immac ß750.00. Teac X -1000M
with dbx New £625.00.

MIXING CONSOLES
MCI 500C 32/34 Vu fully automated extra returns superb condition £26,000.00 Tascam
Model 15B 24/8/16 New £3,750.00. AHB Syncon B 32/24/2 inc patchbay £6,995.00.

Soundcraft 400B series 24/412 immac £2,500.00. TAC 16/8/2 as New £2,500.00. Dynamix
3000 series New ß P.OA Soundcraft 200 series perfect £795.00. Raindirk 20/16/2
ß2,200.00. Soundtracs 16/8/16 New ß P.OA AHB System 8 16/16 Ex-showroom
£1,375.00. Special AHB System 8 164 £795.00. Last remaining AHB 16/4/2 ß650.00.
Studiomaster 16/8/2 Mint £975.00. Soundtracs 16/4/2S in Flightcase Ex- showroom
ß925.00. Trident Fleximix 16/8/2 in Flightcase immac ß995.00. Tascam Model 50
£1,495.00. Soundcraft Series 200, 400, 800, ß P.OA. Tascam M30 Mint ß650.00. RAM
RM10 RM16 now in stock. Pro -Mark MX-3 ß395.00.

STUDIO PACKAGES
Tascam 85 -16B + Tascam Model 15B 2 years old very well looked after £8,950.00.Otari
MX5050B MK II 8 track with 8 chans, Bel. N.R. + TAC 16/8/2 all absolutely Mint
£4,395.00. Soundcraft SCM 763 -24B 2" Twenty -four track New with 2 year old Allen &
Heath Syncon B 32/24/2 inc patchbay £ 17,500.00. Fostex B -16 with Allen & Heath System
8 1616 New 14,100.00. Tascam 52 ex- showroom + Tascam Model 50 ß4,050.00. Tascam
38 New + Allen & Heath System 8 164 ß2,345.00. Fostex A-8 + Remote + RAM RM10
Mixer £1,470.00. ITAM 1610 with full function remote 2 years old immac + RSD
Studiomaster 16/16/2 New 14,895.00.

REVERBERATION
AMS RMX -16 ß4,680.00. Ursa -Major Stargate £ 1,995.00. MXR 01 £ 1,690.00. Yamaha R1000 1430.00. EMT 140TS Plate remote £1,895.00 Klark Teknik DN50 £275.00. AKG
BX20E £995.00. GBS III ß195.00 Fostex 3180 £294.0. Tascam RS208 1295.00.

APRS
Advanced Music Systems
AKG
Allen & Heath/Brenell
Alpha Audio
Amek Ltd
Ampex (UK)
Ant Nachrichtentechnik GMBH
Aphex
Applied Microsystems Ltd

Atlantex

Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd
Audio Kinetics
Audio Service Co
Avcom Systems Ltd
B &W

Loudspeakers

B.F.E.
BASF AG
Bose UK Ltd
Brooke Siren Systems
Bruel & Kjaer
C.T.A.B.
Cable Technology
Capitol Magnetic Products
Cetec Gauss

Chromatix
Connectronics
Creative Engineering
Crown
DBX

Digital Entertainment Corp

Don Larking Audio

Eardley Electronics
Eastlake Audio
Electro Sound
EMT -Franz
Fane Acoustics Ltd
Friend Chip
Future Film Developments Ltd
FWO Bauch Ltd
Genelec Oy
Graff Electronic Machines Ltd
Greengate Productions
HW International (Shure)
Harrison
Harrison Information Technology
HH Electronic
HHB Hire & Sales
Hill Audio Ltd
I.T.A

EQUALD3ATION
Formula Sound SE 1 Room Eq £395.00. Audio & Design E900RS £295.00. Tascam PE40
£275.00. Ibanez GE3101 £195.00. Ibanez GE1502 £195.00.

TIME PROCESSORS
AMS DMX 1580S with 2 harm, D.G. 2 x 1.6 sec, LES. from stock £5,320.00. Kong SDD
3000 ß675.00. Bel BD80 from £600.00. Roland SDE 3000 £595.00. Ibanez DM2000
£345.00. Ibanez DM1100 £295.00. Ibanez DM500 £195.00. Ibanez HD 1000

!Harmoniser) £286.00. Boss

DE

200 £245.00. Yamaha D1500 £436.00. Klark Teknik.

01134 £295.00. Roland SDE -1000 £310.00.

DYNAMIC CONTROL
Audio & Design Ex -press limiter £395.00. Drawmer 01221 Comp Lim £325.00. Drawmer
DS201 Dual Gate £275.00. Drawmer DL231 Comp Lirn Exp £450.00. Drawmer 1960 Valve
Limiter £800.00. Fostex 3070 Comp Lim Exp Gate £228.00. Tascam GA4D. Quad Noise
Gate (New Product) £275.00. Tascam DL20 Comp Lim ( New Product) £250.00.

AMPLIFIERS
Amcron, Yamaha from stock £ P.OA HIT Northern Distributor full range from stock
P.OA Quad 303/405 Best Prices. Fostex 600, 300W + 300W £375.00. Special Purchase of
Hill Amplifiers: DX100 - 160 W Mono £115.00. DX 140 2 x 85W £195.00. DX400 2
x 185W £350.00. DX700 2 x 300W £450.00. Studiomaster Mosfet 100 ß499.O0. Mosfet
500 £395.00.

MONITORS
JBL 4435 £2,395.00. JBL 4430 £1,895.00. JBL 4430 Ex -demo £1,695.00. JBL 4411
1795.00. JBL 4312. £650.00. JBL 4313 ( L96) £525.00. JBL 4401 £295.00. JBL L15
£225.00. JBL J216 195.00, Tannoy Super Reds X1000 £1,395.00. Tannoy SRM 15X
1995.00. Tannoy SRM 12X ß650.00. Tannoy Little Reds SRM 12B £550.00. Tannoy SRM
10B £495.00. Tannoy Broadcast BM.8 £315.00. Tannoy Kits L P.OA. Tannoy "Sync
source" Retrofit kit's L P.OA. Lockwood Majors, Black, fitted Tannoy HPD, Mint £595.00

Auratones £63.00.

HI -SPEED COPIERS
New Tascam TZ2640 Masters & Slaves now on demo, approximate price £700.00 Each

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Drum Computers: AHB "Inpulse One" EMU Drumulator, 64 song £850.00. Hammoo,i
DPM 48 £595.00. Keyboards: Yamaha DX7 £1,100.00. Yamaha PF15 £795.00. Roland
and Kong Keyboards ß P.OA

MICROPHONES
Neumann New & Second Hand ß P.OA PZM M.B. Stereo boundry mics, amazing value at
£195.00. AKG. Shure, Beyer, EDC - Phone for brochures and best prices. Large Beyer type
Boom Stands quantities from £21.00. Beyer DT 100's £45.00. S.O.TA Passive D.I. Boxes,
£ 19.95.

WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR 36 PAGE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE

06632 -4244

Industrial Acoustics Co Ltd
John Hornby Skewes & Co Ltd
Klark Teknik Research Ltd
Kurtzweil
Michael Stevens & Partners
Millbank Electronics Group
Minim Electronics
Mosses & Mitchell
Multitrack Hire Ltd
Music Labs Hire Ltd
N.E.D
Neumann
Neve
Orban
Otari
P.P.G. (UK) Ltd
Pan Communications Inc
Perfectone Products SA
Point Promotions
Quad Eight
Quantec
Questar Electronics
Rycote Microphone Windshields
Scenic Sounds
Schoeps
Seasim Controls Ltd
Shuttlesound
Sifam
Solid State Logic
Sony Broadcast Ltd

Soundcraft Electronics Ltd
Soundout Laboratories
Sowter Ltd, E.A
Studer
Studio Spares
Surrey Electronics
Swisstone Electronics Ltd
Syco Systems Ltd
Tannoy
Technical Projects
Theatre Projects Services Ltd
TOA Electric Co Ltd
Trad Sales & Services
Trebas Institute of Recording
Trident Audio Developments Ltd
Turnkey
V.I.F
Xedit

74
26
95
61
16
49, 97
53
59
71
24
35
36, 54, 55
99
24, 126
6
12
6

81
29
24
77
23
102
109
74, 89
18
22
18
113
4
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114
83
31
27
8
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115
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8

16
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79
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116
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28
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Studio Sound is available without charge to qualified readers: these are directors, managers, executives and key personnel actively engaged in sound recording in any part of the world. The Publisher reserves the
right to refuse applications considered inappropriate and restrict the number of free copies sent to any one company or organisation. Non -qualifying readers can buy Studio Sound at an annual subscription of
E18.00. All enquiries to: Subscription Department, Link House Publications PLC, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, Great Britain. Phone: 01 -686 2599. Published by the proprietors
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Quo ntoc
Room Si müo ton
Quantec heralds a -iew era. A revolution in acoustic versatility. Every sound environment
is obtainable at the push of a button.
Acoustics are no longer bound by the specific configuration of a room, but can be used
to emphasize a scene, enhance or improve a sound or enrich a musical composition.

Programs

Reverberation program
Room size

=

Reverb
1st

m3 - 106 m3 with 7 steps
0.1 sec to 100 sec (up to 400 sec at 40 Hz)
Coefficient of 0.1 to 10 with 11 steps related to selected
Coefficient of 0.1 to 2.5 with 8 steps related to selected
1

Decoy tin
Decay tin - at low frequencies
Decay tin at high frequencies
Reverbrati: n density
Density o' -esonance

More than 10.000 per sec depending on room size
Mox 3 per Hz of bandwidth depending on room size
ms, level -30 dB to 0dB in steps of
ms - 200 ms in steps of
Prereverb delay
ms, level -30 dB to OdB, 'OFF' Function
ms - 200 ms in steps of
Simulation of rooms without perceptible reverberation
1

1

Reflecl

m

1

dB 'OFF' Function

1

1

Enhance grogram
Freeze pnagram

decay time
decay time

Special loop program with infinite decay time to add any number of acoustical entries

M o re t non just o Reverberctorr.
Italia René Rochas Tel. 06 -2 '8 89 74
Holland SYNTON Tel. 034. 2 -3499
Denmark STUDIE- & LYDTIL NIK Tei 0I- 341284
Belgium /Luxembourg HES :._CTRONICS Tel. 1021 465 2917
i

Quantec GmbH,

Japan TALK STUDIO Tel. 033 94 43 68
United Kingdom SYCO SYSTEMS Tel 01- 7242451
France S.CV AUDIO Tel. I. 865.44.74
Norwegen PA. SYSTEM Tel, 02-679313

Sollnerstr. 7a, D -8000

München

71, Tel.

South Afrika ELTRON Ltd. Tel. 10111 29 30 66
Sweden TAL + TON Tel. 031- 803620
U.S.A. Marshall lectronic Tel. (3011 484.22.20
I

089 / 7 91 40 41, Telex 5 23 793

If only
your ears could see.
If you could see what your ears can hear, the

precision which makes Tannoy monitors
different would stare you in the face.
You would see the time difference in high
and low frequencies on other, ordinary
monitors. You would probably even spot the
nasty phase incoherence and other unsightly
phenomena.
Now put a Tannoy with SyncSource under
the magnifying glass, and see what you can
hear. Look at the phase perfection and the way
in which the correct time relationships of
fundamentals and harmonics are maintained.
Then look at the practical advantages.
More complete audio information, and greater
freedom of movement behind the recording
console without being restricted to an on or off
axis listening position.
For more information on Tannoy monitors
with SyncSource single point sound sources,
just 'phone or write.

The Name for Loudspeakers

EWO. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood Hertfordshiré WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01-953 0091 Telex 27502

